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HARDING OBSERVES
56TH BIRTHDAY BY
WORKING AS USUAL

LEG ON APPEALS
TO CONGRESS TO

ADOPT

SOLDIER

IS MEASUR E
Members Believe in the Justness and Fairness of the
Adjusted
Compensation
Plan, Resolutions Say,
HANFORD ivTNEIDER
ELECTED COMMANDER

Ambassador Harvey Is Criticised for His London
Speech Discussing Why
the U.S. Entered the War
mr

G JOUBN A

ALBUQUERQUE

EDITION

1 Pre

Tli(

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 2.
Hanford McNeider of
Mason City, Iowa, late today
was elected national commander of the American
Legion when that organization brought its third annual convention to a close.
commanders
The
vice
chosen were :
L.
George
Berry, of
Kogersville, Tenn.; H. Nelson Jackson of Burlington,
Vt., and Charles Kendrick
of San Francisco, representing the army, and Raymond
Brackett of Marbelhead,
Mass., and J. A. McCormick
of Fort Lyon, Colo., the
navy.
Rev. Earl Blackman of
Chanute, Kan., a minister of
the Christian church, Dis
ciples of Christ, was elected
.

national chaplain.

Debate and Wrangling.
Tho election of officers concludy
session marked by
ed an
debate and wrangling over the sections of tho resolutions committee
report, particularly one criticizing
the speech delivered hy George
Harvey, American ambassador to
Great Britain, shortly after his arrival In England. In the address
Mr. Harvey discussed the reasons
why the United States entered the
war.
was
The original
resolution
thrown out on a roll call and a
substitute adopted. The substitute
was written in less sharp terms
and expressed the belief that the
ambassador's remarks did not represent the true feeling for which
the American legion stands. It directed that a copy of the resolu-- ,
tinn be sent to President Harding.
Two resolutions bearing on federal compensation for former
were among those adopted.
Both declared in favor of Immediate compensation legislation.
Adjusted Compensation.
One submitted by tho convention's legislative committee declared that "after careful consideration of all of the arguments advanced in opposition to the measure, including the letter of the
socretary of the' treasury and the
address of the president to congress, we still firmly believe in the
justice, fairness and immediate ne'
cesslty of the adjusted compensaThe resolution
tion measure."
adds that it is 'resolved that the
legion "reaffirms its stand upon
and asks
adjusted compensation
that congress pass this measure
without further equivocation or delay."
The other compensation resolu- (Continued on Page Two.'.
all-da-

sol-ille-

Washington, Nov. 2. Today
was President Harding's 60th
birthday. He refused, however,
to observe the day as a holiday, arriving at tho executive
hour. The
offices at the
the day
lis
engagement
an usual,
was even long
nes of a
th
containing
.s of connumber of mj
i
o'
it first congress. One
"
s to bo regratulatory mr
ceived by tF
jesident was
rge of Engone from Kit
land,
The pres
tr had as a
luncheon gl
.Senator Wathose birthday
son of Indi- -.1
vember 2. It
also falls c
n to lunch towas their
day when they
cether on
in tho senate.
were colle
Many meBsaJfes or congratreceived
were
by the
ulation
president. King George of Great
Britain, cabled: "On the occasion of your
birthday, Mr
President, it gives me great
to you my
to
offer
pleasure
heartiest good wishes for your
health and happiness and tc
assure
you of my cordial
friendship and esteem."
The good wishes of Italy
and of the Italian delegation
to tho armament conference
were conveyed in a message
from Ambassador Ricci.

(B? The Anioclnfed

Press.)

REGULAR ARMY BEI 0W
THE MINIMUM PEACE
STRENGTH OF 150,000
'By The Amnrtntrd IItm.)
Washington. Nov. 2. Latest official statistics on army recruiting,
prepared hy the war department
for possible use of the conference
in connection with
discussion of
land armaments, show that new
enlistments duringr recent weeks
have not been sufficient to offset
normal discharges and other "casualties." As a result, It was said,
the regular army is below the minimum peace strength of 150.000
set by congress the official total
was 138,000 October 31.

WITaSOJJ

AT MAT1JTFK.
Nov. 2. For- -

Washington,

mer President Wilson Iiad so
far recovered today from his
Rllirht Indisposition that, de.
spite Inclement weather, ho
aiicnciea a matinee.

DISAPPOINT SCHOOL CHILDREN
"I Came to America Because I Love This
Land," He Tells Them; Wednesday Was
the Anniversary of the Death of His Son,
Who Perished in War; Tears Fill His Eyes.
(BY THE ARSOOATED PRESS.)
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 2. Mar- shal, who responded.
shal Foch stayed hero today rather
"Children," he said, in rethan disappoint several thousand
sponse to the greeting, "I came
to America beoause I love this
school children who had been told
land. I wanted to show my
they might get a chance to see
to
to
had
He
We have been
him.
go
expected
appreciation.
friends In war we must be
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., to visit
ho learned
then
the garrison,
friends In peace. You boys,
when you grow
there was a plan to have school
up, must
children lined up along tho bouwork; you little girls, when
to
wave
ho
rememmust
are
might
women,
levards, (list
you
ber to pray."
them, and they to him. Lieutenant
General. Jacques of Belgium acWhen the formal program was
companied him on the boulevard concluded, the marshal started to
enter his car, but he changed his
tour.
Then the marshal's car stopped mind. He was tired, and he asked
at the convent school of the Sisters the head of the school whether he
where might rest a moment in tho parof Notre Dame de Slon,
seven girls, dressed In white and lor.
In their
with the French
The marshal went In alone Into
hair, made: a speech to the mar- - the parlor. . He leaned back In a
chair and closed his eyes, but he
was not to take a nap. Several little girls who had not been able
to see Marshal Foch well when the
eserclses were In progress, tiptoed
to the door to peek In. The marand
shal saw them, bright-eye- d
Denver, Coio., Nov. J. New bashful, and beckoned them to enThurs'
Arizona:
Fair
Mexico and
ter.
day and Friday; not much change
And half a dozen, at the same
in temperature.
time abashed and delighted, '.lid
in and stood first on one foot and
hOCAh REPORT.
then on the other beside the marConditions for the twenty-fou- r
shal's chair, and smiled at him,
hours ended ut 8 p. m. yesterday, answering his questions as to their
names and ages. They had been
recorded by the university:
67 taught to speak French, some of
Highest temperature
them spoke lispingly. When the
Lowest
27 marshal's twenty minutes were up,
Range
64
he shook hands with two little
Mean
39 boys gravely ,and kissed the little
Humidity at 6 a. m
25 girls.
Humidity at 6 P. m
None
There were great tears In Ms
Precipitation
11
eyes, for today was the anniverMaximum wind vohcity
Southwest
wind
sary of the death of his son, who
Direction of
Clear perished in the war.
Character of day

WEATHER

j

.......

..
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SOLDIERS

MRS OBENCRAI

HAWGEDWITHOUT

Charles E. Erbstein Moves
to Dismiss the Charge and
the Motion Wiil Be Argued
Next Friday.

COURT MARTIAL
Georgian Says He Intends
to Present to. the Senate
Evidence to Substantiate
the Charges He Makes,

s

indicted for murder as a result of the slaying of J. Belton
Kennedy, local broKer, here last
court today.
August, opened
Charles E. Erbstein of Chicago,
her attorney, was admitted to practice and moved dismissal of the
charge against her on tho ground
that she had not been brought to
trial within sixty days after her
arraignment, as provided by California law.
District Attorney Woolwine several days ago made charges against
Erbstein in an effort to prevent his
admittance but the court overruled
these today. Erbstein's motion to
dismiss will be argued next Friday.
that Mrs.
Erbstein announced
Obenchain probably would tell in
detail her story of the. killing of
Kennedy as part of an effort to
obtain ball, should today's motion
be denied by the court.

will makeITs fight
in public, declares

1

Philip H. I'atchin.

Philip II. Patchln, who was connected with the office which dispensed news of the Paris peac2
conference to the newspaper men,
will hold a similar position at the
disarmament conference when it
opens at Washington. The headquarters of this branch of the con FIFTH ADVANCE MADE
ference will be in the War and
IN OIL PRICES WITHIN
Navy building. It will be througn
this office that the public will get
THE LAST THIRTY DAYS
the news of the progress of the
conference.
(rtjr The AmnclntrA Tret
Pittsburgh, Pa.. Nov. 2. The
fifth advance in the price of oils
F
within, the last thirty days was
noted at the opening of the market here today.
Pennsylvania
crude advanced 60 cents to )4 per
while Cabell at $2.61; SomSLATED barrel,
erset, $2.40, and Somerset light,
$2.65, were up 25 cents. Ragland
advanced 10 cents on the barrel to
$1.25. Corning was unchanged at

Won't

Be Bundled Up in
Any Committee Room, He

Asserts; Claims Former
Service Men Backing Him
(llj The Airlnlrd I'mO

w

JU

DENVER,

FOR HOOK'S JOB

$2.15.
Oil

authorities expressed sur
prise at 50 cents advance on Pennsylvania crude, as a 25 cent In
(rty The AHT!Tfl frM.)
creaBe generally had been expectWashington, Nov. 2. Appoint- ed. However, soon after the marment of Judge" Robert E, Lewis of ket opened, it became known that
Denver as federal circuit judge to independent refiners already were
the field, not only offering the
succeed the late Judge William C. in
new price but in many instances
understood
to
been
have
Hook, is
premiums to 25 cents a barrel.
recommended to President Harding Some oil. It was said, was being:
sold
at that price but considerable
by Attorney General Daugherty.
quantities were being held for further developments.
WAS APPOINTED TO TFIE
FEDERAL BENCH IN 100(1
Denver, Colo., Nov. 2. Judge
Robert E. Lewis of tho Fourth federal judicial district, comprising
the state of Colorado, who. It Is
understood, will succeed the late
Federal Circuit Judge William C.
Hook, was appointed to the fodoral
judgeship in 1906. He had served
as district judge in Colorado since
1903. prior to his appointment to
the United States court.
Among his important decisions
was one handed down in 1914 affecting water rights of states over
streams originating in the state.
In the decision in the case of the
Pioneer Irrigation company of Nebraska against tho state engineer
of Colorado, handed down in 1914,
Judge Lewis held that the state
in which a river has Its source does
not have tho exclusive right to the
water for irrigation purposes. His
decision ordered tho state engineer
of Colorado to divert no more water from the river than would
leave twenty-nin- e
feet in the
stream whero It crossed the state
line from Colorado into Nebraska.
Another casn which is still pending in the circuit court of appeals
Is one In
which Judge Lewis
granted the Denver tramway the
to
increase Its fare from five
right
to eight cents.
Judge Lewis is 64 years old. H
was born in Cass ctunty, Mo., and
was graduated from the Westminster college at Fulton, Mo. After
to
admitted
the
being
bar in Missouri In 1880, he practiced law In Clinton, Mo., and
served a term as prosecuting attorney of Clinton, Mo. In 1896 he
was republican candidate for tho
governorship of Missouri but was
defeated at the election.
Shortly afterwards he came to
Colorado, in 1903, where he has
since resided.
During the war
Judge Lewis gained prominence by
the strictness of the requirements
which he demanded for the grant
ing of applications for naturalization, once refusing to grant citizenship to an alien because he considered him an "agitator and

M5E
TED! TIE
N

ill

BERLIN BUREAUS
HELP PEOPLE
FINDING MATES
Matrimonial Agencies Where
a Spouse May Be Had
for 10 Marks Are Doing
a Rushing Business.
Auximifrlt rrrsi.)
Nov. 2. The numerous

First Degree Murder or Ac
quittal Is Demanded By
Defense; Arguments Are
to Be Concluded Today.

hni

Twin Falls. Ida., Nov. 2. Declaring that the defense wanted no
compromise, that the defendant
was either guilty or not guilty and
that the verdict of the Jury should
be either first degree
murder,
which carries a penalty of hang
or
life
at
the op
ing,
Imprisonment
tion or the Jury, or acquittal,
Homer C. Mills, attorney for the
defense, tonight closed an impas
sioned plea to the Jury in the trial
of Lyda Meyer Southard, charged
with the murder of Edward F.
Meyer, her fourth husband.
This forenoon was taken up by
the address of Judge Edward A.
Walters fdr the prosecution.
Tomorrow Attorney A. R. Hicks and
Chief Counsel Guthrie will address the Jury for the defense. Tha
address of Frank L. Stephan,
county prosecutor, in rebuttal, will
probably send the case to the Jurv
some time tomorrow.

compoTttTflag is
placed upon grave
of unknown soldier

140-mi-

n,

repair bill.

hero the Croix de Guerre of Belgium when the body of the hero
Is burled in
Arlington cemetery
Armistice day.

(By Tli

(Bj The Amorlnte Prm.)
London, Nov. 2. A composite
flag, representing Great Britain,
the United States, France, Belgium,
and Japan, has Just been
Italy
x
soap-boorator.
placed upon the grave of the Britpn several occasions In handing ish
unknown
warrior in Westmindown decisions he has scored rad- ster
Abbey by Emil L. G. Hohen-tha- l,
icalism and has several times demost
worthy
nounced members of the Industrial national division patriarch of the
of the Sons of
Workers of the World.
of North America.
Temperance
Accompanying tho flag was the
PASSAGE CANCELLED
following message:
"This flag Is placed here as a
ON LINER AQUITANIA
tribute to fhe service, devotion,
BY BRITISH PREMIER valor and sacrifice rendered by
him who is buried here, and to all
his associates of this and the al(Br The AMOclnled FrtM.)
lied nations. In. the namo of his
London, Nov. 2 (by tho Ascomrades In arms, members of tho
sociated Press).
Premier
Order of .the Sons of Temperance
IJo.vd George lias definitely
in Canada and the United States
'
cancelled his passage on tho
on the twenty-nint- h
anniversary of
steamer Aqnitnnla, on which
the birth of the order."
ho was to have .proceeded to
tho I'lilted States Novemlwr 6
AERIAL DERBY RACE
to attend the Washington con- -,
ference. This fact became ofWON BY NEW YORKER
for
known
hero
ficially
tonight
tho first time.
(By The Amnclsted rM,)
Cancellation by tlie premier
Kansas City, Mo., Nov, 2. Lloyd
of his passage is considered a
Bertaud of New York, won the
favorable rather than nn unAmerican legion aerial derby race
favorable sign of the progress
over a
of the Irish negotiations. The
triangular course
here this afternoon. His time was 60
Interpretation placed on It is
minutes, 15 5 seconds.
that Mr. Lloyd Georgo hopes
J. D. Glvens of Fort Sill, Okla.,
that a few days' delay In his
was
second with 66 minutes,
IS
departure will enable him to
5
see a settlement) reached, or
seconds; third, C. B. Wrights-maat least the basis of an agree-meTulsa, Okla., 7 minutes, 17
5
seconds; fourth, Lieutenant
reached, which can ab-ho
worked out during his
Wagoner, Fort Sill. Okla., 67 minsence. In this connection Imutes, 55 5 seconds: fifth Major
portance Is attached to the fact
Lamphier, Fort Bill, Okla., 68 mintlwt Sir James Craig, Ulster
utes, 12 5 seconds.
The derby race was over a 140
premier, In coining Saturday.
mile triangular course of eight
Road
laps. Prizes awarded follow:
Washington. Nov. 2. The fed
First, $3,000 and the Kansas
eral government between next July City Rotary club trophy; second,
1 and
states
aid
would
1,
11.500;
July
192J,
third. $760; fourth, $400.;
to the1 extent of $500,000,000 at the
rate of $100,000,000 a year, In the
WICHITA GETS RECNIOX.
construction and repair of roada
Kansas City. Mo.. Nov. 2. The
under a bill introduced today In Thirty-fift- h
division will hold its
the house. The measure carries an l22 reunion In Wichita. Kane.
additional $40,000,000 for national (That city was selected today at
'tho division association's meeting.
forest roads and traits,
nt

Gen. Baron Jacques of

that country's outstanding Belgium,
military hero of the world war. Is now
in the United States to place upon
the grave of America's unknown

.

OUTRARD

(By The Amnrlntri)

Washington, Nov. 2. Notice was
given in the senate today by Senator Watson, democrat,
Georgia,
that he Intended to present to the
senato evidence of his charges that
American soldiers had been hanged
overseas without court martial.
He declared ho would not be
"bundled up in any committee
room" and have his evidence "entombed with senators in a report
nobody would
read," but would
make his fight in the Benato. He
lie
added that
would reserve a decision whether he would f appear
before the special senate committee appointed to investigate
his
charges.
Senator Watson's statements today were made in another hour's
clash over the investigation when
Senator Brandegee, republican of
Connecticut, chairman of the special committee, presented a resolution authorizing the committee
lo take testimony under oath and
The resosubpovnao witnessess.
lution drew sharp comment from
Senator Watson and also involved
him and Senator Iteed, democrat,
Missouri, in n spirited discussion
with several republicans.
Senator Watson reiterated his
charges and declared they had been
mado in 1918 by former Senator
Chamberlain of Oregon, now a
He also
shipping board member.
declared that today he had received letters and telegrams from
former service men and soldiers In
Philadelphia and New York supporting his charges. According to
his information, he said, gallows
other than that pictured in the
photograph he presented yesterday
had been erected and used in
France.

Gen. Baron Jacques.

1

Berlin,
matrimonial
bureaus of Berlin.
where a spouse may be had for
the payment of 10 marks registration fee, are doing a rushing business. The advertising columns of
the newspapers are being utilized,
"prospects" are being bombarded
with letters and circulars extolling the advantages and virtues of
the several bureaus are being scattered broadcast.
The marriage literature makes
Its principal appeal to the "home-lovin- g
Instinct" of men, who are
in much greater demand in tho
marriage market than women.
.me piena ugerus, nuwever, are
not always
discriminating or discreet in the selection of "eligible
males."
a
senat
One bureau
letter to a married man with- - a
large family urging him to "marry
happily: don't select vour ac- Iquaintances at random from the
streets; send us your photograph
and 10 marks and we'll find you
a good wife."
The man became very Indignant
and wrote a scornful letter about
it to his favorite newspaper.
Most of the marriages arranged
through the matrimonial bureaus
are of women more or less advanced in years, and of doubtful
physical attraction, but with substantial bank accounts, and young
men out of work or weary of working, said the agent of a bureau.
The financial arrangements are
agreed upon before tho marriage.
One young man who accepted
a much older woman as wife after
she had assured him she had
money to support them, brought
suit for divorce alleging he had
been deceived and that the woman
really had very little money. The
woman admitted she had misrepresented her income but declared
she felt Justified because of the
lonely life she had been, living,
with no opportunity to become acquainted with marriageable men.
While the young, attractive girls
who make application for husbands
are comparatively few, according
to the agents, scores of young men
apply for wives, virtually always
with the stipulation that they must
lie wealthy or
Former
ly the chief women applicants were
servant girls. Shop girls seldom
patronize the marriago bureaus.
Scores of marriages are made
through the medium of the matrimonial bureaus every month, and
their, popularity has steadily In
creased since tho war, which left
the German women in a large and
conscious majority.

j
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E. BANK

Extra Dividend Is Distributed to Depositors;
Officials Plan Erection of
a Fine Building.
(By The Anorlntrd

Preu.)

The
Cleveland, Ohio,
first cooperative national bank to
be established in the United States,
of Locomotive
the Brotherhood
National
Knglneers
Cooperative
Bank of Cleveland, celebrated its
first birthday yesterday by distributing to its depositors an extra
to
dividend of
of one per cent. This is in addition to the regular 4 per cent paid
on their savings.
The success of the Institution is
attested, according to officials, by
the fact that resources have grown
in 12 months from JGf0,971.77 on
its opening day to almost $10,250,-00Nov.

one-four- th

2.

one-ha-

Carrier or

85c a Month
Single Copies Re

Mull,

rr.

)

1911.
He served on the border

ns a

first lieutenant with the Second Iowa infantry. After the
outbreak of the world war he
entered the officers' training
camp at Fort Snelllng and was
commissioned a second lieutenant.
Ho arrived In France September 20, 1917, as an officer
in the Ninth Unltod States Infantry.
During his overseas
service he was promoted to
colonel and later became lieutenant colonel of Infantry in
the Alfne, Marne, St. Mihlel
e
and
operations, a portion of tho time In
command of his rerrlment. lie
was wounded at St. Mihiel. and
holds the following decorations:
service cross
Distinguished
and1 one cluster, Chevalier de
Legion d'Honneur, Croix de
Ouerrn (five citations,
five
palms, one gold and one silver
and
the
star), Fourragere
war cross. He was
Italian
given three citations in general
orders.
Since his return to civilian
life he has been prominent in
legion work In his state, having
acted as department commander.
MiC MacDIder Is a banker
and Is unmarried.

in

TAX PLAN

SENT

TSEIIATE

Fordney Expects to Bring
This Up in Connection
With the Soldier Bonus
at the Regular Session,
THIRD SUCCESSIVE
NIGHT MEETING HELD

A

Amendments Offered By
Senators Are Disposed of

Rapidly,

Meuse-Argonn-

Few

Adopted, andMs Cut
(B The AM'XIiltrd

Being

Short

TVeM.)

Washington. Nov. 2. Deploring
the effort to put a sales tax
through the senate at , present.
Chairman Fordney of the house
ways and means committee, disclosed today that it was his plan
to bring in a sales tax in connection
with the soldiers' bonus bin wnicn
he said would bo reported during
the regular session.
Earlier, Mr. Fordney, represen
tatives Green of Iowa ana Long- worth of Ohio, had informed sen
ate leaders that under no conuiuon
would the house agree to a sales
tax at this time.
Smoot 1'lan Proponents
With .proponents of the Bmoot
plan claiming only five votes less
than a majority for tho sales tax.
senate leaueru
some republican

TWO ARMISTICE ELMS
ARE TO BE PLANTED
thought the fate Of that proposidecided by discusON MONDAY MORNING tion would be senate.
The latest
sions in the
canvass of the senate by leaders
(B.v The AM-hitrto
shown
rre.)
said
have
thirty rewaj
Washington, Nov. 2. Two Arsenators for the sales tax,
mistice elms to be planted next publican
twelve against it and twelve doubtthe ful, with
Monday morning will mark
six absent or not polled,
beginning of an international ave- Two democrats were represented as
nue on the Lincoln memorial favoring this form of taxation, with
grounds. The trees, which will be three bthera doubtful.
planted by the American Forestry
Proceeding with the tax bill. tfe
association, will be the first of a senate completed consideration of
magnificent approach lined with majority committee amendments
memorial trees to be set in by va- and took up charge proposed by
rious governments.
senators. A third successive night
litis tree win bo ror the army session was held.
and one for the navy.
Changes made In the bill inThe elms will be placed by two cluded adoption of a five cent a
representatives from each of the
American legion posts in the District of Columbia. Thero will be
an invocation by Col. John T.
chief of chaplains of the
United States army, and a benediction by Cnpt. John B. Frazier
of the United States navy.
Ax-to-

gallon

tax on syrup used in the

manufacture of carbonated beverages, the tax on which had been
fixed at two cents, and the reductions from five to three cents a
pound in the rate on carbonic acid
gas.

Another amendment adopted
would exempt from the admission

conte- charges tzLada.
picture shows.
Insuranee Section.
Under n majority amendment to
the insurance section, agreed on.
mutual insurance companies other
than life companies would be taxed
on net income as computed under
the present law, while old line Insurance companies, other than life,
would be taxed on the net Income
from investment and underwrit-

ing.

Amendments offered

by sens-towere disposed of rapidly, but
few being adopted, and the night
session was cut short.
Senator
Penrose explained that since the
soldiers' bonus and sales tax proposals were the only big issues
remaining so far es he knew, nothing was to be gained by meeting
longer tonight.

rs

ICE AND LOW WATER
COAL STOCKS FAIRLY
CLOSE VOLGA RIVER
LARGE, SURVEY SHOWS

lf

(Bj The Aiorl ilf cl PrfM.)
2.
Coal
Nov.
Washington,
stocks were fairly large, according
to study made for the National
Coal association, by its official orWithout
gan, the Coal Review.
c
mmentlng upon the strike possibilities, the Journal today estimated that retail coal yards had
a three weeks supply, though domestic consumers probably have
less, while public utilities, gas, and
electric plants, have a reserve for
between two and four months, and
railroads have a six weeks stock
stored.

(D.T

The Asuorlfited PreM.)

Riga, Nov. 1 (by the Associated Press.)
Navigation of the Volga river has been closed for tha
winter, owing to ice and low water. This will block steps taken to
bring relief to starving villages far
from railways or passable wagon

roads

W. N. Haskell, director of work
In Russia for the American relief

administration, has agreed to extend first aid to adults, and will
furnish 30,000 supplementary rations for bedridden patients In the
famine region, it Is announced by
the Rosta News Aency.

25,000 MINERS ARE IDLE BUT
DELAY IN SPREAD OF WALKOUT
IS EXPECTED BY DHIOH CHIEFS

0.

Warren
Stone, who, as head
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers has had a prominent
part in tho railroad strike situation, Is president of the bank. It
is controlled exclusively by memwhich
bers of the brotherhood,
holds 61 per cent of the stock. The
remainder is owned by individual
All its officers belong
members.
to the brotherhood.
Not all employes, however, are members.
Unlike other national banks,
shareholders are limited to dividends of 10 per cent. A general
banking business is conducted, conA LABOR UNION BANK
siderable being done by mall. The
has a capital of $1,000,000
PLANNED IN KANSAS bank
and a surplus of $100,000.
Officials of the institution are
(By Tlie AHoclntd Vrem.)
planning to erect a twenty-on- e
Topeka, Kans., Nov. 2. Plans story combined bank and office
a labor union building on the present slto, difor establishing
bank In Kansas have been tem- rectly opposite the fourteen story
porarily abandonded, W. 13. Free- home of the brotherhood.
man, president of the Kansas State
Federation of Labor, announced:
"Because of present conditions HEARINGS ON TARIFF
and financial
of unemployment
BILL REOPEN TODAY
depression the state federation officials have decided to postpone
Washington, Nov. 2. The senate
the bank venture," said President finance
Is to
Freeman.
"As soon as conditions reopen committee tomorrow
hearings on the perare right, however, arrangements manent public
was
laid
tariff bill, which
will go ahead."
in September for the revenue
The bank is to have a capitali aside
bill. Chairman Penrose announced
zation of at least $100,000
and tonight
that the first schedule to
Probably will he located either at be taken up would be that of agriTopeka or Kansas City, Kans., ac- cultural products and hat at least
This bank, the first
cording to Freeman.
day's session would be
so far as Freeman has ascertained,
devoted to rates on wool and
will be the first one organized by woolen
products.
a state federation of labor. Several banking institutions have been
CHICLE CROP FOH 1921.
started by national and InternaMexico
Oct. 18. The chicle
tional unions, however. Including crop of theCity,
state of Campeche this
the Brotherhood
of
year was upward of 6.000,000
Knglneers in Cleveland. O.. and pounds, most of which went to
the machinists' international union the
United States and was manufactured into
bank, Washington, D. C.
chewing gum.
well-to-d- o.

Aorll

FIRST BIRTHDAY

D. OF

by

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 2.
Hanford MacNider of Iowa,
newly elected national commander of the American Legion, was born October 2, 18S4,
at Mason City, la. He was
graduated from Milton academy, Milton, Mass.. In June,
1903. and from
Harvard in

'PRKPOSTFUOI S," SAYS
ltAKI.ll OF THK CHARGER CHAVES CO. DISTRICT
Cleveland, O.. Nov. 2. Charges
C0URTIS REVERSED
of Senator Watson that American!
soldiers in Franco were hanged (Spfclnl nlnpatch to Morning Journal
without trial and were subjected
Santa Fe, Nov. 2. Holding the
to barbarous treatment were derailway wasn't responsible for the
and incred- nets
clared "preposterous
of
or servants of the
ible" by Newton D. Baker, former director agents
general of railroads dursecretary of war, tonight.
the
of federal control,
ing
period
"If a single American soldier the supreme court
today reversed
had been hanged without trial," he the $13,090
awarded the
said, "vord of It would have come Diamond X judgment
Innd and Cattle comto this country and proper measin the Chaves county district
pany
ures would have been taken. The court in its suit
agaln,st the Santa
senator's charges are preposterous Fe and tho director
general and
and incredible."
directed that the case be dismissed
as to the railroad.
The suit waj) brought by the
company on account of the injuring of cattle Bhipped by It and
others who assigned the company
their claims, from Hagerman.

CELEBRATED

EDITION

NEW COMMANDER
HOU 5E WILL NOT
OF LEGION WON
HONORS ABROAD ACCEPT II SALES

WATSON INSISTS

(By The Amwlnlcd TrcM.)
The
Angeles, Calif., Nov. 2. Ober-chain,
to
free Mrs. Madalynne
fight

tS
J

2,
Nov.
Washington,
Deaths from accidents, caused
moby automobiles and other
tor vehicles, excluding motorcycles, increased decidedly in
1920, as compared with 1919,
the census bureau announced
today. Deaths duo to motor
vehicles last year averaged
within the death registration
area of the United States 10.4
per cent per 100,000 of population, as compared with 9.4
per cent in 1919.
9,000
perApproximately
sons were Hlled last year by
motor vehicles In the death
registration area, which comprises 82 per cent of the population of the United States.
The bureau's figures, however,
show that the automobile is
not nearly so dangerous as in
its early days. In 1915 there
were two deaths to every
1,000 motor vehicles, while
last year the ratio was 1.2 per
cent.
The death rate from motor
vehicles last year was highest
in California, amounting to
21.1 per 100.000 population.
Among cities, Los Angeles
was fourth, with a death
rate
of 24.1 per cent.

Dally

Bv The

lati'

DEATHS DUE TO
MOTOR VEHICLES
SHOW INCREASE

BELGIAN GENERAL
FAMOUS WAR HERO,
IS NOW IN AMERICA

COUNSEL STARTS
BATTLE TO FREE

-

FOCfl POSTPONES HIS VISIT TO
FT. LEAVENWORTH RATHER THAN

.

WILL HELP DIRECT
PUBLICITY OFFICE
AT ARMS PARLEY

CITY

:

S.

Developments Await Discontinuance By Operators of the Check Off of Dues From
Miners' Wages as Directed By Injunction;
Judge Anderson Approves Appeal Bond.
(BY THE ASSOCIATK1) PKESS.)
.Indianapolis. Nov. 2. Delay In
injunction suit. The court actho spread of the "protest" strike ine
tion, followed by service of the
of soft coal miners, Ktarted today writ on union men
and operators,
by walkouts of 25.00J union work- made the injunction
effective.
ers, closing more than 200 mines Plans for hastening
the appeal of
in Indiana, was anticipated tonight the
to
the cirinjunction decision
by officials of the United Mine cuit court of
at Chicago,
Workers of America, who said de- also were madeappeals
by counsel for the
velopments awaited discontinuance union and the operators,
but
of operators of the union check off
of
the
documents- deof dues from miners' wages as di- preparation
the presentation of their aplayed
rected by a federal court injunc- peal to ,Tudge Anderson. Counsel,
tion.
regarded the appeal peIndications were that union of- however,
tition as a perfunctory request,
ficials would not call out the men, which would be
by Judge
scattered throughout the soft coal Anderson when approved
probpresented,
fields of the country until collectomorrow.
tion of the check off was actually ably
ceased by the operators.
First ofWIMi OBEY
ficial reports of action by opera- OPK1UTORS
'ORDER OF ANDERSON
tors elswhere than in Indiana
reached union headquarters toPittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 2. R. R.
night, coming from the Pennsylpresident of district No.
vania bituminous district. The mes- Gibbons,
5
Mine Workers of Amersage from R. R. Gibbons, president ica,.United
was
notified late today by R.
of the district, said tho check off W.
commissioner of the
Oardlncr,
would be stopped with the next
Pittsburgh Coal Producers' assopay day.
Indiana workers, however, did ciation, that the association would
not withhold their strike to await comply with the order of Judge
a formal notice from the opera- Anderson at Indianapolis and no
tors, whose notice stopping the longer observe the .check off procheck off has been drafted by vision of the agreement with the
counsel for their association. None miners.
of the Important mines in the state
worked today and reports said AIX MIVKRS ADVISED
TO REMAIN AT WORK
only sixteen mines were in operation.
Chicago, Nov. 2. The Illinois
Judge Anderson today approved
will
a bond filed by the Borderland Coal Operators' association
Coal corporation, complainant in
(Continued on Page Two.)
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HOPEFULNESS IN

LEGION APPEALS TO
CONGRESS TO ADOPT
BONUS
SOLDIER

BETTER SCHOOLS

FOB

PEOPLE'S-FAGE-

PALESTINE

.

g. n.

m NIN

MUST BE TAKEN

(Continued from Page One.)

'SIT'

FOLKS

November 3, 1921.

IN

RUSSIA

A

tlon adopted was offered by the
resolutions committee. It asserted
that the legion reiterates Its posiSAY
IS
tion In favor of the adjusted
,
for discharged soldier and
deplores the request of President
Harding to delay passage by con
(117 The Wnrliitrri frius.)
(By The Auneinlrd Preie.)
the Five Hundred Odd Members
Beatty Praises the American
Moscow, Nov. 2. Folks "sit" in
Jerusalem, Nov. 1!. Tho Hrltish gress of such' a measure "and
In
that
of
in
congress
Russia. Kvnn Americans
of Brotherhood Who Have Jail
Spirit of Manhood and government, which has a mandate acquiescence
request." .
don't "lie" in jail. That is not done
Diaz and over l'lilestlne, a has undertaken a
Tho Chemical Industry.
east.
Been
Strike
on
Must
this
far
Be
Womanhood;
a
school within the
plan to place
Resides the section relating to
All the Americans who have
Also Comment.
Returned to Service.
reach of every child In Palestine. Colonel Harvey, the only part of
emerged from Russian jails in ac
U hopPM to accomplish this with
the resolutions committee's report
cordance with the Hoover agree
in a lew years.
to meet opposition was that relatment say: "When I was sitting in
(Ity The Aawisteil 1'rasa.t
(By The Aworlated Preei.)
BO
The
is
to
2.
2.
establish
Nov.
The
Federal
Kansas City Mo.. Nov.
purpoHe
Houston, Tex.,
ing to Indorsement by the legion
Butyrka," or "Yes, I know Ivan
new schools each year, these to of ihe proposal that the chemical Judge .1. D. Hutchcson late today Ivanovich. I sat with him for two
youth of tlio American people, the be distributed,
Tales' Industry bo developed with a view ruled that the five hundred odd months last year."
throughout
hopefulness In their faces and the
Estes and Flick and Kllpatrlok
vast scale of thing were given to- tine as the need is Greatest. Al to making chemical
warfare a members of the Brotherhood of
of children are re more important part of the na- Railroad Trainmen on tho Interand"tll the rest of the Americans
day by Marshal Forh as his out- ready hundreds
for
the
first
bene
time
the
United
of
fell abeam the soviet author
ceiving
tho
who
national
railGreat
tion's
The
resolution
Northern
and
defenses.
wi.s
standing impressions
fits of an education.
States.
of road, who have been on Btrike ities sprinkled their conversation
tabled, pending Investigation
Heforo
the
war, Jerusalem, then charges made that financial In- since October 22, should be taken with Russian terms which are con
"The American spirit of manhood nnd womanhood" most Im- a city of some 80,000 inhabitants, terests were seeking to influence back Into the employ of the road. ventional in ovietland but will
not
could
of a single govern-me- the legion to endorse the proposal.
boast
of
This does not apply, however. sound very strange to their friends
Earl
Admiral
Rentty
pressed
high school. Even now 70 Later the matter broke out on tho the decree said to the four local in the United States.
Great Britain, the latter said.
out
of
100
not
do
persons
every
persons In
English speaking
"Two things have Impressed me."
floor again, when a motion was chairmen of the union, whose sta"One Is the know how to read and write.
made to reconsider and charges of tus should be determined by James Russia never think of calling the
said the marshal.
The
of
educational
its
ration
food
name.
develop
path
A.
by
English
peoof
of
receiver
In
financial
road.
the
your
interest
Baker,
the proposal
youthful appearance
ment in Palestine; contains one were
The men are given until Friday It is always "pyke." Fish Is
repeated. The convention afple. I have seen youthful, hopeful great stumbling
the
of
lack
block,
but
fish
"riba."
And the
firmed its
action whirh to determine whether they will acfaces. I have marveled at it. The
cooperation and unity among the referred the previous
foreigners who were unfortunate
second thing is the tremendous different
resolution to the na cept or reject the decree.
elements of copulation. tlonal executive
to
into
Bolshevist
get
on
The
enough
would
prisback
on
trainmen
which
go
your
people
committoe.
proportions
- ,lnnt n.i a The government schools today are
7 . . . .... I . ..
J . .1.1
The hardest contest of the eon. probation under the court's deci- ons will probaoly never eat "riba"
attended
Mohammedans.
can
if
avoid
by
n'le
only
for
it,
Tflroountr?
ri
again
the
they
in n
vention arose in the election of the sion. After thirty days, if the
new
and officials of the road dried and smoked fish served to
chaplain. Kev. Black
tfona of higher education. At pres man national
In thin soup isn't a pleasant
them
are
wan
men
satisfied
in
that
the
havo
business
nomination
methods,
by
placed
torlce, large
ent, there Is not a college in the Kansas.
Montana presented the returned In a spirit of conciliation, memory,
large ambitions. One must accus entire
of 1,000,000 Inhabi- Rev. E. Porter
When the Norwegians made a
of that state, and the wage scale existing previous to
tom the eye to all of this. At first tants. state
of
The
American
university
nominated Father J. October 22 and full seniority rights gift of smoked herring to the Rus
Pennsylvania
glimpse it Is dazzling." said:
Is
the
Beirut, Syria,
sian famine sufferers, an Ameri
only place L. N. Wolfe of Philadelphia, the will be restored.
..Admiral Knrl Tleatty
to Palestinians seeking highcan who has been in Russia ever
Pennsylvania department chaplain,
"I have been Impressed by the open
er
education.
since the czar was overturned re
Riackthe
ballot
Rev.
first
On,
American spirit of manhood and
The
authorities recognize this man 'received 408 votes; Father 25.000 MINERS ARE
marked: "The XNorwegians are so
womanhood. You Americans have lack of educational opportunity
but
blooming tired of eating wooden
405, and the Montana man
a splendid sense of fairness, and find themselves helpless to remedy Wolfe
IDLE
IN
BUT
DELAY
fish that they are wrobably glad
Montana withdrew its canWe of Great Britain rejoice that It owing to the Inability to obtain 18.1.
to had It over to the poor Rusdidate and on the next ballot the
SPREAD IS EXPECTED sians.
you are bound to us by the same funds.
It's like giving a stone to
vote
Rev. Blackman, 494;
There has been a great deal of Fatherstood:
language and the same blood ties.'
thoBO
who ask for bread. But the
Wolfe, 423.
General Iiiaz said:
from
In recent years about estab(Continued
Pace
talk
One.)
can't protest."
Russians
8
S3
'
It was ruled that
votes were
"Your school children and the lishing a Hebrew university In
"Narkomriel" and scores of othnecessary to win, a majority of the take no action
fedbeen
have
Its
spirit of the members of the AmerJerusalem,
,the
regarding
plans
er contrsctlons of names for variican liPRlon have impressed me. drawn and the corner stone has convention' voting strength, and erals Injunction to abandon
the ous government departments have
"Your school children, first, because been laid hut the money to build another roll call was ordered.
checkoff
Wednesday fc und their way into English as
The third ballot was Interrupted wnen a system Isuntil
to be held here. It is spoken. It Is a contraction
they are the United States of the It has not been secured and It re- when th,e total Iowa vote
meeting
was east
mains In tho realm of things yet for Mr, Blackman. The credentials
future. Your former soldiers
This announcement was made to of a long agglomeration of Rusto tlm leeion have a splen to be.
ords which mean the peoof tho man delivering the Iowa day by Dr. H. C. Honnold, aecre sian
did military hearing, a flno rhythm
vote was challenged and the pre tary of the association, who Is ples' comissarlat for foreign af
of their marching, a spirit which MAN REPORTED SLAIN
injunction, fairs.
siding officer threw them Out aft- sending copies ofa the
enters with a will Into what they
memorandum.
accompanied by
er
the man from the floor. to
Dne who sees them knows
t.O
all
members.
The
IS AT WORK AS USUAL It ordering
memorandum
REDISCOUNT RATES CTT.
was discovered that no Iowa
spirit
represent a fighting
i':
2.
Nov.
Reducpoints out that the association feels
Washington,
were in the- hall.
delegates
It... A bv honor and feels like
in
that there should be a thorough
tions of 1 per cent In rediscount
(Hj The AKunrlittr A PrMi.)
Apologize.
lcligate
live the United v Colorado
()', .v
ng:
members
'Long
2.
their
reserve
Nov.
and
banks at
rates of federal
A Kansas
Spring. Colo.,
delegate, who an- vestigation by
fll.if t II
The alleged slaying In the rail- nounced he took responsibility to? attorneys', since the checkoff In- Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
"i Vervthing in the United States road
Issued
conflicts
with
one
1 per cent
of
of
junction
and
near
here
of
tho
Iowa
votes
yesterday
cast,
City,
apoloyards
iR
penrtous. You travel with William H. West of Colorado having
gized, declaring he did not know October 5 by Circuit Judge C. H. at reserve banks at New York,
the nythical seven league bots,
Is a hoax.
man whom he asked to vote Miller of Franklin county.
the
Philadelphia. Richmond, Atlanta
d
Springs,
peo-omi et you are home loving
Frank Farrlngton, secretary of and San Francisco were announced
Authorities found him at work for Iowa was not an accredited
will
Youth
fearing people.
pie.
Illithe
United
Mine
Workers
of
near
his
at
Iowa
said
He
as
usual
that
ranch
the
delegate.
today
today by the federal reserve board.
rved. The American people
be
Rnmah, Colo. Peter Mahael and delegation in caucus decided to nois, today sent out telegrams ad
all of youth."
ai
to
miners
remain
at
all
A
EATS
vising
SWEETS
hlv wife, detained by the Canon support the Kansas candidate.
DANCING.
AT THE COLLEGE INN.
the work pending decision by the opcarried
City authorities last night, were motion
accepting
erators regarding the injunction,
LU.!N NOMINATED AS
released today.
apology.
The roll call proceeded on the but officials of the operators.' as
A telephone message received by
OF PUBLIC
RECEIVER
Lester West, saying that his broth- third ballot and Father Wolfe sociation said tonight they were in
miners employed by the
MONEYS AT CLAYTON er was "seriously Injured and forged ahead, getting 483 votes formed
Marion County Coal company, in
probably murdered" In the rail- against 436 for Rev. Blackman.
Then Commander Emery de Marion county, and the J. K. Fer
road yards caused the detention of
Washington. Nov. 2. Presclared Mr. Blackman was the win ing Coal company at Eldorado, had
the Mahaels.
ident Harding today noml- ner
on the second ballot, revers- walked out. Tho former, accord
d Mateo I.njnn of Snnta
He ex- ing to statistics, employs 489 men
In the days of ancient Rome
ing the previous ruling.
i
N. M.. to bo receiver of
held and tne latter 295 men.
and dancing formed a most im- plained that Rev. Blackman Inasi'im Ic
mr.ncys at Clayton,
on
The Illinois field, second largest
ballot.
a majority
that
portant part of girls' education.
v I.
in the country, has a total of 938
much as only two were contending
Pennsylvania tried to move that mines, which In 1920 employed 88
the election of the Kansan be 192 men.
made unanimous, but Commahder
F.mery declared adjournment had UNION PRINTERS AND
forestalled this course.
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Prince Albert's a new
note in the joys of rolling 'em!
And, for a fact, rolling
up Prince Albert is mighty
easy I P. A. is crimp cut and
stays put and you whisk it
into shape before you can
count three ! And, the next
instant you're puffing away
to beat the band!

Talking about rolling;

I

I

your own cigarettes, we'll

tell you right here that
Prince Albert tobacco has
'em all lashed to the mast I

You've got a
coming your direction when you pal it with
P. A. and the makin's
papers ! For Prince Albert
is not only delightful to
your taste and pleasing in
handful-of-happine-

ss

Albtrt it

Prlne

told in toppy redf
bagt, tidy rd tint,
hmndsomt pound
mod hall pound tin
humiiort and in tho
pound cryital glass

humidor with
sponge moisUntr
top.

Prince Albert is so good
that it has led four men to
smoke jimmy pipes where
one was smoked before! It's
the greatest old buddy-smok- e
that ever found its
a pipe or cigarette !
into
way

itsrefreshingaroma,but our
exclusive patented process
frees it from bite and parch I

-

i

one-ha-

lf

Copyright 1021
by R. J. RemoMa
Tobacco Ce.
Wluton-Selea-

the national joy smoke

r:

i.

N. C

i

t
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PLENTY OF ENERGY

Denver Man Says His Nerves Are Calm, Sleeps
Like a Log and Has Energy and Ambi
tion Now, After Taking Only Two
Bottles of Garren's Tonic.
"I tried cathartics for my constl
What more could one want than
to be able to eat most anything and pation, but only got temporary re

enjoy every mouthful, besides having calm nerves energy and ambition. This Is what Mr. O. W. Smith
of 1154 Santa Fe Drive declares
Garren's Tonic enabled Im to do,
after having suffered tortures for
five years with stomach trouble.
"I ate merely to keep body nnd
soul together," said Mr. Smith
when explaining what Garren's
Tonic had done for him, "for everything I ate disagreed with me. Gas
and
would form on my stomach
bloat me terribly. I had bad
constipation, sharp ehootlng
pains all through my houlders and
at night I was nervous and restless,
besides my kidneys were becoming
Involved. When I got up mornings
I folt all worn out and barely had
the energy to go to my work.
1

head-ache-

s,

Kansas City, MO., Nov. 2 (by the
Associated Press.) The national
convention of the American legion
adjourned tonight after selecting
Hanford McNeider of Mason City,
la., national commander: selecting
other officers and adopting resolutions covering many subjects.
The election of Mr. MacNelder
to succeed John G. Emery of
Grand Rapids, Mich., was made
unanimous after more than half
the state delegations had seconded his nomination, and three other
candidates nominated, Rov Hoffman of Oklahoma City, Earl M.
Cllne of Nebraska City, Neb., and
John F. Williams of Joplin, Mo
hnd withdrawn In his favor.
of
The Rev. Earl Blackman
Chanute, Kans., was elected national chaplain.
A fight for the removal of the
national legion headquarters from
Indianapolis to Kansas City, which
the Missouri delegation promised
to bring to the floor, did not

lief. I have only taken two bottles
of Garren's Tonic and already feel
like a new man, as my stomach is
now in perfect condition and I can
eat nnd digest anything I want
without any bad after effects. My
appetite is great. My kidneys are
and
improving, my constipation
headaches are a thing of the past
and by the time I take a couple of
bottles more of this great preparation I think I will be as well as any
man in Denver."
Mr. Smith says, "I will gladly
recommend Gnrren's Tonlo to any
The daisy was adopted as the
one who has suffered as I have for official flower of the legion.
it Is a wonderful medicine."
Garren's Tonic is sold In Albu- ADVANCES MADE FOR
querque by Alvarado Pharmacy
and the leading druggists In every
AGRICULTURAL
AND
city.
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LEGIOV ADOPTS DAISY'
AS OFFICIAL FlOWEIt
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high-grad-

blue and white enamel
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ware Large stock on special sale
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KORBER

&

CO.

North Second Street.

Aztec Fuel Company
Phone 251

ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER COMPANY

428 .NORTH

FIRST KTHEET.

Out on the prairie, in New England valleys, on

'

MoTIGCE KNOCKS Ol'T CHOUSE
Montreal, Nov. 2. Mike
New York, holder of the
Canadian middleweight boxing title, knocked out Buck Crouse, Philadelphia, in t.e fourth round of a
terwround bout tonight.
e,

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

er

lonely mountain sides, thousands of farm home9,
churches, schools, and stores are now electrically
lighted by the current from Exide Batteries. A
large majority of all small electric light and power
plants on farms and on yachts are equipped with
Exide the long-lif- e
battery.
You use an Exide Battery daily every time
you telephone, it is the current from an Exide that
sends your voice over the wire. Submarines are
propelled under the sea,' as are mine locomotives
below the ground and street trucks and electric
passenger cars on the ground, by Exide Batteries.
Exide was the pioneer battery in automobiles as
well as in the other fields where batteries are used.
The result is a starting and lighting battery of
g
power a matter of real comfort and
to
economy
you in motoring.
When you require a new battery or repairs on
any make of battery we hope for an opportunity
to show you the calibre of Exide service.

It

1. C. BAf.DKIi OK LUMBKK CO.
422 Booth First Street.
I'none 401

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
I

MOO

Boilermakers ana Welder.
8. Second St.
lei. 1B47--

long-lastin-

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

The Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL. OFFICE

ponement from November 7 to November 14, in the opening of the
trial of Roscoe C. (Fatty)
charged with manslaughter in connection with the death
of Virginia Rappe, motion picture
actress, Gavin McNab, chief defense counsel, announced
today.
The stipulation will be presented
to the court when the case Is
called Monday.
The postponement Is desired on
account of election day and Armistice day during the week of November 7.

DAY AND NIGHT

MIMEOGRAPH

TYPEWRITER
CARBON PAPERS

,

Albright

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 2. Marshal Foch was presented with a
life membership in the Aero club of
America, when a visitor at the
American legion flying meet today.
made the
Eddie, Hlckenbacker
speech of presentation.
PIG 'N WHISTLE CANDIES-BE- ST
IN WORLD. COLLEGE INN

SESSIONS

Attend a school that la surrounded with an Atmosphere
of Business.
A thorough course In this
school would prepare you for
a worth-whil- e
position.
ENROLL NOW.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP.

LUMBER SM?L,

Bright Lights
on the Farm

BOTH SIDES AGREE TO
A POSTPONEMENT OF
THE ARBUCKLE TRIAL
(By The Aaaoclated Press.)
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 2.
Both sides have agreed to a post-

Gallup Egg

BATT EKDES

ht

(By The Amorlatel Frene.)

PURE WHIT
POLAR
ENAMEL WARE

v

AGREEMENT

(Oy The Associated Pren.)
Chicago, Nov. 2. Represents
tlves of five unions In the printing
industry were in conference today
with employers, negotiating a new
agreement In place of the contract
expiring Novembor 7. The old contracts affect pressmen, bookbinders
ana paper cutters, Binder women
workers and press
typographical
feeders.
Rates of pay and hours of work
form the main points of discussion.
According to the employers they
desire to return to the forty-eighour week, which was superceded
hour week May
by the forty-fou- r
first, when present contracts were
drawn up. Subsequent negotiations
resulted in a decrease in wages.
Union representatives say they will
fight any further reduction In pay,
although denying rumors a strike
vote la being taken.

LOANS

Washington, Nov. 2. Advances
for agricultural and livestock loans
aggregating nearly (1,600,000 were
announced today by the war finance corporation.
There were twenty advances to
financial Institutions In Montana,
Iowa, North and South Dakota,
Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas, North
Carolina, Louisiana and California.
were
The highest advances
(367,000 to an institution In Kan- sag and 1254,000 to an Institution
In Louisiana for agricultural and
MveKtnpb- Inane nnH nn nHvanpa tt
associa$300,000 to a
tion in California on canned fruits
and vegetables.
At the same time the corporation announced the organization In
Blackfoot, Idaho, of a finance corporation for general
agricultural
and livestock business, capitalized
at $100,000; formation of a similar
organization capitalized ab $200,-00- 0
at Tucson, Arli., and reported
that Florida proposed to form a
livestock loan company
with a
capital of $260,000.
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repair work on every auks of
battery! and, whea you need

Arno Ilunlng Electric. Co.,
ALBUQUERQCE
41S West Central Ave.
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RESOLUTION
nationto a
Responding
wide sentiment and in conformity with the wishes of the
president of our country and
and the governor of our state,
the city commission of the city
of Albuquerque hereby urges
the people of the city to observe Armistice day, November 11, In a patriotic manner,
with the great
commensurate
importance of that day in the
nation's history. The people of
the city are requested to enter
into the spirit that makes the
day a sacred one and to participate in any public programs
that may be offered by the
which
various
organizations
have undertaken to keep alive
the memories of
of war days.
Done at the city hall this
18th day of October, 1921.
WALTER M. CONNliLL,
J. M. RAYNOLDS,
E. B. SWOPE.
THOS. HUGHES,
' ,T. T.
M'LAtTGHLIN,
City Commission, City of Albunueraue.

TY BUREAU
Question of Maintaining Bureau Is Brought Before
City Commission; Possible
Solution is Suggested.
A movement was launched last
night at tho meeting of the city
commissioners to have the bureau
of charities entirely supported by
the county through the establishment of a tax levy for that purpose.
The question reached this point
when a committee of the bureau
appeared before the commission
and after explaining the crying
need for more funds and the pub-li- o
nature of the bureau's activities, asked the city commission to
of $50 a
raise its subscription
month to $250 a month.
In the discussion, it was brought
out that there is now a county indigent levy, which, while it is not
large enough to do any general
good, might be Increased to the
point where it would meet the
meeds of the bureau, estimated at
present at $10,000 a year.
the
reached
The commission
conclusion that in so far as about
funds
of the county
came from the city or from city
projects, it would be unfair for
the city to take large sums each
month from its general fund and
then, through the county subscription, virtually pay the greater part
of another subscription.
Systematic
charity work has
never been placed on a county or
city basis here and commissioners,
together with the committee from
the bureau, stated their belief that
such a crisis had now been reached
when tho county, being the logical
source, should make proper arrangements to carry on the work
and do away with drives and general campaigns for funds.
At present there are no funds In
the bureau treasury and there are
many cases needing immediate attention. Under the plan proposed,
the bureau would become at least
institution.
a
Albert G. SImms, chairman of
the board of county commissioners,
was interviewed
by telephone,
when the discussion had reached
this point and a meeting with the
bureau officers was arranged for
this morning at 10 o'clock. It is
possible that a special county
board meeting will be called and
that steps may be taken to provide for the funds at once. The
city commission promised their
complete cooperation in the movement.
The county tax rolls are
now made up and in the hands of
the state tax commission, but it
is possible that such an additional
levy can be arranged, should the
county board look favorably upon
the proposition.
Exactly how the bureau can
function until the matter is settled is a problem of considerable
Importance, as it would take some
time to get available funds by the
method suggested at the meeting
last night. Both the county and
city subscribe snTUl amounts toward the bureau's support and
members of the bureau committee
suggested that it might be possible
for the two units to increase these
amounts until a permanent plan
was adopted and had started to
function.
three-fourt-
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city who have the uniform of their
country, they report to the chamber of commerce. It Is the Intention to have a squad of allied soldiers participate In the parade, if
there are enough of them here.
At Intervals of every few years
the famous Tower bridge in London is repainted. To do the job
one hundred men are required,
working day and night for six
months. More than sixty tons of
lead paint is required and the
total cost is close to $100,000.
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BOMB
IN HALLOWE'EN
EXPLODED ON MONDAY

utgm ding

LUMBER CUT
BY ESPEE ROAD
(Bf The AMorlntrd

COMMISSIONERS'

II. E. Randall, 606 West Iron
avenue, whose house was struck
by parta of a bomb exploded by
boys as a Hallowe'en prank last
Monday night, today exhibited
missies found in his own and in
neighbors yards.
They consisted
Iron pipe,
of parts of a
in which the 'Charge had apparently been contained.
Mr. Randall has discovered that
a part of the pipe had been blown
Monday his
through his roof.
house was shaken when a part of
the bomb passed through two
rooms before it finally embedded
itself Jn the wall.
two-inc-
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ACCIDENTS IN MINES
AND QUARRIES CAUSED
2,973 DEATHS IN 1920
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(By The Aoclnted Prf.)
Kansas City. Nov. 2. The first
i
fiv nir meet,
Met..-..
Amciiio.il
which closed today before an esti
mated crowd of 4U,uuu peiuiw.
was the largest meet of its kind
held in the United States, accord
to It. B. Barnltz, president ui
ing
.v,
CTtn
finh of Kansas City,
under whose auspices the meet was
held.
.
Sventv-fiv- e
airplanes
parucipiTf- wa estimated
...af
.k.
eu in mo
Hew
by officials that these planes
approximately bu.uuu miieo um..B-the four days oi me
carried 3,000 passangers.
Eddie ItickenbacUer,
Captain
today prepremier American ace,
sented trophy cups and cash prizes
to the winners of the various
.

'
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They subtract from three to five inches from the apparent measurements and add endlessly to the ease and comfort of the wearer

Wearing

a Stylish

With four hard games remaining ahead of them, members foot-of
tho Albuquerque high school
ball squad are getting down to
hard work. The squad la strengthened by having Coen back at right
tackle, who has been out of the
a badly
game slnce receiving
sprained knee In the Indian school-Higschool game. Because of the
fact that most of this year's squad
consists of green material, most oil
the work has fallen to those men
of last year's team who are back.
Now. however, the new men have
developed Into seasoned material,
and practice will go along much
more smoothly.
The lineup that faces Mennul
Saturday Is as strong or stronger
than the one that defeated thit
school in the first game of the season: Menaui's squad is weakened
bv the loss of A. Martinez, right
end, who injured his spine In the
Menaul-Indla- n
school game last
Saturday.
Roswell has played three winning games this year, with Clovis,
65-and their
Portales, 34-victory of 39-- 0 over Albuquerque.
These scores give them a chance
this
for the state championship
year. But whet'..er they win the
on
the
state title depends more
playing of Albuquerque Highschool
than on their own. With the exception of Artesla, Roswell plays
no teams outside of the Pecos
valley except Albuquerque,- and as
a result their connection- with the
rest of the state Is the Duke City

The members of tho board
Methodist
the Central Avenue
church were entertained at din
ner Tuesday night by Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Higbee. Mr. Hlgbee Is the
new pastor. The affair was held
at the pastor's home, and after the
dinner, the board organized and
laid plans for the coming year.
J. E. Major was ilect'd chairman of the board, which consists
John
nf the following numbers:
Sims, Edgar Bass, Herbert Bass,
H. L. Murray, Dr. V. R. Lovelace,
Dr. K. T. Lnssettor, W. R. McElrov,
C. 1j. McMillan, R. H. Kirk, J. F.
W.
J.
Bentley, W. C. Thaxton,
Leverett, Jerome Merkee and W.
H. Picket,.

team

of

PROGRAM

EDUCATIONAL

ST. JOHN'S CHURCH

AT

The first of a series of educational programs to be given monthof
ly by the Women's Auxiliary'
St. John's church was presented
at
hall
7:3i)
Guild
hist night in tho
o'clock.
Tho subject of the meeting last
evening was "The Heritage of tho
Fnih,." which nictured tho
work of the church in the early
colonies. Dean i.. B. Mitchell of
the university
spoke on "Tho
Ideals of the Founder," and short
talks were given on Bishop White,
Chase and Boono, by members nf
the auxiliary.
A tableau representing "The Baptism of Focal ontas" was also presented.
After the program, which was
well attended, a social hour was
held.

Comes

only.

The fact that Raton defeated
Las Vegas university Saturday by
a score of 10-Indicates that the
game played with the Normal team
here Armistice day' will hardly deof tne
cide the championship
northern part of tho state. Other
significant features of the locil
schedule are these: El Faso has
defeated
the
leading
gridiron
squads of the southern part of the
state, and the Kl
game on Thanksgiving
day
down-stat- e
will decide whether any
team will havAa clnlm for
tho state honors.
0

If you are careful to follow
the advice of your older friends cr

relatives.
For over 50 years ago. Dr.
Pierce, then a young practicing physician
discovered that a prescription made up of
root, Viburnum, black and
blue Cohosh, Unicorn root, Oregon Grape
root, and made into a liquid extract, or
tablets, without alcohol, was wonderfully
efficient as a tonic for those pains and ills
so common among the women folks. This
FORMER MAIL CLERK
woman's tonic has sold as Dr. Pierce's Favorite PrescripRELATES HIS PART IN tion for over fifty years and is just as popular and efficient now as at any time. Over, a million bottles were
ROBBERY LAST APRIL
sold last year and many of your friends and neighbors
can testify as to how good it is.
(By Tbr Aunrlnlrr) I'ruO
Chicago, Nov. 2. Part of the
Hartford, Ark. "1 am happy to say that Dr. Pierce's
time in tears, Ralph Teter, former
mail clerk, todny related his part Favorite Prescription has done me more good than any1 have ever taken so
in the $350,000
Dearborn street
far. I was down and out, but
station mall robbery last April thing 1
feel like a new woman. I was in such shape I
for which Timothy (Big Tim) now
Murphy and threo others are on hated everybody and myself too. When
began taking
trial.
I only weighed 110 pounds but now I
Teter said ho met Murphy and the Prescription
was offered $100,000
to give weigh 145 and can truthfully say that I believe Dr.
Murphy information regarding a Pierce's Prescription will help any
n
woman if
largo shipment of securities. After she will
give it a trial, for it surely did help me." MRS.
much hesitation, Teter said hp
agreed, and testified that he and STELLAR EALY, Box 243.
a
hud In
Lady-slipp-

er

1

run-dow-

George Hecker,
clerk,
dicated a mail truck carrying a
registered mail pouch by tipping
their hats. Hecker later brought
him $27,500, he said.

J0FFRE TO SAIL FOR
TRIP AROUND

WORLD

(Hy Th AnHorlilted firlifl.)
Pails. Nov. 2. Marshal Joffre,
who sails from Paris on Novem-

ber 11 for a trip around the world,
will reach Seattle, Wash., some
time in March it was calculated
at the foreign office today. It was
said ho might visit some Canadian
ports, returning to France by way
of New York. He expects to visit
the French colony in
and to make stops in Japan, China
and perhaps in some British
Indo-Chl-
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AT ALL DRIM STORM

PRICE.

l.aO and eoo.

76,

Deliver

Wo

with patent disappearing eye
in case
If Jewel movement $ jo
7 Jewel movement $12.50

30 Size

ROUND OAK RANGE

A

or HEATER
Sold This Month
Your

Choose

Your

Size Ladies Wrist Watch

30

of Exceptional Accuracy

Convertible Ladies WristWatch
and dependable for the
price. In every respect it is an ideal watch
small, yet large enough to give exceptional service at a very low cost of

THISWaltham

Own

Favorite Coal From

up-kce-

It also provides a variation
of fashionable wear. A patented disappearing eye in
the case enables it to be
worn upon the wrist, or
upon a chain or chatelaine.
This is a distinctive Wal-tha-

The Coal Supply Co.

nITAMINES"

-

l'lionc

Free With Every

Remember, we sell the famous Round
Oak Stoves, Ranges, Heaters and
Furnaces on an attractive deferred

soluble A vitamine
than cream. It aids
gwiothbtdldi health !

Whitney Hardware Co.

Woltham Convertible Wrist Watch

BEST IN WORLD. COLLEGE INN

'

$3.50
$4.00

h

liy4-Inc- h

For pot roasts, tho making deliriously palatahle the cheaper
cuts of meat, or tough fowl, they are almost magical.

500 Lbs. of Coal

This is an offer worthy of your
consideration
You know Round Oak
quality, dependability and economy
'
of operation.

is far richer in the fat

1014-Inc-

inn

WRIGHT

Scoffs Emulsion

8
9

The Scientifically Built Watch

FUNERALS

are an essential factor in
promoting healthful growth

u,

No.
No.

The Woman's Tonic

-- m

543

Instead of crowding flesh,' Stylish Stout Corsets are designed
to take care of it easily, so that 'the same woman who looks
"fat" in another corset, attains a really smart figure in a Stylish
v
Stout Corset.

CHURCH BOARD GUESTS
AT DINNER GIVEN BY
NEW METHODIST PASTOR

wi

Y

1IO 'U WniSTLE CAXIHES

.

0

FIRST LEGION FLYING
MEET IS WITNESSED

BHENXAN GIVEN PECISOV.
Providence. U. I., Nov. 2. Bill
Brennan of New York, was given
tha rfnntalnn nvor T)nn DOW'd Of
heavy
Boston, in a twelve-roun- d
weight fight at Maneviue lomgni.

"Stylish StouT

EL PASO GAME WILL
OF
HOLDER
DECIDE
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP

Three

V.

MILLS The funeral of John 8.
Mills, who died October 15, will2
at
be held this afternoon
o'clock from Crollott's chapel.
cemeFalrvlcw
In
be
Burial will
tery. The body was held here
pending the arrival of his sister,
who has been ill at Clinton,
A telegram was reMissouri.
ceived stating that she could not
be here for the funeral.

providing that her flesh is so evenly distributed and so welf carried that her figure attains
fashionable, straight, smooth, even lines.
This is the scientific and exclusive principle of corset construction embodied in

Stout
Corsets

s.

s,

A Large Woman
May Look Stunning!

1

11.11

George W. Wright,
K.
Mrs.
,j nun atvi.. theandhomo
ot
B. Wright, died
"
his parents at '(15 B0Ul"
Tuesday
.ak oVlnrk
is
he
evening. Besides his parents
a.u
,
eiuivivcn uj Tnren- nriiLiiL'iB
was in r air
Liiico .i.t.1..
niov'o. Rnrlnl
view cemetery. Rev. L. U Games
officiated at the grave, where the
services were held at 3 o clock
T.
C.
afternoon.
Wednesday
French was in charge of arrango-ment-

Srore
en.
N.MCX.
jvwe
ALBUQUERQUE,

Stout Corset

I'm.)

ford JlacNider of Mason City, la.,
new commander of the American
Legion, in a statement tonight said
the convention had outlined four
great issues for which the legionmust fight and pledged his adminlsirauon to upnoiu tncm.
His statement follows:
must
"Thfi
Amprlpnn
.ptrinn
build itself so big and fine and
strong, and keep itself so clean
and straight and American that
wnen it usks tor certain things
men and
legislation for
women and policies in their be- h:tll' (nil" f.tiiiniimlfip'l
fppl
that it the legion is fni a thing
t
1L
UlUM Ut? lltilll.
ItlUl
sponslbility to our coui.try and to
every man and woman who wore
our country's uniform in the world
war we start a new legion year with
pride in the legion s past acnieve-mentambitious to serve and keen
San Francisco. Calif., Nov. 2.
to fulfill the great obliga
Ftodiirtlmisi nf freieht rates on hun serving
tions ueture us.
dreds of articles, east and west- "This
convention has outlined
ninnuntlnflT in Hllltlfi four
hminrt on,l
treat issues to fight for
cases to as much as 50 per cent of law and order, immediate relief for
existing rates, were announced
the iIismIiIpiI Americanism and ad
by the Southern Pacific
compensation and we shall
Th. riipilnnr It was de justed
light for them.
clared, averaged about 20 per cent
and will he effective, in mo chub -i
NEW BAPTIST PASTORS
changes made to meet compeuttrtw rt witat..hnrnQ trftffin Vlfl. the
FOR FARMINGT0N AND
Panama canal, as soon as approved
by the Interstate commerce from
SANTA RITA CHURCHES
in the case of rates
nn.l in rtnfnta Aflut nf MlSSiSSinni
Announcement was made at the
river and Chicago, as soon as east
headquarters of the state Baptist
ern roads concur In them: ana in convention
Baptist
the case of rates to and from points church of that the First
had called
west of Chicago and the Mississippi Rev. CharlesFarmington
Shreve-por- t,
of
A.
Lovelass
river, as soon as the tariffs can be
La., and that the Santa Rita
published.
had called Rev. O. B. LitThe reductions .were announced church
Mr.
am PAnracantlnff
thn rtnlflPV Of tllC tle of Honham, Texas. Is Rev.
to begin
has accepted and
carriers to reduce "freight rates as Little
his new work at once.
well as wages where the reaucuons
of Atlanta,
Dr. B. C.
can be made in the public interest." Ga., working Henning
under the Baptist
Some were said to be voluntary Home
and A. N.
board,
and others were declared to repre- Porter missionary
state misof
sent action taken on applications of sionary, areAlamogordo,
of the
tour
making a
shippers which have been pending Navajo reservation in western New
transcontion the docket of the
Mexico and eastern Arizona in the
nental freight bureau.
of the church.
the Interests
Among articles on which
S. Y. Jackson, who is state col- reductions west bound will be ef- nnrtor tinu returned tn AlhnflUer- fective are. dry goods, iron and que after a tour of the Estancla
steel tin plate, glucose products, valley.
refrigerators, pitch,
machinery,
turpentine, glass, vehicles, furniture, coal, canned goods, linoleum MODISTE IS SLUGGED
and soap. T'ates on eastbound
BY A FEMALE BANDIT
products which are reduced include
those on borax, vegetables, hops,
(tl The Axuwlntrd Proud.)
lumber, syrup, pickled fish, paper,
Now York, Nov. 2. "I hate to
flour and nuts.
dc this, but 1 am driven to it," said
a woman liai.dit today just before
OPERATORS "HOLDING
hitting Ray Naftal, a modiste, on
MINERS'
IN
THE BAG"
the head with a sand bag.
Dazed, the modiste dropped in
STRIKE, PENNA CLAIMS the hallway of an apartment
Two men stepped
up,
house.
'By The Amocialed I'reta.)
seized tho fashionable gowns sho
Tcrre Haute, Ind., Nov. 2. The was delivering, removed $1,500 in
part the operators are playing in
from her fingers, stole her
the stiike of coal miners of the jewelry
and fled, leaving a drugged
Indiana field is that of "holding purse
handkerchief over her mouth.
the bag" said H. H. Penna,
Poliee said the modiste's skull
reasurer
of the Indiana Bi- would
hnvo been fractured but for
tuminous Coal Operators' associahat and heavy
her well
tion, in a btatement tonight. There coiffure. Apadded
fake telephone call had
are no differences between the
and miners, the statement lured her into the building.
said, jut the strike is against the
order of Judge A. B. Anderson.
the 40 CRATES OF SWEET
Intimating a miners' strike in adthe
to
would
work
lielu
POTATOES RAISED BY
central
vantage of the West Virginia coal
ORPHANS SOLD HERE
operators who obtained tho injunction prohibiting use of the "check
off" system of collecting union
Forty crates of sweet potatoes
raised by the children in tho Bapdues and assessments, the Btatetist orphanage at Portales were
ment continued:
"The injunction was granted in shipped to Albuquerque and sold
answer to the prayer of some West here under the direction of Dr. J.
Virginia coal operators and if the W. Bruner, secretary of the Bapattitude of the Indiana miners
tist convention.
The potatoes were raised on the
should be supported and their exminfollowed
by
in
orphanage grounds.
striking
ample
ers of the central competitive field,
the West Virginia com uiiniU.n
mTlpnsntOd for all
..ill
v....
Will UO nnlnh.
wxtiifj
their time and money spent in se
curing the injunction.

.

Woman Is
Many An Apparently Slender
'

(Ilj The AKMx-lnlrTrru.)
ICnriHiiH
Ciiv. Mn.. N'nv. 2. Han- -

Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 2. A
proposed reduction of from 25
to 30 per cent In freight rates
on hardwood lumber and forest products from Mississippi
Valley producing territory an-to
points In the west, was
nounced today by the local offices of tho Southern racific
railroad.
The new tariffs, it was stated,
would give hard wood mills in this
territory practically tho same rates
as prevailed before tho increases on
lumber of August 10. 1920, were
The new
granted the railroads.
tariffs will be filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission
was announced. Other
are expected to
transcontinentals
make similar reductions, railroad
officials said.

Washington, Nov. 2. Accidents
in 1920 in mines, quarries and metallurgical plants, exclusive of blast
furnaces, caused the death of 2.973
0
employes and the injury of
according to a report issued toBased
of
mines.
bureau
the
by
day
on a standard of 300 working days
pe.- - man, the statement said, for
every thousand employes 3.19 were
killed and 221.33 Injured.
DEATHS

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW SPIR

FOUR GREAT ISSUES
OUTLINED FOR WHICH
LEGION MUST FIGHT

07V

SUGGESTED FOR

City Commission Passes Resolution Urging
All Albuquerqueans to Observe the Day In
a Patriotic Manner Commensurate With the
National Importance of the Anniversary.
A legal holiday November 11 will
be tlio order or the, United fStat.es
congress and the president will Issue his proclamation so declaring
It within a few days. This means
that all Bernalillo county will take
part In the Armistice day program
and parade.
At a meeting of the committee
nt the chamber of commerce last
night it was decided to interest
every boy and girl and every man
and woman in the day's program.
Every business house and private
residence in the city will be called
nnori to decorate and a special committee of thirty will he selected tomorrow from the different tralrt-In- g
centers to see that a personal
pledge is Bccured from every merchant along the line of march to
spread himself in decorating his
.building.
"Albiifiuerque is going to have
the greatest parade in its history,"
said a member of the committee
last night. Money will be raised
this week to take care of what little expense will be necessary. Two
bands will lie employed and the
third, the Indian school band, will
bo donated, floats are being built
man in the
and every
city is getting ready for the big
parade.
A grand marshal for the parade
will be announced In a few days
and the location and starting point
of every division will also be published so that all will know their
place in the parade which will
eturt promptly at 11 ft. m.
An Armistice
day salute of
eleven guns will be fired promptly
11
at
o'clock, which will be signal
for the start of the marchers in the
longest line ever seen in Albuquerque.
The head of the parade will be
met at Old Town with a salute
which will continue until the national salute of twenty-on- e
guns is
fired, after which the program at
the court house will begin.
The committee requests that If
there are any allied soldiers in the

FREIGHT RATES

COUNT! LEW IS

PARADE AfiD MEMORIAL SERVICE

,
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d
and a
case, can be purchased for
$12.50, and a fifteen jeweled
movement for $30. The
famed Waltham quality,
good looks and a remarkably low price.
Ask your jeweler. He knows
what a fine time-keepit
is. And it is a watch which
will surprise you with its
dependable service.
20-yc- ar

gold-fille-

This Waltham "30 Sire"
Convertible all - the - year
Ladies Wrist Watch, in a
seven jeweled movement
U"f He for a valuable bookltt that is a liberal " XCatch" education
er

payment plan if desired.

Sent free upon request. The Waltham Wa'.ch Company
CrescentStreet, Xfallham, Mass.
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PROIIDE

MAY

CALDWELL HERE

OF

U. 5. DELEGATES

TO

DELEGATION

SPEED COP

BY THE POLICE

CONFERENCES

PRINCIPAL JflP

COUNTY BOARD

ROBBERIES

ARE GLEARED UP
.

Sheriff Tony Ortiz' office has
tho motorcycle with which to enforce the traffic law on the Fourth
street pike. It arrived yesterday.
There are between fifty and 100
applicants for the job of riding
and enforcing the law.
It is now up to the county commissioners to decido about the necessary money to operate the machine and pay the rider, as none
of the applicants seem to want to
donate their services.
probably
Tho
question will
come before the commissioners
. has
office
soon.
The sheriff's
made every effort to enforce the
traffic laws, and especially the
ha
speed laws, on the pike, but work
been unable to do effective
to
speedtrail
lacking a motorcycle
ers.
Sheriff Ortiz appealed to the
state highway department, asking
for hol: and pointing out that the
manf daily accidents through the
lack of traffic- law enforcement
which would make drivers exercise greater care. Tho department
awarded the county a motorcycle
some timo ago. The machine ar
rived yesterday.
"I believe that we can avert doz
ens of accidents by using the mo
torcycle," Sheriff Ortiz stated lait
"I also believe that one
night.
mounted deputy sheriff can patro
tho entire pike and make It a saf;
place to drive or walk on,"

With the arrest of Louis Rocco

Tuesday night, police have cleared
up two recent robberies and havs
been able to restore the greater
part of the stolen property. Rocco
was arrested Tuesday night and
held for Investigation In connection with the robbery of the home
224
D. Shumnker,
M.
Of Mrs.
South Edith street. Police had located a cameo brooch stolen from
the home and had evidence showing that Rocco had been the one
who sold it to a woman in Old Albuquerque,
When arraigned yesterday morning In police court, Rocco waived
preliminary examinationIn and enthe
tered a plea of guilty
robbery and also admitted
of
the
homo
Hugo Bona-guientering
Ha was
Tuesday night.
bound over to the grand jury nn
i
a $1,000 bond. Failing to meet
the bond, he was committed to
the county jail to await the grand
jury session next March. A large
quantity of the stolen property has
been located by the police.
It Is reported that ho told police that he was a deserter from
the Fifty-firartillery at Camp
Lewis, Wash.
Shu-mak-

dl

st

IRISH NEGOTIATORS
:
HOLD TWO MEETINGS
(Hy Th

Aaanrlatnl I'reaa.)

London, Nov. 2. The Irish negotiators held two private meetings
todny and while there will be RAILROADS TO HAUL
further such gatherings, no date
GRAIN FREE R0R THE
has been fixed for a formal conference.
NEAR EAST SUFFERERS
It Is learned at Sinn Fein headquarters, that the negotiations are
(nj The Amoclntrd Trtn.)
likely to hang fire until something
Is heard from Sir James Craig.
Topeka, Kas., Nov. 2. On beTUster premier, on the subjects on half of all the railroads of the
country, J. R. Koontz, assistant
which he has been consulted.
freight tmffic manager of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
.
KKSOimOXS ADOPTTCD.
railway, today notified W. II. Blby
Ar2.
The
of Topeka, regional manager of
Buenos Aires, Nov.
East Relief association,
gentine socialist convention tolay the Near railroads
agreed to
adopted resolutions saluting the that the free to thehave
seaboard, two
Russian soviet government, pro- transport
for
of
bushels
export
of
million
grain
testing against the Imprisonment
the Near East sufferers.
Eugene V. Debs and expressingof to This
free movement of grain Is
fear that In the prosecution
Nicola Sacco and Unrtolomeo Van- - equivalent to 1,500 cars of 80,000
pounds each, or thirty trains of
,ettl another Iniquity Is being
fifty cars each.

FOR

Virginia tobacco pays no

JONES

Walter Caldwell arrived in town
yesterday to start training; for his
big bout with Gorilla Jones at the
armory the evening of November
10.
Caldwell has been roughing
it in the mountains near Springer
and Is In the pink of condition
iooks
right now. He claims Init ana mornthis
It. Jones Is expected
ing and training quarters will be
established for both boys.
Caldwell and Jones will proo- ably enter the ring weighing
around 166. Both are In fighting
trim now and the few days training is just to put the necessary additional punch into them.
Tho match, wnicn is unacrsiooa
to have met with the approval of
tht new city boxing commission,
appears to be striking 'he fans
about right end one of the best
exhibitions seen here In some time
is expected,
"I'm feeling nne ana wnn a lew
days training believe 1 can Kive
the fans a good snow, uuiawull
"I Intend to
stated last night:
go after Gorilla from the tlrl
gong."
uood preliminaries win do staged
and all boxers have been warned
by Benny Cordova, who Is pro
moting the ucuis, inai it me exhibition is not a successful one, he
will not be granted a city license
again nor will the city boxing
commission allow the stalling boxers to again exhibit In the city.
The new commission, through its
over the bouts, promises
authority
t put an edge to AlDuquerque exhibitions which has been sadly
lacking during the past few years.

(By The Aaanplnted Preaa.)

'
(By Tha Anaocluled Fran.)
Washington, Nov. 2. The prindelegation to the
cipal Japanese
armament conference arrived here
late today from the Pacific coast
by special train. Tho party Included Admiral T. Kato, minister of
marine; Prince Iyesato Tokugawa.
president ot the house of peers, and
a party of advisers and experts.SecThe delegation was met by
retary Hughes and Third Assistant Secretary Bliss, representing
the state department; Secretary
Secretary
Denby and Assistant
Roosevelt of tho navy department
officials.
other
of
a
number
and
The Japanese delegation to the
conference In now complete, the
first of any country to be completed by arrival here.
It was the first time Secretary
staHughes had gone to the Union deletion to meet anv incoming
were
gates and cordial greetings memexchanged bv him and other
reception
bers of the American
party with the Japanese delegates.
Anthems
I'lnycd.
National
A brief halt was made In the
president's room for photographs
to be taken. The national anthems
of the two countries were played
and then under cavalry escort, the
delegation proceeded to their residences.
The Japanese delegation arrived,
Its leaders said, with the desire and
the conhope of discussing firstofatlimitation
ference, the question
of armaments, and not Far Eastern problems. The Japanese viewwas that
point, it was explained,
Pacific and .far Eastern questions
and
difficulties
of
might prove full
If taken up first, negotiations might
be delayed.
l'lonsant land Journey. the
The pleasant journey acrossstrikcontinent from Seattle was in
ing contrast to the stormy sea voy
As far avi possible, secrecy
age
was maintained as to the Itinerary,or
precautions being taken because
letters signed ny
exEvery member of the party welpressed charm at the official
come and just before arriving In
Washington Prince Tokugawa eaid:
"I Intend to flevote myself
to tho cause of reniovlns nny
that may
misunderstandings
exist between our two countries. Wo should know each

TRAIN

GORILLA

E

WILL

PARLEYARRIVES

TO

AbanCameo Brooch Leads to A- Motorcycle for Fourth Street Party Met By Hughes, J3liss, Meetings Will Not Be
InAfter
the
Even
doned,
and
rrest of Louis Rocco Who
Pike Use Arrives at sner-iff'- s
Denby, Roosevelt
Conternational Parley
Office From State
Other Officials; Cordial
Admits Robbing Homes;
It Is Announced.
venes,
Commission.
Recovered.
Articles
Exchanged.
Greetings
Highway
Many

;
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no ocean
import duty
no marine infreight
surance. It's home grown
that's how Piedmonts
give you better value.

...

Confer2.
Nov.
Washington,
ences between the American delegation to the conference on arms
limitation and technical advisers
will continue even after the conference has opened.
It was Indicated today at the
state department, where the American delegates again weie In session with Secretary Denby and the
naval udvisers on technical matters, that there probably would be
no termination of this ('lscusaion of
naval armament matters or of any
other specific matters, the meetings going on as occasion required
even after the conference opens.
So far the American delegates
are understood to have concerned
themselves primarily with naval
armament matters, no other suba posjects such as thoseof Involving
nations plan or
sible association
consida world court having been
ered. Nor Is it understood that
the association or world court
-from down where
plans at least, will be taken up. the
In studying naval matters,
the good tobacco grows
to
be
preunderstood
are
delegates
paring to take the initiative and
in
the
offer
make a substantial
conference looking to reduction of
naval programs.
Li gout & Mtim Tobacco Co.
The first meeting o: the conference is now scheduled for 10:30
a. m., November 12, in the auditorium of the building erected by
PROSPECTS VANISH.
the Daughters of the American
New York, Nov. 2. Prospects FIRE
DESTROYS $2,000
Revolution.
settlement
of the
an
for
It was not Indicated whether the atrtko ofearly
10,000 milk wagon drivWORTH OF ALFALFA HAY
powors invited to discuss Pacific ers, salesmen and platform men
and Far Eastern questions, also vanished tonight when the milk
would be asked to sit at the open- conference board, the employers' (Special Correapondance to The Journal.)
Artesla, N, M., Nov. 2. Over two
ing session of tho armament con- organization, voted against subhundred tons of alfalfa hay was
ference, but it was assumed this
in dispute to
matters
mitting
the
case, although
would not be
destroyed by fire a few nights ago
on the farm of Dr. Bailey, who redelegations from China, Pelgium,
sides several miles northwest of
Portugal and Holland would be Inor
Artesla.
Tha loss amounted to
vited to be present as spectators
more than two thousand dollars,
guests of honor.
as the quality of the alfalfa was
In connection with the work durof the best. The cause or origin
ing the conference by the techniEP LOOKING YOUNG of
the conflagration Is unknown .t
cal advisers and by the advisory Kf
out
that
was
it
this time.
pointed
committee,
You'd be surprised at the number of
A
while the field of the technical exlarge stack of baled 'lay, tho
Dr.
You
Know
successful business and professional
Easy-It's
to
If
property of some Mexican tenants
perts would be primarily limited
Edwards' Olive Tablets
on the farm of Harvey Muncy.
men who are buyinjy their clothes ready
giving Information aa to the spethe advisory body
north of the city, was also decial subjects,
made these days. They know a good
keeninff
feel
nf
is
Thp secret
voting te
could well serve to keep the Amerstroyed by fire.
tailor would charge nearly twice as much
ican delegates in touch with Amer- young to do this you must watch your j
OKTiAHOMA BANK CLOSET).
ican sentiment and American pub
for the kind of quality they get here.
lie opinion.
Okmulgee, Okla., Nov. 2. The
laving a sallow complexion dark rings
Allow us to show you the line of hand
The advisory group will be able, JBder your eyes pimples a bilious Rank of Commerce T.ere was closed
to keep the delegates ook in
suits and overcoats that are
is
it
comno
tailored
with
dull
hoped,
the
state
face
today
by
eyes
banking
your
other better and
in touch with the deconstantly
Anrlar will tell vou ninety missioner. Officials issued a stateK.
Dr.
China,
interesting men who have heretofore
In discussing
the
ment that Inability to realize on
tne velopment of public opinion on
In the per cent of all sickness comes from loans was the
general counsellor to
consideration
had their clothes made.
under
cause
subjects
of
the
closing.
inactive bowels and liver.
ministry of foreign con- arms conference.
Japanese chief
adviser to the
nhvsiciarl Its last statement showed deposits
n. CHiuarHa
and
of $2,340,918.61, guaranteed under
in Ohio, perfected a vegetable com- - the state
ference delegation, said:
guaranty law.
:
u i:.,a n;i t
i
a
i
nn
Problem of ( hina.
who
"He would be bold, indeed,
and
bowels, which he gave to his
liver
CONTRACTS
AWARDFD.
olutlon
offer
would venture to
Santa Fe, Nov. 2. The Htryker
but
patients for years.
of the great problem of Chinaoccur
uiesuu-ctitnf- a Construction
company whoBe bid
Dr. towards vjuve lameis,
there are two thoughts that
fnr ralnmpl. are centle in theil was $87,445, and W, T, Melure ot
.
to me."
Phone 513
118 West Central
that
action yet always effective. They bring Magdalena, whose bid wan $44,349,
His first suggestion was cease
today were awarded contracts for
atwut mai natural Duoyanty
the powers should agree to act
counfederal
aid project 63, Curry
in
should enjoy by toning up the liver aw
their rivalry in China and
ty, and 67, Onaves county, by the
One lone copper In his pocket, clearing the system of impurities
concert on all matters pertaining
M
was
F.
highway
Bocond
department.
and
hungry,
sick, tired
to that country, and his
Dr Edwards'OliveTablets are knowr f
a
up White, of Phoenix, yesterday after15c and 30c.
color.
olive
their
that the powers should make with
EATS
SWFKTS
by
his
DANCING;
d
for
to
decid
noon
provide
to
be
patient
their minds
AT TIIE COIXEGE INN,
welfare during the cominnr winter
China.
the
Oanking
Into
city
"There Is an old Chinese prov- by o.eaking
erb." he said, "which declares circles.sized
He
up the plate gHss winChina must control foreigners by
the State NntMnai bank;
of
dows
translate
to
or
foreigners,
utilizing
went back into the alVv; got himthe expression literally, otherwise, self
d
rock and then
she must master the barbarians with a accuracy
and
precilon.
with the help of the barbarians. heaved It through the window.
That policy she follows with skill
for?'
do
that
did
you
"What
and cleverness. Just as Turkey has demanded Patrolman Renfro, who
in the past played England against was
only a few feet away.
Russia and England against Ger"Wanted to get into jail,, whit d
many, and as that play led up to you sjppnse?" White answered.
the ruin of Turkey, so will the
"You win," Ttenfro declared and
to
powers' rivalry In China lend
him to the station.
took
not
if
the collnpse of that country
A charge of malicious des'ruo
corrected.
tlon of iroperty was placed against
Salvation of China.
White and it is possible that Judge
"The Ralvation of China, there- McClellan may decide that the city
fore, lies In bringing her to the will keep him through tho winter
realization that the rest of the
then again he may not.
world will act as a unit in dealing
P. F. KcCanna had written the
with her. To begin with, let the bank an insurance policy covering
powers have enough of self denial the breaking of plnte glass and ths
not to give themselves tip to vain insurance firm will be obliged to
and meet tho cost of a new window.
evsroM sxnricx wiraovt
disputes among themselves, directhe next politic step In thatconsorOT A nT-OTHS
tion is the International
tium bs shown by that In finanREAD Y . TO TUT- - ON
cial affairs. China has not yet ac
cepted tho consortium agreement
TAILORED AT TASHION PARK.
1 A Stubborn Cough
and personally I do not believe
ever accept the Idea of gen
Loosens Right Up
eral International control. International control, moreover, must
won-de
remwlr
Tula
bo backed by armed force, if
for quick reaulta. Ettailjr
and what powers would he
outde.
T
mid
ciieaply
to
China''
disposed to send armies
Would the powers give apan the
mandate to do bo? If they would.
to
Here is a
yrop which
Japan will certainly hesitate Of
millions of people have found to be
accent this dangerous mission.
the most dependable means of breakthe danger ot auch an undertaking.
ing up stubborn coughs. It is cheap
Japan has learned enough."
and simple, but very prompt in acOrderly Nation NceCFsnrv.
its healing, soothinc inHe declared that the contention tion. Under
cheat soreness goes, phlegm
by some critics that Japan secretly fluence,
becomes easier,
desired a weak and disorganized loosens, inbreathing
throat stops and you get
China, was a falsity. An orderly tickling
a good night's restful sleep. The
China was necessary to Japan, pousual
throat and cheat colds are conInlitically and commercially, he
quered by it in 24 hotirs or less,
Jahe
believed
that
hoarsesisted, adding
fiothinij better for bronchitis,bronchial
pan would subscribe to any raness, croup, throat tickle,
tional plan to r.ecure It. But Japan, asthma or winter coughs.
he said, would look with extreme
To make this splendid cough syrup,
disfavor on any group of western pour 21, ounces of Pinex into a pint
PAR-KERR- Y
powers obtaining a domlnancy In bottle and fill the bottle with plain
China to the exclusion of Japan.
granulated sugar syrup and shake
clariuse
If
you prefer
(
thoroughly.
fied molasses, honey, or corn syrup,
instead of sugar syrup. Either wy,
E
CHOOSE OHIO WOMAN
you get a full pint a family supply
of much better cough syrup than
PRESIDENT OF THE
for three
could buy
AUXILIARY ?ou the money. Keeps perfectly
LEGION
and children love its pleasant taste.
OF
Pinex is a special and highly con(By Th Aawirlntrit Preaa.)
Kansas City, Mo.. Nov. 2. Mrs centrated compound of genuine Nor
Lowell Ifobart of Milford, O., was way pine extract, known tne world
WE
BASIS
itsmt,--prompt healing effect
aVi
a
tinliniial mo ctl tin t ft ...o over for
,
Villus..
i
disappointment nfask your
PAR-KERR- Y
women s organization.
SKETCHED. OUR TAILORS
Pi'n."'
n,.n...
The women who held their firs
'direction8i and don.t aoctpt
nnual convention today, chose an
"nthi' elge. Guaranteed to give
OF
or
" t"nfflnlol oaiirnntlnnnuh Amor. absolute aatisfaeti'
money
...i.V.,
'ba Pinex Co,
refunded.
promptly
sisters
to make
mothers, wives,
Ft. Wayne, Jnd,
STORM-PROO- F
and daughters of veterans of the
FABRICS.
world war eligible for membership
and voted to exclude grandmothers.
A constitution was adopted and
'
FORTY-FIV- E
DOLLARS
several resolutions dealing with the
Almost
treatment of disabled soldiers were
AND MORE
'
adopted.
Unbelievable

cP"Htf:

"tittup

TiRV

7jteirfoia Cigarette

BIG MEN KNOW HOW
TO

ECONOMIZE

!,

Hay-ash-

ar-fa- ln

n

visiwrIives

V

bamc present-vi- a

EUBANK

window

'owan

Expectant Mother.
YOU know that
DOreally
suffer at

thousands of women never
Perhaps you have
thought with many others that this should always be
child-birth- ?

But h'ow?

It goes into the feature of maternity and gives, in a plain, interesting manner, information about what
the mother needs in clothing before
baby is .born; what clothing will
be necessary for thebaby; an interesting table as to the probable date
of delivery; simple but necessary and
helpful rules of hygiene to follow,
inforand much other worth-whil- e
mation. This little booklet also tells
about Mother's Friend and the wonderful good it is doing for expectant

Let Mrs. Mattie Paul, of Ocilla,
Oa., tell you. She is one of thousands
who hat demonstrated this fact;

"As I am a young mother ot
one baby, I am writing for free
booklet to 'expectant mothers.'
I used only two bottles of Mother' Friend before I was confined
and had a quick and easy timo
through labor. 1 can recommend
Mother's Friend to all expectant
mothers. I will never go through
pregnancy without it."

mothers.

Don't let false modesty keep you
from performing this duty to yourself your family and your baby.

You, too, can have this booklet for expectant mothers by
:
.
i

BC11UUJ& LUUjJUIl

i
iUV1UW,

Send for your copy NOW.

ami

VT
Ail J
Silvia U5ln plum UHJ, zrcuiei arm jutittmici
they act only on the skin and may tame harm without doing good.

!

'

i

Used by Expectant Mothers

BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Dept. 20. Atlanta, Ga.
Please eend me without coat a copy of your
booklet on MOTHERHOOD and The BABY.
Name. .

!

St., R. F. D

I

Town

for Three Generations

.........

...

..

State

A REAL LIGHT

If the Public Only Knew the Improvements

WINCHESTER
IEKS Si'ATSO
AND LOCK CO "
IN POSITION

--

-

N

:

AENSCIVES
PERFECT
DI&TRIflUTKM

gCFU6HT

1EW PATENTED
5AFZTY
SWITCH

home-mad-

III

IIP

K

CASK Or
tURABLE FIBRE

TtSTtB

OR NICKEL

DO NOT CROSS

See the complete line on display in our store.
No higher in price than common brands

Hardware Co.
Whitney
The WINCHESTER Store

er

e

OVERCOAT

AT

ready-mad-

vk

4

FORTY-FIV-

e

A REASONABLE PRICE AND A CERTIFIED STANDARD
ON WHICH
RECOMMEND THE
QUALITY FORM THE

V

J. ".,",,

AT FASHION

GARMENT

PARK HAVE DEVELOPED THIS ENGLISH TYPE

GARMENT

IN

LAMPS
CAREFULLY

1

home-mad-

nc-es!ar-

ar

Has Made in Flashlights They Would
Use No Other

uu

TAILORED AT FASHION PARK

Prepared for Baby s Coming

the case.

BROTHERS

T0WNLEY ENTERS JAIL
TO SERVE NINETY DAYS
(By The Aaaoclated Praaa.)

Jackson. Minn., Nov. 2. A. C.
Townloy, president of the national
league, entered
the Jackson county jail today to
serve a sentence of ninety days for
violation of the Minnesota sedition

You csn hardly realize
lm
provement to yourikln
and complexion your
mirror will reveal to vou
after asingUourtud sUrienul
Oeara for the first Unit,
Stnd 15c for Trial Sim
FERD. T. HOPKINS ft SON

Iht wonderful

NawYorfc

M. MAIIDELL

CLOTHIERS,

Inc.

Phone 153

i

116 West Central Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
'

"Fashion Park Clothiers"

The United States supreme
court recently refused to review
his case.
law.

ftof

W

"
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Las Vegas; Mrs. Paul A. F. Wal
ter, Ganta Fe.
New Mexico Institute for the
Blind: Mrs. Clark A. Baker, Roswell.
New Mexico Normal University,
East Las Vegas: Miss Rumaldo
Delgado, East Las Vegas.
Now Mexico Reform School:
Mrs. O. D. Parrlsh, Springer.
State Board of Education: Mrs.
Josephine Lockard, Raton.
State Board of Public Welfare:
Mrs. R. P. Ponohoo. Albuquerque;
ON
Mrs. Max Nordhaus. Albuquerque;
Mrs. Adelina
Santa
Fe.
Museum of New Mexico: Mrs.
A. B. McMlllon, Albuquerque.
New Mexico Insane
Asylum,
Mrs. Catherine
East
DesMarals,
Las Vegas.
Mexiof"
New
Miners'
Hospital
Five Albuquerque Women co: Mrs. E. R.
Manning, Raton;
Have Positions of Import- Miss Ruth Squires, Clayton.
State Board of Osteopathy: Mrs.
ance on Boards of Several C L. Tarsons, Roswell.
Commission to Purchase a Bust
State Institutions.
of Hon. J. Francisco Chaves: Mrs
Lola C. Armijo, Santa Fe.
women of New Mex
Twenty-si- x
State Director of Vocational Edico have positions on the various ucation: Mrs. Ruth C. Miller, Sanstate boards, according to a report ta Fe.
made at the state federation of
women's clubs meeting at Roswell.
Sam Langford's
Of the total number four are oldJoe Woodman,is interested
In a
manager,
n
and twenty-tw- o
stable
lncliudes
of
boxers
which
are club members. Five Albuquer- four
two
heavyweights,
que women are represented on the
one welterweight,
three
,
boards.
lightweights, five featherweights,
Women on the state boards are three
two
flybantamweights, and
as follows:
weights.
New Mexico College of AgriculMrs.
ture and Mechanlo Arts:
Henry Stoes, Las Cruces.
Girls' Welfare Board: Mrs. A. B.
fr,M niJ
Stroup, Albuquerque; Mrs. Margaret Medler, Albuquerque; Mrs. E.
M. Otero, los Lunas; miss Isabel
Eckles, Silver City; Mrs. H. B.
Sam m on, Farmington.
University of New Mexico: Mrs.
R. F. Asplund, Santa Fe.
New Mexico
normal School,
Silver City: Mrs. Luella K. Clark.
Silver City.
I
XTa
C
f

oman s Daily Magazine Page

LATEST
SKIRT AND
ENGLISH SQUIRREL FUR COAT
WRAP-OVE-

n UN ARE

R

BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Kent Forbes.

APPOINTED

Otero-Warre-

ANOTHER CHAT ON CALORIES

If you have determined, according to the chat on food values last
week, that you require a certain
number of calories of food a day,
the next Rtep Is to find out the
caloric value of the foods you are
eating. We will take, for Instance,
the case of a grown woman leading
an ordinarily active life. She requires 2,500 calories of food daily
to keep her fit. If she weighs
more than she should, she has
been eating more than this amount
and to reduce she must eat less.
She must eat, instead of 2,500,
about 1,500 to reduce at the rate
of two pounds a week, which Is
the safest rate.'
. Without knowing anything about
calories you will see from this that
to reduce you must eat only three-fifth- s
the amount of food you have
been accustomed to. But If you
wish to be accurate about your
diet save this table of calorlo values. The caloric value stated Is
for an average serving:
Meats: Lean beef steak, 185
roast
285;
calories;
tenderloin,
beef, 150; roast chicken, 180; lamb
or mutton chops,
pork
boiled ham,
chops, each,
350; fried ham, 400; slice of bacon, 25.
Fish: Loan fish, 135 calories;
fat fish, 265; oysters, each, 8.
one
Vegetables:
Asparagus,
stalk, 5 calories: celery, six stalks,
15; onions, each, 60; white potatoes, each, 100; sweet potatoes,
200; beets. 30; home baked beans, inches, your
300; can baked beans, 150; string Is all right.

few JfeliMfil

150-30-

200-30- 0;

wVA.

Pit
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f

'MAS'

V..1'

Wi'n

VJTi

A

v

p
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beans, 15; cabbage, 10; carrots, 10,
cauliflower, 20; canned corn, 100;
green corn, one ear, 100; green
peas, 100; spinach or squash, 25;
tomatoes, 60.
Worried; The best way to reduce
Is through the natural processes
such as dieting and exercise. You
may weigh almost anything you
wish by regulating the diet, which
la sitre to be the healthiest method,
oven though It is not the quick way
of taking off flesh. If you need Information about this send a stamped addressed envelope and I will
be pleased to mall you full directions on food values. Tou should
be sure to read tho weekly chats
on reducing in this column.
Discouraged: A clear skin, which
Is also fine in texture, means a
clean digestive tract and that all
the organs of elimination must be
working freely. This Includes the
skin, which has an important function In this process.
The warm
bath dally or every other day
when the cold bath is used dalljr
does much toward a fine texture
to the complexion, as the pores
over the whole body are kept more
active and thus relieve those on
the more exposed part of the body.
The pores of the faoe and throat
should be closed after the usual
cleaning, which will make the texture finer than if it were neglected. A few drops of benzoin in the
rinse water or an ice rub will effect this.
Bobby: For a girl of 14 year of

vvnn
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Spanish-America-

middle-weight-
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LEVY
Leo Gates arrived home Friday
from Casper, Wyo., where he has
been working in the oil fields, and
also visiting his sister, Mrs. Thomas Cave.
The Levy Jolly club held a meeting Saturday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Criger.
Bert Chapman of Tucumcarl,
who spent a few days here visiting
friends, has returned to that place,
making the trip overland with
horse and buggy.
Miss Zula Hatton, who Is attending high school In Springer, spent
the week-en- d
visiting her parents.
Mr and Mrs. R. E. Hatton.
Mrs. J. J. Behr of Levy, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Schmidt of
Valley, were dinner guests
Sunday in the home of Mr. unj
Mrs. Peter Schlpman of the Fair-viedistrict.
Garth Kyier, Milton Shuitz and
Horace Dillard returned Monday
from Clovls, where they attended
the state stock Judging contest.
The teacher and pupils of the Ar
kansas Valley school put on a
Hallowe'en program Saturday evening In connection with a pie social. The proceeds are to be used
to buy some necessary equipment
for the use of the school.
Bill Klem has umpired In ten
world's series and Charley Rlgler
in seven.

r
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Free to Asthma and
Hay Fever Sufferers
Free Trial of Method That Anyone
Can Use Without Discomfort
or Lois of Time
Wa have a method for the control ef Asthma, and we want you to try It at our rapense.
No matter whether your case la of long stand-in- s
or recent development, whether it la present at Hay Fever or chronic Atthma. you
should tend for a free trial of our method.

No matter in what climate you live, no matter
what your age or occupation, if you are
troubled with Mthma or hay fever, our
method ahould relieve you promptly.
We especially want to aend it to those
ol
apparently hopeltaa cases, where all forma
inhalers, douche, opium preparations f uroea.
We
failed.
want
have
amokea,
etc.,
"patent
our
to ahow everyone at out expenaa, that
method ia designed to and all difficult breath-in- n,
all wheeling, and all those terrible
paroxysms.
This free ofler fa too Important to tielect a
single day. Write now and begin the method
at once. Send no money. Simply mall coupon
below. Do It Today you do not even pay
postage.

FREE TRIAL COUPON
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., Rooml9-Niagara and Hudson Stv. Buffalo, N. Y.
Send free trial of your method toi

Try a Journr' Want Atf.
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Here are two stunning fashion hints, one from England, the
r,
ether an American Idea. At the left Is an afternoon frock displayed
By MCRA A. KIRKMAN.
lined with conrecently In London. It shows the latest
trasting silk. The floating veil falls from a Uussian hat of black
panne. The other is a huge coal of squirrel fur, featuring the cape
"WHAT SHAIJ; I Sr'RVR IN- egg and flavor with 2 teaspoon
effect. It is lined with heavy metal brocaded satin.
STEAD OF ICE CREAM?"
of vanilla. Pour this batter onto
a greased layer-cak- e
pan and bake
Every fall I receive letters from 25 isminutes in a hot oven. When
baked slip it into the fancv
reader friends asking me if I ca'i it
Hair Coming Out; I
recommend some unfrozen dessert dish in which you mean to serve Stops
this
dessert
and let it cool, then
that "my guests will enjoy as mti"li
the followas ice cream." For although chil- put on top of this
Thickens, Beautifies.
By JAXE PHELPS
dren will still clamor for Ice cream ing:
To Make the Orange Layer: Mix
when the mercury In the thermometer drops as low as it can. together
cup of granulated sudesgrown people prefer unfrozen
gar and 2
JOAN COMMENCES SCHOOL.
tablespoons of flour:
serts In the colder months.
add to these the grated rind of
IntroI
believe
the
dessert
and
that
3.
orange
CHAPTER
cup of orange
duced in the dinner menu given 1uice; then stir in 1 well beaten
The comments of the friends
1
below is every ybit as delicious as epg and add
teaspoon of butter.
and neighbors became annoying to
Ice cream:
Cook this mixture in the top of a
More than once the
Margaret.
Tomato Soup
double boiler over gently simmer-in- g
little Joan had repeated some
water for 10 minutes, stirring
Lamb Pie
Thursday.
Ladies' Aid society of the
Mashed Potatoes
Stewed Celery constantly
caustic remark they had made.
Let cool before adding
Lutheran
Evangelical
Pickled Beets
it to the cake layer.
When it is
Quick Biscuit
"I must move," Margaret said church will meet at church annex
Best-Evon
Dessert
cool, put
top of It the followto herself. Not one thought of this afternoon.
Coffee
ing:
Hallowe'en party for Mothers'
Best-Evherself, the loneliness she would
To Make the Chocolate Layer;
Dessert: This is a deof Congregational church at licious dessert made In three lay- Melt 2 squares of unsweetened
perhapa feel In a new home, oc- Circle
B. C. Smith at 814 ers and
home
Mrs.
of
chocolate
and add to it 1 cup of
topped with whipped
curred to her.
North Fourth street at 3 p. m.
cream. The first layer Is a cake boiling water, 4 cup of granulat(She sold her home and bought
meet
at
Vez
will
Club
El
Otra
is an orange ed sugar, 1 teaspoon butter, 2 taft, new one in a large town near
on West layer;g the second and the third
home of B. H.
Is blespoons
of cornstarch which
layer:
Boston. While far from wealthy. Roma avenue at Porter
8 p. m.
g
a
chocolate
layer. Jnt have been dissolved in
cup of
Margaret liKil been left very comcold
before
time
sweetened
water,
and 1 teaspoon of vaserving
fortably providedonefor. The house
surrounded by for fear she would receive a repri- whipped cream is piled generously nilla. Heat gradually and let boll
was a pleasant
on top. This dessert is served on for 6 mlnlites, stirring all the'time.
a large lawn and flower garden. mand.
platter and offered to the Let cool before pouring it over the
She moved the furniture to which
of the a fancycut
too,
thought,
Margaret
hair.
Besides ever
To make It orange layer of the dessert.
guests
She felt attached, hired a woman time when Joan, grown to womanfollow
Even children like this dessert new life, vigor, brightness, more
these
directions:
to do the heavy work of the house, hood, would perhaps have lovem,
To Make theWke Layer: Cream as well as Ice cream and that's Color and abundance.
and continued her plans for rais- mayhap be married. But It would
4
e.iip of butter and
saying a good deal for it! It is n
ing little Joan.
be to a man of her own choice. together
suitable dessert to serve at "lap
In this she was ably assisted by
cSp
.""ten
2S
parties" when a woman's club is
Bannnh Brooks, the woman who
any reason under the sun
of
sweet
milk.
Now
sift
hired.
had
together being entertained by one of the
the
MarSo
while
lived
nicely,
they
Joan soon was the very idol of garet was economical as far as ex- 1 4 cups of flour and 1 teaspoon members: or It is equally suitable
(his woman's heart. No criticisms penditures for herself were con- of baking powder; add this to the to offer with sandwiches and ho
mixing bowl and stir well. Fold coffee on the refreshment table
Of Margaret's way with Joan now cerned.
in the stiffly whipped white of 1 at an evening party.
the mother, so busy with
must
be enough for Joan;
greeted
There
Eer plans for the child that she enough so that money would not
seemingly forgot that she herself enter into any plans she made for
It is no longer considered good houseWas young and attractive.
her own future.
Almost a recluse, she formed
Tou see, Margaret knew her
keeping to overlook, between semifew acquaintances, no friendships. mother had urged Henry Hayden's
Her entire life was given up to suit because he had money. That
annual housecleaning,
the continual
being the kind of a mother she his fortune was smaller than she
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
thought Joan should have, the sort had supposed had been a keen disaccumulation of germ-breedidirt in
of one her own mother had not appointment to the mother.
been.
one's
the
of
education was In some
For
Joan's
a new
depths
rugs.
Unconsciously, Margaret dressed respects
while she
standard of cleanliness, that of rugs
In clothes far too old for her years was small.fragmentary
She was never comth'e while she fashioned dainty
pelled to study. Margaret encoure
kept totally free of dirt the year around,
garments to enhance the
aged her in every way she knew
beauty of little Joa,n.
to learn all the things children of
has been introduced by The Hoover.
She was Joan's mother. Her her age knew, but If Joan rebelled,
This
to
efficient cleaner thereby minimizes
own personality, Just beginning
was said.
assert Itself had she given It rein nothing
The child was full of music, and
the
danger of sickness and repeatedly
she sunk under that relation- at an
early age she played the
ship.
eaves
its moderate cost by preserving all
remarkably well. But that,
Me and Puds Simklns and Mary
She more than half deceived her- piano
like
else, was spasmodic
from
wear. In one easy, rapid,
self into thinking that she had with everything
rugs
her. She
French and Watklns was setting on her frunt
lived her life that henceforth It Italian both as spoke
well
as
she
did
Beware!
about
dlffrent
Unless
steps
dustless
name
see
the
you
tawking
operation guaranteed to prowas to be lived only In the life of English, but it was
because
and some kid went past on a "Bayer" on package or on tablet
the dauKhter God had given he.'. she had heard themsimply
not
long
rug life, it gently beats out all
you are not
always,
genuine AsJoan was her recompense for her because of any application
on her byslckle with no hat on, and his pirin prescribedgetting
tor
n,
physicians
by
germ-ladeown barren glrlhflod.
was
strate
hair
back, twenty-on- e
grit from beall shiny and
years and proved safe
She would bring her daughter part.
In the summer she would spend looking as if it was painted insted by millions. Take Aspirin
a
neath
surfaces,
only
rug
electrically sweps
up in absolute freedom; Joan hours chasing butterflies In the of
brushed, Mary Watklns saying, told In the Bayer package for
would always feel absolutely free. flower garden, or
up stubbornest litter, erects trodden
playing with her There, thats the kind of hair I Colds. Headache Neuralgia, RheuShe should express her own Ideas,
She
dogs, or riding her pony.
thats the kind of hair I ad- matism, Earache. Toothache, Lum
her own Individuality, nod never should
nap, revives colors and suction cleans.
have all sorts of accom- like,
and for Pain. Handy tin boxes
mire, wy dont you boys brush your bago
be like her mother, afraid to speak plishments if she would.
t,
of twelve Bayer Tablete of Aspirin
Only The Hoover does all this. Get a
like
look
I
hair
think
that,
you'd
a good horsewoman, was
cost few cent. Druggists also sell
wonderful.
Hoover and live in an ever-clea- n
home.
delighted when Joan wished to perfeckly
Is
the
larger
packages.
Aspirin
Holey emoaks. Its too slssey trade mark
learn to ride. This was one exer- looking,
of Bayer Manufacture
sed.
I
gosh,
one
cise,
sport, they could share
It mite be all rite to go past with of Monoacetlcacidester of Balicyli- logemer,
a byslckle but I wouldent wunt cacia.
Joan was ten years old before on
wawk erround that way, sed
she went to school. Even so, sho to
was amazingly farther advanced Puds.
Well
the ony kind of hair T
than other girls of her age, in some admire. thats
I Just love that kind of
things;
in
amazingly
ignorant
hair, sed Mary Watklns.
Giving me a ideer, and after
Points the Way to Comfort others.
But she was intensely lovable,
supplr I went tip in the bath room
d
to a derrea
and Health. Other Women although
and
to try to brush my
the admiration and the despair ef hair started
strate back, only the neerest
Please Read
her teachers, whom one minute It
would come to strate back was
sne oDeyed, the next absolutely
strate up, so I put a lot of vaze
to be guided by.
Moundsville.W.Va.
"I had taken refused
on It and it went back mutch
line
darling!" they
doctor 's medicine for nearly two years all "She is a little
so allowed Tir tn better and I put a lot more vazeand
agreed,
Because my pe be more
line on and it went back grate, me
insolent
than
her
mates
were
riods
irreguthinking Herray for me.
would have dared to be.
And
snuck down stairs and
lar, came every
by the way, was not very put my Ihat
on and went out and
two weeks, and I 6 Which, uuun
lur
started to wawk erround to Mary
would suffer with
watklnses and who did I meet on
wn ITALIAN
4 Jjb e a r i n
WOMAN IS
the way but Puds Blmklns, me
muy voiu
pains,
thinking, Heck, wats he doing erme of Lydia E.
SEEKING A FORTUNE
round all the time? And we startPinkham'a VegBURIED IN GROUND ed to wawli together, me saying,
etable Compound
Ware you going, PudsT
and how much
O, nowares special, sed Puds,
Signora Glustlna pascugll, an ware
good it had done Italian
youT
woman who has lust re
her daughter, so turned to
Milan, Italy, from Jeru-sale- JestNo wares soeelal. I aerl. Wlch
I took it and now
then our teetcher Miss Kitty
be the world'a richest
f am resrultr every month and have woman. mayIt all depends
whether started to go past, me thinking,
do pain at all. I recommend your she succeeds in finding a huge for- Heck, I got to tip my hat. Wlch I
medicine to everyone and you may tune which she says is buried at tippea it ana Puds. tipped his, and
We will deliver milk
publish my testimonial, hoping that Blsceglle, near ttie city of Bari, his hair was back as strate as it
could go and all shiny looking as
the Vegetable Compound does some on the Adrlatio coast of Italy.
to
naa
ir
vasea
it
"
your door 365
of
about
Signora Pascugll says while she
pound
other girl the good it has done me.
Mrs. George Tegakden, 915 Third was in Palestine she met a monk line On it, me thinking, Holey
in the year.
days
who gave her secret documents smoaks If mine looks enything like
Street, Moundsville, W. Va.
his I better go home agen.
enormous
location
an
of
the
giving
suffer
as amount of
How many young girls
Wlch I did and pop was in the
gold which was hidden
Mrs. Tegarden did and do not know in Blsceglle long ago. According frunt hall, saying, Well, young
advice
or
turn
for
to
where
help, to the documents the treasure man, do you Veep your hat on in
fhey often are obliged to earn their amounts to 80,001,000,000
lire the house how? and I sed. No sir.
in
and
and he sed. Then wy dont you take
toiling
day
day out (normally about $6,000,000,000).
living by
Under the direction of fiienora it off? and I sed, I was Jest going
pain they
RA,tndwjbow hard the who
suffers Pascugll six peasants started- to to. And I took It off and pod
faWto war. Every girl
's work hunting for the hidden treasshould try Lydia E.
started to laff all his mite, me
351
k h this way
ure. After digging for two days thinking, O, I bet I know wat he's
Vegetable Compound and if she
discovered
indicatthey
at.
And
I
ran
markings
stairs
ud
lafflng
not get prompt relief write to
(IjesLydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., ed in the documents as guides to and got the vnzeline off, taking
the gold. The searchers are work mutch longer than it took to put
about
their
health.
Mass.,
ing at a feverish pace.
It on and its not all off even yet
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EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
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Coffee is grown right,

,

blended right, and

packed right, ctoln
preparing the coffee
make it right then
appreciate
you
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its appetizing aroma,
fine flavor and satis- -

1

tying strength.
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self-wille-

it Beats

tr--

as it Cleans

Don't forget that we will demonstrate the HOOVER

a

f

in your own home, on your own rugs. Come

M I L
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Albuquerque

-

Pink-fom-

n,
Lj-n-

as it Sweeps

Dairy

Ass'n.

Phone

and ask us about our deferred pay"
ment plan TODAY.

A Ibuquerque Gas &
"At Your Service."

Electric Company
Phone 93

in
a

Miliai
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
Kound the world in 408 hours,
at a cost of $3,400, will soon be
possible by connecting" up different aerial routes. The usual time
for the
trip by land
and water under existing conditions Is reckoned at sixt days.

In southern
India
there are
many of the famous lit
trotting
bullocks, a breed unsurpassed for
B'.viftneas but quite small. Some
of these animals, even when full
prmvn. Hie no blKL'or than a large
dn. They me used in light carts.

globe-circlin- g

ming, who were under the check
off system.
He, too, said he beCGLOHADQ
lieved tho order of the federal
court did not apply except to West
Virginia. Ho said he could not say
what his company would do until
i rJ E R S
advised of the order and
officially
i
until he had legal advice.
The Royal Fuel company, which
has the same officers as the National Fuel company, has 200 men
all in sont'.iern Colorado in one
mine working under tho check off
L.
system. At tho office of President
AMMirlRtrd
Harry Van Mater it was said today
rres..)
(Bj The
Denver, Colo., Nov. 2. Approxi- it was not determined what would
be done about the order.
mately 6,000 coal miners work In
mines owned by operators with
headquarters in Denver where the UNION MILK HANDLERS
check off system Is in effect, it was
IN CLEVELAND STRIKE
learned today. Presidents of the
companies that collect union dues
were of the opinion, however, that
(Ily The Ananclatrd Pre.fi.)
the order of Federal Judge A. B.
2.
HunO., Nov,
Cleveland,
to
Anderson in Indianapolis applied
dreds of thousands of people of
West Virginia.
Greater Cleveland were without
The Colorado Fuel and Iron milk this morning as a result of
company, the Rocky Mountain the failure of between 750 aid 800
Fuel company and the National union drivers of tho
Fuel company, three of the largest
and subsidiary company to
operators, operate under the open report for work,
shop system and consequently do
A break in negotiations for a
not have the check off system.
new wago scale which had been
n
The
Fuel com- going on since October 1. when the
pany employs about 1,500 men in companies announced a reduction
ten mines all in Colorado, all of of $6.50 in tho weekly wages, which
whom work under the check off averaged $38. preceded the strike
system, W. H. Huff,
president, vote last night.
said today. Mr. Huff said he did
hundred
drivers
Several
of
not know what would be done other companies will not bo
about the federal
injunction yet.
He said he was of the opinion, unofficially, it did not apply in Colorado.
G. W. Harris, president of the
Harris Coal company, said his company employed about 4.000 men in
Illinois, Iowa, Colorado and Wyo
"B" Theater William S. Hart
will appear today for the last time
as the star in "The Whistle," a
Paramount picture; also repeating
for the last time the reels of the
"Travelogue" and "Current Events"
pictures.
Thoater For the last time
today, the managements is repeat
A fltidnignt
tne
Hell," with
ing
Charle9 Ray and Vandyke Brocks
as the stare; also reppr.'.Yig
the
Vanity comedy, "ChJoken Hearted."
The-IPast
line
vital
"Dream
organs healthy by
Keep the
Street," one f D. W. Griffith's
regularly taking the world's master
Is belnir repeatpbr'.oplays,
standardremedy for kidney, liver, ed ttvV.ly; also 'repeating tho screen
bladder and uric acid troubles- - snapshots of general interest, entitled "Something New."
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Th Nntli5n,j Remedy of Holland fol
Centura
and andnraad bv Oueen
irW'milmina. All druggists, three sizes.
Laek lor the name Cold Madal on
bos end accept bo imitation
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SOLEMN REVERENCE
IS PAID TO ITALY'S
UNKNOWN WARRIOR

Galatz, Rumania, a city about 100
miles from the mouth of the Danube.
Preparations were being made
here today for a special session of
rress.)
Itj
the Hungarian national assembly
Washington, Nov. 2. Armistice
(Fly The Assoclnted Press.)
tomorrow, at which time a resoluday, November 11, will be declared
Nov. 2. Former Em- tion deposing the Hapsburg dynasts
Budapest,
a national holiday In honor of
on his way from the throne wtll be presented,
America's unknown soldier to be peror Charles was today
out of Hungary to begin what apburied that day in Arlington.
ATTEMIT TO BREAK .TAHj.
Congressional action on a reso- peared to be permanent exile. He
Simla. British India, Nov. 2.
lution requesting
the president and former Empress Zita left
Three men were killed and mora
and all governors to proclaim the
yesterday for Dunafoeldwar.
day a holiday, was completed to- a town on the Danube below this than thirty wounded, one seriously,
In the Lahore jail
day through adoption by the sen city, and there they went on board when
ate. Issuance of the proclamation the British gunboat Glowworm. made aprisoners
concerted attempt on Octoby Mr. Harding is expected within Arrangements have been made to ber 30 to make their escape. It la
monarchs at announced here.
a few days.
land the erstwhile

NOVEMBER 11 TO BE
CHARLES IS EN ROUTE
DECLARED A HOLIDAY
TO WHAT APPEARS TO
BE PERMANENT EXILE
The Associated

(II y The Associated I'rons.)

Rome, Nov. 2. Solemn reverence by king and peasant was paid
to Italy's unknown soldier, symbol
of her 500.000 dead, when the body
arrived in Rome this morning and
was transported on a gun carriage
to the church of Santa Maria Degll
It will there lie In state
Angeli.
until its final interment on Friday
in the "Altar of tho Country," under the Victor Emmanuel monument.
The train bearing the body arrived In a suburb of Rome last
night, being met by the mayor and
members of the municipal council.
Tho cars of the train were virtually filled with floral tributes to
the unknown soldier, more than
1,500 wreaths having been placed
aboard by the authorities of nearly
100 towns through which the train
had passed on its trip from Aqui-leinortheast of Venice, to Rome.

digestion or constipation, give them
for yourself what
an excellent medicine it is. -

Terj a trial and realize

',

What's the big idea
in Spur? It's the
blend that gives a spicy

a,

af

SEVENTEEN PERSONS
OVERCOME BY SMOKE

flavor . i ; unlike any
other cigarette.
t

(IJr The Aseoclnted Prne.)
Denver, Colo., Nov. 3. Seventeen persons were overcome by
smoke in the Stewart hotel, 1752
Arapahoe street, about 1 o'clock
this morning, when fire broke out
in a leather store In the first floor
of the hotel building.
Eleven of those overcome were
guests of tho hotel, the others

that Spicy
FLAVOR
Kentucky Bumjt

for good old tobacco tasta

Choice Macedonian
for spicy aroma

Stiff? Sore?

Golden Virginia

fot life and sparkle

that Wiache, rheumatic paint,

JciGAKETTES

Broad Maryland

A lame back, a tore muscle or a itiff
joint often is considered too lightly by
the sufferer. It should be remembered

fot

g

stiff-

ness, soreness, sallow skin and puffiness
under the eyea are symptoms of kidney
and bladder trouble and these certainly
should not be neglected.;

help the kidneys eliminate from the
system the poisonous watte and acids
Cliambrrlaln's Tablets Have Done that cause these aches and
pains. They
Her it World of (Jood.
Tablets
"Chamberlain's
have act promptly and effectively to restore
overworked
or diseased kidneys
done me a world of good," writes weak,
Mrs. Ella I.. Button, Kirkvllle, N. end bladder to healthy, normal con
Y,
"I have recommended them to ditioo.
a number of my friends and all J. E. Simmons, 400 E. 50th St.. PortW, Ore.,
who have used them praise them writes: "I was troubled with backache aiv
highly." When troubled with In- urinary trouble. I tried Foley Kidney Pilli an

COLD MEDAL

I

LAYTON PURE FOOD CO.

IIPUJ
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whenyouuse,u
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ceptional economy.
You will find Lytona reason- -

l$lwtl

M

The homes that buy Lytona
know 611 the 6odness that
anv bakiner cowder can five
them- - with the added sati
faction of profiting by its cx- -

November S, 1921.

will aay that i hifihly recommend them to anv
ane troubled in that way, as they are excellent

Sold everywhere.

t

Smart Brown

and Silvet

packet of20'a

Liggett ti Myers Tobacco Co.
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ew irurra cure tore With1 New Prices
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Furniture Co. will open their doors for business on Friday morning, Rov. 4 at 9 a. m. with a complete line of furniture and rugs
WE ARE GOING TO SAVE OUR PATR0HS 30 PER CENT 011 THEIR
PURCHASE

We Can Do This Because We Sell Direct From Factory to Consumer

NO MIDDLEMEN OR BROKERS PROFIT TO PAY
Lower Than Elsewhere.

You Will Find Our Prices Considerably

WE HANDLE ONLY NATIONAL ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
Not Everybody Who Reads This Ad. Will Be in the Market for Furniture But it Will Be Just As Interesting to Come to Our Store
a Looker on or a Buyer You Are Welcome.

Hew Prices Save You 30c
On Every Dollar You Purchase

Genuine Walnut Dining

Walnut

Genuine

tJ

Sale price

$49.50

....

Oblong Table, 4 Leather Seat Chairs, to
match; worth $125.00.
7P Hft
)I
Opening sale price

From

O.ll

Solid Oak

With 25 years guaranteed spring, and all white
Cotton Matress.
JiO"l 7F
tPaawJL.
D
Extra special
(This is less than actual cost)

Special-Swi- vel

Quartered Oak, genuine leather;

d1 i TC
tPJLl.lD

ANOTHER

AMERICAN

BARGAIN

IN

Dining Room Suite
Fumed Oak Chairs.

1

for

Oak Dining Table

Sale

price...

Extra

Fibre

....

Special-Th- is

As illustrated.
Extra special .

.

pU

i

PA
tpX.UU

Extra special.
Only 1 to a customer.

Rocker
Is upholstered in a good grade of imitation leather ;
worth $17.50.
JrT
Our price
. V I UO

... ...

Qr

Alexander Smith's Axminster Rugs

$11.75

Cabinet

Has the same features of cabinets that sell for $75.
They are slightly scratched in shipping. The
factory wired us to
, D
sell them at
They are honestly worth $65.00. Only 20 in stock.

Aluminum Percolator

-.
.-

Rocker

IS

Kitchen

Sale price

D

IO
tJJLO. rjff

AN ALL WHITE

Only One to a Customer

Regular price $3.00.

$1.95

IT

Iowa; large

d"

Bed

Davenports

High Back

$36.75

This is factory cost.

Genuine

.

HERE

Double Boiler

Combinets
Worth $3.50.

Made by Showers Bros, Burlington,
plate mirrow; worth $35.00.
Sale price

$1.95

.

Dresser

Aluminum

t.

Aluminum

All White Enamel

worth $30.00. Sale price
Come and see this bargain.

5-q-

Teakettle

Bed

J

Special-Th- is

$85.00

Extra Special
Simmons

tea

Extra

In Ivory, Walnut and Mahogany

Regular $4.00.
Sale price. . . .

Office Chair

4

Ram Suite

Dresser

Vanity

'

Complete Bedroom Suites

54-in- ch

Q
Extra

THIS

READ

to Get Posted on the New Prices if You Are

Special

price.....
Other Sizes

in

,.,,..$26.75
Proportion.

Pure Aluminum

iir

95 c

hi in. in

Roasters
Large enough for any bird,
worth $6.00. Sale price . . .

At practically factory cost. Regular
price $67.50. Sale price
Come and see this bargain.

0'Cedar

$45

Mop

Regular $1.50. Our
CkKn
Sale price.
UOK,
1 Bottle of O'Cedar Oil Free
-.-

$3.95

Amerassuni FOTrntare Co,
DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO YOU

Second

and Silver

Phone

456

(

Kill

CLUB

BIN

GIT! ELECTRIC

HEIR TO HALF

EO

MILLION GETS
IV DUTCH HERE

'

OFFERS AID TO

Following an address of Major
H. Toulouse before the Kiwatiis
club yesterday noon on the results
ot hU eastern trip In regard to
the proposed me: orlal hospital in
Albuquerque to the War Mothers,
the club voted to Join in the localsupport of the project. A commlttee will be appointed to cooperati
with other organisations in backing the proposition.
The plan of Major Toulouse us
outlined to the club is to erect a
hospital In Albubig memorial
soldiers,
querque for tuberculous
be
to
raised by a nathe money
tional organization composed of
He
representation from each state.sucstated that he had met with
cess in the east on the proposition
and had received several offers of
large donations. He expressed the
opinion that there would be no difficulty in getting the institution located In Albuquerque but that persona in other partB of the country
wanted to bo convinced that the
city really wanted the hospital
enough to work for it.
Sidney Weil was another speaker
at the luncheon. He spoko on "necessity for a Uetter Cooperative
Spirit in Albuquerque," raising the
question: "What Is the matter with
th city and what can Kiwanis do
about it?" The club voted to devote the meeting two weeks distant to the problem and to have
a special booster program.
A letter was read from the BusWomen's
iness and Professional
club asking Kiwanis patronage at
the benefitylance at the Elks club
on Friday evening. Recruiting for
a club volleyball team to enter the
Y. M. C. A. tournament was done
Resolutions
by Guy Lauderbaugh.
of Sympathy were passed to members of the family ot N. M. Cudabac
who was a member of the, club.
The attendance prize, a box of
cigars donated by E. J. Cavender
of the Burrough Add'nff Machine
company, was won by Ij. J. Miller
Tw
of the Aztec Fuel company.
silent boosts were Riven a Duplex
Rabbe
of
razor by Walter C. Rnbbe
and Mauser, and a sample of instantaneous coffee by K N. Boule
of Gross Kelly. Leopold Meyer, a
wool buyer, was voted a member
qf the club.
t

j.

(B.T

The Amnclatpil

IN

COURT

U. S. DISTRICT

TreM.)

Phoenix, Aril., Nov. 2. Sentences were Imposed on four met
In the TTnttod States district court
here today.
David B. Drlscoll. who was convicted of the illegal possession of
liquor, was fined $500 and cost
He filed notice of appeal to the
Circuit court of appeals.
Emmet Meeks, who was found
ulltr of transporting a stolen au
to
tomobile from Los Ansrelos
Phoenix, was sentenced to fifteen
months In the. federal penitentiary
at Leavenworth. Kans. Ernest Miller, who was tried upon a charge
trrowin out of the same offense
for which Meeks was sentenced,
was found not entity.
Louis Llm of Phoenix, and Worn;
Oar Kee of Casa rGrande, both
Chinese, were fined $100 each after havlns; been convicted of posThe
sessing narcotics Illegally.
Phoenix man paid Ms fine but the
to
went
other
prison.
. When Wong Gar Kee was arrested, his home was searched and
narcotics were found in It. Louie
Llm immediately was arrested at
his home here and narcotics also
were found there. At hi" trial, however, he declared that the substance- found in his home really
was not a drus? but "drutr preventive," deeismed to cure persons of
e
the drug habit Analysis of the
however,
by chemists,
showed that it was a drug as alleged by the government, and
Kouie Lfm was convicted.
SWFFTS
"EATS
AT THK COLLEGE

ANTING.
INN.
T

GUARD IMPROVED

IS ORDERED TO

I1IL

4 ARE SENTENCED"

AT ENCAMPMENT

REP1STREET

Rolf

Genera!

Henry
Adjutant
Commissioners Demand Im- Brown
declared yesterday upon his
where the
El
from
return
Paso,
mediate Repairs Between New Mexico national guard
was in
for
Car Tracks on North First camp that an excellent, outing
the men had also proved to be
Street to Tijeras Avenue. extremely profitable to the guardsmen.

The City Electric company was
ordered by the city commission to
immediately
repair North First
street paving between the street
car tracks, from Central avenue to
was
Tijeras avenue. This ofaction
the comtaken at the meeting
mission last night when a resolution was passed covering the order
and providing that if the work is
not done at once, written assurance must be furnished that the
entire street between Central avenue and Tijeras avenue will be remonths.
paired within three
Commissioners discussed the bad
condition of the street and
in the resolution the assertion that action had been delayed for a period of four years
while the city was awaiting the
fulfillment of promises on the part
of the company.
City Manager James Gladding
will acquaint the City Electric
company with the commission's
order this morning.

1

GIVES

New Mexico officers gave a banquet for Gen. Robert L. Howze and
the officers and staff of Fort Bliss
which was returned by a dance.
"All Instructions were carried out
on schedule ana the improvement
In the men was tremendous.
Tbe
pleasing part of the whole camp
was the splendid
be
tween the men."

ABOUT

Mary
Mrs. Costello was
geles, Calif.
elected president of the bank several days before lte floors closed.
Since then Mrs. Costellos attor
neys have been working on plans
whereby she would provide funds
for the support of the bank,
J. P. Connolly, assistant cashier
of the Bank of Blsbee, will be
cashier of the Tombstone
ban
when It Is reopened.
M. F. Bludworth, former cashier
and vice- - president of the Tomb-sto- n
bank, is at present awaiting
trial in the federal court at Tucson on a charge of misapproprl.
atlng funds. He was arrested sev
eral days after the bank closed.

S

real-esta-

-

i

!

v
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Interment ramp here were

football game to be played between
the Artesia high school and the
high school eleven from Roswell
This will be the big game of the
season for the local team.
Ros
well high grldsters claim the state
high school championship, since
defeating the fast Albuquerque
team by a
score on last Sat
urday. The Roswell lads have had
no team to score on them this sea
son.
Olovis met defeat at their
s
hands by a score of 25 to 0.
was also defeated by a
score.
The Artesia eleven has won three
games and lost one during the sea
son. This was won by the husky
Battery "A" team of Roswell, who
defeated Fort Bliss army team last
The New Mexico Mili
Saturday.
tary Institute Junior team was rie
fea'ted bv the local lads on last T'ri
score. The entire
dav by a
second team line was used by
Coach Adams.
about
The local boys average
150 pounds to the man, while the
will
tip
upper valley aggregation
the scales at near lOtt pounds, now
ever, the backfield combination of
Clyde, Bullock Veager and C, Cole
is faster than' the Roswell back
field quartette. Clayton, Iiclcey
and II. Cole, other backfield men
are ready to enter the fray if

pus:;

THE

.

x

Who cannot recall the coffee-pMother put on the stove
in
us
to
the
not
let it boil over?
morning,
warning
early

CRAIG TO LONDON.
Sir James
Belfast, Nov. 2.
Craig, Ulster premier,' will leave
Friday for London. He will remain until November 18, when he
will proceed to France for the unveiling of the monument erected
to the memory of the Ulster division.

As children, we were not permitted to drink tea or coffee,
because it would stunt our growth or make us nervous and
irritable. When older, however, we craved a hot drink with
meals, and custom gave us our tea or coffee.

If your live stock and poultry
are out of condition you will find
the right remedy fo all diseases In
the International line of Stock and
Poultry Preparations. Sold by Valo
Bros., 807 North First street.

ot

Finally, upon the instructions of the doctor.
Mother gave up her tea and coffee. But that
meant nothing in our young lives. Our vitality
was then strong enough to throw off any ill effects.
But our time came, and we learned by experi
ence that we could not drink tea or coffee. When
we had It for breakfast it put our nerves on edge.
When we drank it at the evening meal, we tossed
about in wakefulness most of the night

DROUTH HALTS PLANTING.
Hlga, Nov. 1. The drouth in
Odessa has halted winter sowings,
which, It Is fen red, will not exceed 50 per cent of the amouni
planted.

1ST

Less- -

Better Clothes For

PIIIFDL'

SIGHT IH LIFE

Y our new Cloth es
At A Saving
,You save by spending less

than you make

Quality in

Clothes is the only real economy and this is particularClothes.
ly true of'Kuppenheimer and Stein-Bloc- h

."

is a man or woman who has
"
no
as a result
of nerve force exhaustion
"will-power-

All the physical Buffering which muv
be unused by nervous
,
irritability,
backaches, IntUgention, heart
etc., at a result of nerve

are nothing as compared
with its awful effects upon the
miuj
and "will power."
The most pitiful eight In life Is a man
or woman who has "no will" who hu
noble impiilsea and Uesiiee but not
enouvh "will power'
to carry them
The memory alno tauv, the
through.
judgment 1m bad and everything therefore teems to go wrung.
In such tMses, ji not take mere stimulating medicines nor narcotic drugs
(which only further injure your delicate
nervous syutrm), but what you need Is
"methinff to put more nerve force into
your nerves and more iron into your
blood to help tnuks new nerve force with
which to fei-t- your starving nerve cells.
This Is most effectively BtcomptlHnet by
the free use of Nuxated Iron. Thli valuable" product contains the principal
chemical constituent
of active living
nerve f irce In a form which most
that In the brain and nerve
cells of man. It also contains strength-givin- g
organic iron for the blood and
may therefore bo said to be both a blood
Over 4. COO, 000 people
find a nerve fond.
Are using tt annually.
Satisfactory results are guaranteed to every purchaser
or the manufacturers will refund your
Look
Beware of substitutes.
money.
for the word "Nuxated" on every package, gold by all druggists.

The price of good clotljcs-imuch lower than last season
d
less is the "substantial saving to you.
s

one-thir-

We are showtng otlier good makes at prices ranging
from $25 to $35 in both Fancy Cassimeres and Worsteds.

MERCHANDISE OF QUALITY AT MODERATE
-P-

itfj

RICES-

E. L. Washburn Co.
"Albuquerque Exclusive Clothiers"

:

"

v

for Red Blood.Sirensjth and Endurance

BALLOTS

(BrSrha AmncmlcA Press.)
Jollet, 111., Nov. 2. An election will be held on the farm of
R. A. Lorlnson. near Plain-fielSaturday to determine
whether he and his wife will
Join their farm to the Plain-fiel- d
community school district. Mr. and Mrs. Lorlnson
will be the only voters. Mr.
Lorlnnon will act as judge and
his wife will officiate as clerk.
Mrs. Lorlnson predicted today that the vote would be 2
to 0 in favor of joining the district. They have three children,

Habit is always forging chains to enslave us, so that what
found bearable by the fathers is accepted by the sons.
been
has

How To Remove
Shin Blemishes
Such as Blackheads, Pimples, Tan
Free hies and Liver Spot.
ldn with
Begin tonight Cbaius tf
warm water and Black mi Whit Soap.
With the tips of the finfrm, lifhtlyappiy
Black and W hke Beauty Bleach-- a fragrant
beautifying cream. Allow it to' lemaio
overnight The next morning, again
cleanae the tkin with warm water and
Black and White Soap.
If the tkin is the leart tender or irritated',
lie little bits of eoothing Black and White
Cleansing Cream. You can then apply
face powder and rouge, if desired. From
the beginning, you'll be delighted with
this beauty treatment because It is M) eure
so simple and inexpensive,
AH drug stores guarantee and tell
Black and White Beauty Bleach SOc
Black and White Soap 25c; Black amd
White Cleansing Cream 25c and BOc tho,
package.
'Write for four copy of the Birthday1
and Dream Book, and a leaflet which
tells you all about the merits and usee of
EUck
While Toilet Preparation.
Address Dept. B, Plough, Memphis, Terns,

Oldffield Tires

JUST RECEIVED ANOTHER SHIPMENT OF THE NEW

Oldfield "999"
30x3

N.S. TREAD .

jrd

.

.

8.99

TAX

.35

9.34

LEGAL NOTICE

30x312 N. S. TREAD

348b

(REPUBLICATION.)
NOTICE FOB rtJBUCATION. k
Department of th Interior, U. S. La)l
urnce, at eanu re, w. M., Oct. 6.

mi.
Notice

,

hereby liven that Salome
Montoya jr Chaves, of Alameda, N. M..
who, on December T, 117, made home-tea- d
entry. No. 084338, for EV4 6E!4,
EH BW14 BE 34. EH BE
NWVt SEVt.
ectloa ST, township
B..
N range
X. M. P. meridian, has filed notice of
Intention to make three-yea- r
proof, to
otablleh alalia te the land above described, befoie U, 8, Commissioner, Albuquerque, N. M., on November 14, 1921.
Claimant names as wltneiais: Qutrln"
Coulter, Jaoobo Medina, Auiruatln Alfaras.
Nestor I'acbecho, all of Chllllll, N. M.
A. M. BEBQER& Reclater.

.

Ana then we found Postum, a pure cereal
beverage, free from the harmful drug, caffeine, in tea
and coffee. We liked the rich, satisfying flavor of
Postum and also the better health which resulted.
And, too, jare were surprised to find how many of
our neighbors had made the same discovery had
learned the value of "health first"

j'

"There's a Reason"
S3

Is

NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATRICES
In the Matter ot the Estate of
Samuel William Lee, Deceased.
Notice la hereby given that Julia
E. Lee and Lou 'Lee. Administratrices of the estate of Samuel William Lee, deceased, have filed in
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico, their final reand
port aa such Administratrices
the court has appointed Thursday,
the first day of December, 1921, as
the day lor hearing objections, if
any there be, to the approval of
said final report and the discharge
or said Administratrices.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this 31st day of
uctooer, jszi.
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Sea,!)
Clerjk. ot Said Probate Court,
.

Poetum comes in two forms: Instant Postum (In tins)
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutes. Sold by all grocers.

'I

n

lib-

erated today. The release was conCnrrrapnndenr. to Tli Joiirnntn
here as Indicating a genArtesia, N. M., Nov. t. Unusual sidered
Interest Is being manifested In the eral release of prisoners is not
(Special

COUNT

Postum for Health

l.

lf

ARTESIA HIGH SCHOOL
PRISONERS LIBERATFTf.
FOOTBALL TEAM MEETS
Dublin, Nov. 2. It is announced
ROSWELL NEXT FRIDAY that ten prisoners in the Ballykln-la- r

Por-tale-

Often a cowpath has been allowed to become a village
street, and as the village expanded, tradition has made the
winding way an expression of a cow's wilL

"

Members of the local Rotary
club will have as their guests at
their luncheon this noon, the members of the university faculty.
Through an error, the meeting was
announced for this evening, but
will bo held at the regular time
at the Alvarado hotel.
The program of the meeting has
been placed in charge of John D.
Clark, l'h. D., professor of chemistry and deal, of the graduats
school at the university. Professor
Clark has arranged for an address
by Dr. Charles Florus Coan on
"American Universities, Their Development and Ideals."
The Hotarians are charged with
the duty of getting better acquainted with the faculty members anil
are to see that no two of the guests
sit together at the lunch.

rel of thirty-on- e
gallons, and the
tax on smaller amounts In

"In the spring of 191$ iJhad a
very bad esse of Indigestion. I had TWO ACRES OF TIMBER
a miserable distressed feeling In
my stomach all the time and I was BURN ON THE MANZAN0
My
losing weight
constantly.
FOREST LAND TUESDAY
nerves were all upset and at night
I could scarcely sleep, In fact, many
A small forest fire In the Man- a time I have had to sit up in a
southeast of Al
chair all night long. I became sano mountains
buquerque was reported in the
very weak, lost my energy and at Tajiquo
district
yesterday by
times could hardly look after my Ranger L. A. Shartzer,
of the
business.
district.
The fire
"I got a bottle soon after I heard Mountainalr
which
two
burned
acres
about
of
of it, and the relief I got from it
was so encouraging that I kept on yellow pinethe timber was cxtin
a
and
guished
by
ranger
corps
taking it until my troubles had dis- of residents of the district, accordappeared entirely. My appetite ing to Shartzer's telephone messpicked right up and I could eat Just age to the Manzano forest head
anything without feeling a sign of quarters here.
The nervousness left
indigestion.
Aiinougn tne rire was not a
me completely and at night my serious
one it is an indication of
was
and restful. I re- the extremn''
sound
sleep
ry condition of
gained my lost weight and went tn! rnn.i m ,e
present time,
after my business with rprn"".l acenrrtirtKr 1w toiv.--t officials
This
energy, for I was feell. s as att o lg in ttie fcCcoml.irv fire season dur
and well ts f o'er ms."
whir.'h tberu i special dancer
inr
TenW: is gold !n Aibumierq..." bv
surUittc jiits through careless
the A'Vftrflrli Ph'unmry nt all I'f
t.' sf m ine p a t of hunters and
"'
other foaciln dr 'jrclfit rvrvn-; unusual fire risk
reopen,
Adv.
'Ml continue until some moisture
111 v.
fit the Tilvnt nosi- tans on the ranges.
Hnn with Jackson and Welsh ns
iniNE
in
guards, Welsh has been unable to
attend scrimmage for several flays,
WERE IDLE WEDNESDAY GERMAN SYNDICATE
hut Brown can fill this position.
OFFERS TO REBUILD
The tackle positions will go to
(By The Amiortnled Prei.)
KIop- Morris or Turknett.
12 SOMME VILLAGES Davis.
West Frankfort, 111.. Nov. 2.
hack after a few days
fensteln
is
near
in
Miners
the Bush mine,
of nines. Sloan is also going Eoon
(Or The AuMclatrd l'reae.)
Murphysboro, which is under the
at end with his 125 pounds. Fore
Paris, Nov. 2. Representatives and
Jurisdiction of President Lon Fox,
well
Pollard, who showed up soenter
did not work today, according to of a German syndicate called on at Roswell
on Friday, may
M.
to
President Fox tonight.
Loucheur, minister of liberated
reports
contest on
Miners state they did not work as regions, today and offered to re- theThe game willFriday.
bo the best drawthey read in newspapers that Illi- build twelve villages In the Bomme ing card on the present schedule.
nois miners were to strike, follow- district with German
labor and A
Roswell rooters
of
number
ing Issuance of a federal injunction material, the reconstruction to be Willlargeaccompany
their favorites
from
checkoff
of
a
dues
considered
as
a
charge against the here.
regarding
miners' wages.
reparations account under the
President Fox will visit Bush to- Loucheur-Rathena- u
agreement.
morrow and explain
The minister told the Germans WELL IT SHOULDN'T
why the
miners should remain at work, ac- he would inform them of his deci
TAKE MUCH TIME TO
sion Monday.
cording to reports tonight.

miners

Prompt action on ths road In
Tijeras canyon when the work
will be most effective will be possible under the new arrangement
made between ths Mantano forest
officials and A. E. St. Morris, district engineer, giving the the
ranger at Tijeras authority to direct the road work.
Under the new arrangement,
WarnocK will hire Why Ara Some People Successful ancl Others Failures?
Ranger C.
teams to drag the roads ImmedWhy Is On Person Healthy and Happy While
iately after rains, thereby taking
advantage of the moisture. FormAnother Is Sick and Gloomy?
erly It was necesary to apply for
road work through ths forest service
or officials or the state
It Is because ont has pure, rich, tem builder because It goes to ths
engineer's office which sometimes
resulted In a delay which made red blood, while the other has scat of the trouble removes the
the dragging of roads very In- weak, watery, thin blood which Is waste matter and frullds up the
loaded with waste product.
effectual.
system.
Ths blood is mora important
same qualities which give
than any of ths organs. It is thru B. The
How Not to Take Cold.
8. 8. its beneficial effect in clearSome persons are subject to fre- the blood that the whole human
your blood of waste products
quent colds, while others seldom, body is directly and Indirectly ing
desirable for
if ever, have a cold. You will find nourished. The body gets Its nour- make it extremely
your Wood in good condithat the latter take good care of ishment from the Intestines. The keeping
themselves. They taks a shower or Intestines also contain waste prod tion.
r
IT efnra
flat O Q a
cold rpongs bath everv day In a ucts undigested foods, acids, gases
warm room, avoid over heated and refuse, which sometimes get In ruse it strictly according to direc
rooms, sleep with a window open the blood.
tions, and write our Chief MediIt cal Director about your case. Ho
Don't clog the system-cleaor partly open, avoid excesses, over
eating, becoming over heated and out eliminate the waste products. la a specialist In blood and skin
then chilled and getting the feet Waste matter in the blood causes troubles. His advice and treatment
wet. Then, when they feel the people to be thin, pale, and wak. is svery day helping people back
first Indication of a cold, they take It causes pain In ths Joints) and to health and happiness. There Is
Chamberlain's
Remedy muscles It causes skin troubles, no charge for this service. Alo
Cough
A ask him to send yon his illustrated
without delsy and It Is poon over.'
pinholes, bad boils and sores.
i good blood
,i
purifier Is needed to rid booklet, "VaOUt About the Blood"
Carl Mays of the Yankees pitch- the system of waste products.
free. Address Chief Medical Di8. 8. 8. has successfully relieved rector,
ed only one shutout during the
Swift Specific Co., 723
with
In
ons
season and
Sr S, S. laboratory, Atlanta, Ga,
ths world's thousands of people suffering
seriM.
suoh troubles. It Is a supreme sys Ask your druggist for S. S. 8.

Hurts the Most

one-ha-

TROUBLES

Pal

PROFESSORS

When failure

$50,-00-

have received from a few bottles of
Tanlac. for It not only restored my
health but has built me up twenty
pounds In weight also," said R. M.
Man ley, prominent
deal
at 1806 Alesandro
er, with office
.
T SM

'

RANGER TO DIRECT
REPAIR
WORK
ROAD
IN TIJERAS CANYON

S

'

"Nothing could give me more
real satisfaction than the benefits I

St..

1500,000,

ROTARIA

Upon alighting rrom the train
at the station here he was approached by Immigrant Inspector
Ham who, from the man'B bearing
and accent, suspected him of being
an alien working his way into tne
country from Mexico Without the
Officer Jlarn
proper passports.
took the heir to a fortune aside U. S. WILL RECEIVE
and asked to be shown identification papers. He was surprised to
40 CENTS IN TAXES
TOMBSTONE BANK WILL learn whom he had stopped.
ON EACH CASE BEER
As a matter of fact. Bode has
REOPEN ON SATURDAY not yet completed his naturaliza
tlon in the United States.
His
(My The Annotated Prem.)
(B The Aawrlnled rim )
first papers have been filed In
Washington, Nov. 2. The govThe
t.
Nov.
Tombstone, Ariz.,
Santa 1 and the second ones are ernment will receive 40 cents In
First National bank of Tombstone, about to bo filed, according to taxes on each case
of beer sold for
closed for the last two months, will Officer Harn.
Bode showed a medical purposes under the new
be reopened Saturday morning, ac- discharge from the German army
treasury regulations, it was said
cording to an announcement made In 1914 in which year he first today by treasury officials.
came
officials
to
of
bank
the
the
He
States.
United
tonight.
by
Under existing revenue laws, of0
Final plans for financing the bank, also showed papers for the
ficials explained, the tax on benr
it was stated, have been complet
bond which he gave as admore than
of
ed by attorneye for the president. ministrator of his uncle's estate. containing
1 per cent of alcohol Is $6 a barMrs.
Costello of Los An- Other heirs still reside in

IAN
A

In

advance

al

Incor-porat-

REAL ESTATE

A considerable

their ability resulted from the two
weeks spent In camp.
'We had 700 men there and experienced no trouble," stated Gen-erBrown. "Moving pictures of
the encampment were taken and
All
will be exhibited here later.

The trials of Martin Bode, small
town store keeper, who suddenly
became heir to a half million
dollars from the estate of his
murdered uncle, have already begun. Bodo was arrested yesterday morning In Albuquerque by
officers as a
the immigration
He was
(lerman alien suspect.
released however, when he was
able to show proper papers.
Bode was on Ms way home to
Ablquiu, N. M, from Las Cruces
where he was appointed adminis
trator in New Mexico of the estate of
George II. Merten, merchant anrl
postmaster of Kodey, N. M who
was found mureered at his home
there on October 24. He is the
only American heir to the estate
which Is estimated at more than

Why Should You Follow
A Crooked Path?

-
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TAX

GROCERY STORE
FOR SALE
The undersigned, having been
trustee In bankappointed
ruptcy for William Braff, 601
North Second street, desires to
sell STOCK and FIXTURES of
the BRAFF GROCERY, and
will receive bids, for all, up to
2 o'clock p. in., November 4,
1021.

The undersigned will be at 601
North Second street, at the
store, every day till date, from
I to I o'clock p. m. to show
to
merchandise
prospective

purchasers.
All bids subject to the approval
of the United States district
court, '

9.99
;40
10.39

Oldfield Tires need no intro'duction. The new "999" is a high- -'
grade Tire at an attractive price and is the best buy on the
market today for Fords, Maxw'ells, Chevrolets.

,

(

(Quickel

Mo & SupplyXp.
SIXTH AND CENTRAL

George Mulbar,
Trusteo in Bankruptcy.

. , . i

Phone

750

PKone 750

(
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THURSDAY
Editor-ln-Chl-

IS THIS CONTEMPT OF COURT?
Last fall, during the political campaign, the
law. We pro- Journal was discussing the mine-ta- x
nouneed it as unconscionable and as the result of
the connivance of a group of Its beneficiaries for
the purpose of escaping their Just share of the
burdens of taxation. We named several gentlemen
as the instigators of thla unjust Imposition on thj

at least comforting; such a moon had gustatory
possibilities.
rrofessor Tickering of Harvard has lately got
on more intimate terms with the moon than any
one has ever been. His telescope and camera have
detected and photographed things which we never
believed were there; but on the whole the reports
of his observations are discouraging to those who
beliefs about the moon.
cling to
It isn't even a habitable place for the man
and the lady whom so many of us have seen In
the moon. The weather, for instance, is "chiefly
of the variety one encounters in Tierra del Fuego
and off Cape Horn clouds, fog, mist, blizzards and
snowstorms are the cycle, with volcanlo eruptions
by way of variety." How near this professor's teles
cope drew the moon to the earth may Jje seen
In the fact that this scientist observed "great masses
of foliage born at dawn and blighted at eventide.'
How disappointing!
In our boyhood days with
our Imagination aroused by the stories of Jules
Cerne we had formed a sort of attachment for
the place; we would have had no objection to paylng It a visit. When we learned from an earlier
writer that on the moon people ate by merely
smelling of the food, this desire to visit the moon
grew more insistent; not because we wanted to
eat in moon-ma- n
fashion. We merely wanted to
get a chance to look on; we never felt that currant
Jam could be entirely satisfactory if partaken of
in that wry.
Discouraging to the poets is this newer sclent!
flc aspect of the moon. What tenderness they have
lavished on it, and what oceans of ink, to make
the earth's companion in her loneliness an object
of our affection! Shakespeare and Keats and all
the rest of the poetic tribe would have scorned It
had they known about the moon what Professor
Pickering has Just revealed.
We shall give no ear to proposals to visit the
moon. It is a dead issue henceforth. Even with
a lot of small nations around with their affairs in
terrible shape, and with some larger ones whose
affairs are still worse, It must be admitted that our
sublunary residence is to be preferred even to a
brown stone front on the moon. We are still strong
for the earth.

November 3, 1921.

THE GUESTS OF HONOR.

By F. G. Cooper.
uow

Pools were active in many spec
Issues, but, according to
disinterested observers, they made
little headway In distribution of
their holdings, public participation
being negligible.
Oils continued to absorb the
bulk of the dealings, domestic,
Mexican and European issues repeating their erratic movements.
but showing gains in the main.
Elsewhere changes were unimportant and restricted largely to specialties of obscure origin.
Mexican Petroleum
fluctuated
within a four-poirange as one
of the day's most prominent features and closed at a gain of the
smallest fraction.
United Fruit enlivened the final
hour, heavy buying causing a net
advance of 4
points. Sales, 675,- uuu snares.
A further
collapse of German
marks to .49 , a new low record,
was the only feature in the foreign
exchange market, most remittances
including British, French and Ital
ian rates, recording moderate im
provement.
A steady to firm tone marked
the broader dealings in bonds. Lib
erty Issues, as well as standard
rails, industrials and some of the
division, closing at adforeign
vances. Total sales, par value, $15,- -

ulative

people.
Suppose, for the purpose of shutting off all agitation by the Journal at a time when an election
was pending, one of these gentlemen had sued the
Journal for libel because of Its charge that he was
a member of a "gang" In New Mexico operating
to oppress and rob the people through such an unconscionable low.
Suppose, then, that the Journal had continued
law
its agitation and discussion of the mine-ta- x
and Its unholy exemptions. Suppose that the gentlemen who had sued us should then have us cited
for contempt of court for prejudicing the public
Jaw and thereby prejudicing,
against the mine-ta- x
his case against us. If the court held us to be in
contempt, as he would be compelled to do if the
theory of the law which Mr. J. M. Raynolds now
I SHALL NOT MIND.
is seeking to establish in his contempt proceeding
against us were the established rule, all discussion Death, Imminent angel turn your face to view!
law would have been silenced and
of the mine-ta- x
Why should I shrink, In silence and amaze,
all agitation of that vital public question prevented.
From the clear moonlight of your tranquil gaze?
'
Last fall we were discussing the management Come, and sit near me; let me Jest with you.
should know Joy, as rare companions do,
of the land office and pronouncing the deposit bv WeFor
on
some day of days.
you will call me,
the commissioner of the public funds without inAnd we shall go through blackness to the blaze
terest in banks, as a crime against the public and Of those stupendous suns beyond the blue.
an instrument for building up a political machine
Your Hps are passionless, and set like stone,
to oppress the people.
Holding your secret; and I plead In vain
Suppose that, with the election pending, the For friendly answer, though your eyes be kind;
I, who would make you glad, must laugh alone.
land commissioner had sued us for llliol for chargyet I know that when I see you plain,
ing these things against him. Suppose then, we And
And feel your righteous touch, I shall not mind.
had continued our criticisms of the management
Outlook.
of this great trust, as a dominant political Issue In
By WALT MASON.
the campaign. Suppose the commissioner had then
By Howard B. Garla
cited us for contempt for continuing to agitate thst
great question of public policy, charging that wo
Copyright, 1921, by McClure
PAXT1XG TIME.
hours remind us that any one may
were prejudicing the people against him In the case
Newspaper Syndicate.
be our last. And now the hours
MAKE IT UNANIMOUS!
he had pending against us. If the Raynold's theory
foraro
sometimes
leaves
seem In a hurry, like racing figin
Out
woods
the
the
When congressmen quarrel they
VXCLE WIGGILY AXI) THE
on the screen, and swift the
ures
of contempt were the rule In New Mexico, we would get parliamentary procedure and spill the truth
soon
snow
be
dropping, there'll
POTATOES.
be pronounced guilty andsteps would be taken to about each other. San Francisco Chronicle.
and sleet and slush, and we should seasons scoot and scurry as though
propelled by gasoline. The autumn
silence us.
Hopping one day past a farmer's do our early shopping, and thus rain today is plopping, the wind
NOT WHILE THE POTATOES LAST.
saw
farmI
the
Uncle
The same route could be taken by clever poliWhen
rush.
ham.
Wigglly
avoid
the
Christmas
Is bleak, the sky like lead, repotato er toss
Japan in Shantung is like the pig in theseem
away some little potatoes was young I had my reasons for minding me of Christmas shopticians to shut off public discussion of any and all patch.
to
Though the gate's open, she can't
of
"Get out
my barn!" cried the
time a laggard knave, and ping, which should bo done two
political evils. If such a rule were to prevail. By find the way out. Dallas News.
farmer, puffing his red face up thinking
wearily I viewed the seasons, that months ahead. But yesterday you
"You're
like
balloon.
small
a
charging the press with libel and platform speakers
toy
grave. lieard mo scolding because the
like mourners to
HOLD SOMEBODY IP!
with slander, to be followed by contempt charges, i
and few in a hill, and I crept
A rhlcnffo man fieures it out that a fine Thanks- - potatoes
when we're young the world's summer heat was great, and now
For
want to bother with you! before us, tomorrow is the day of I'm ranting, on beholding a threat
ei giving dinner for a family of five can be outainea don't
immunuy irom criticism coma oc naa ana
Out you go you aren't even good
fate, and languid hours but peeved of winter at the gate. There is no
people be left without information concerning th3 for J7.30, but neglects to tell how to go about get to feed to the pigs!"
bore us, it is a punishment to halt in my endeavor to use the moMinneapolis Tribune.
ting tile seven-thirtconduct of their unworthy officials.
The potatoes never said a word, and
But when we're old the ments as
wait.
fly, for panting
$
a
few tears came world's behind us, we are but relics Time tolls they
though
Such a situation is unthinkable. Yet that would
mube
on forever, and takes
TIE SHOULD HAVE STARTED LONG AGO.
into
their eyes, for, of course, they
be the net result in possibilities under the law, if
It is reported the former kaiser is now cultivat- did not like being cast out of the of the past, and all the fleeting the steepest hills on high,
the rule of contempt sought to be established by ing his own garden, with his own hands. Well, W3 warm barn, with
winter so near at
Mr. Raynolds becomes a binding precedent In New wish him all the chickens In the world,
hand.
off your hat nnd stay a while," round stone the Wolf had brought
Tennesseean.
Nashville
hide.
his
ornery
"Oh, ho!" said Uncle Wiggily to and with that he snatched off the In, and stood over the vegetables.
Mexico. Mr. Raynolds' Intentions toward the peosaw
he
as
littlo
himself,
the
pota"This is how it's done," said the
tall silk hat
ple would hove nothing to do with the result.
PUT WHEELS OX 'EM!
toes, "those may be too small for
Out fell the little potatoes bib- - bunny rabbit, and, taking the stone
The theory of libel which Mr. Raynolds Is pressTanks might be converted into tractors, but a the farmer to care for, but they
In
his paw, as he had seen Nurse
s
on the floor of the won
bity-bo- b
ing in his charges against us Is extremely serious battleship that isn't used In war Is a dead weight are not too small for Nurse Jano cave,
Jane take the potato masher, the
on
Birmingham
taxpayers.
me.
to
and
I'll take them home
Under It charges of conspiracy
for newspapers.
gentleman began to crush
"What's that?" cried the bad rabbit
my hollow stump bungalow."
"Aro you losing your the potatoes up fine.
; against a "gang" could bo taken up by any individSo saying the rabbit gentleman creature.
head?"
"Faith, and it's good thing to
ual whom it had been Intimated belonged to the
know," spoke the Wolf, leaning
"No, those aro my potatoes," an- over
."gang" and everything charged against the "gang"
closer and closer to the pot,
swered Undo Wiggily.
could be pleaded as being Imputed to that IndividTHE "STONE AGE."
mused the Wolf. "I've for he wanted to see everything.
"Hum!"
ual and the offending newspaper be put to the Imheard of a head of cabbage, but that Wolf did. even what went on
nover before one of potatoes. What inside the keyhole.
task of
possible and financially
(From the Boston Transcript.)
died in Roxbury recently,
"Do you like your potatoes hot
good are they?" and he looked at
proving the Individual guilty of all the things wasMiss Annie Stone, who
older
than
or cold?" suddenly asked Uncle
older than the Monroe doctrine,
the round, brown things.
charged against the "gang."
'
S.
older
than
Victoria,
to
boil
and
Queen
eat,
General Ulysses
Grant,
Wiggily, as she raised the round,
"They're good
If charges against a, group, constituting an in- older than
hard stone masher high in the air.
the railroad. She was born In the midst
said the bunny.
"Hot! Hot! of course!" barked
visible but
Faith! Then I'll boll them and
political combine, can be of an epoch in American history that was known as
that all
have them with your ears, which the Wolf.taken up by Individuals and sued upon In libel, a i the "era of good feeling," when it appeared one
poand
In
one
to
were
united
nibble!" snapped
Americans
I am going
purpose
"Then hot It is!" cried the bunmultiplicity of expensive, protracted and vexatious
out the savage chap. "I have a ny, as he smashed the stone down
object; but how little that era knew of what
suits can bo filed which will silence any newspapeV. litical
was coming! A whole world of objects and pur
fire. How do you boil potatoes?" on the paw of the Wolf, cracking
This menace to free speech led us to publish poses, since written down with emphasis In our his"I'll show you," offered Uncle three of the bad chap's toes. "I'd
Wiggily. thinking he saw a chance have done the same thing had you
a series of editorials on the freedom of the press tory, the people who might have surrounded Annls
not
of.
did
to
dream
Stone's
cradle
play a trick on the Wolf as he said 'cold!'" laughed the rabbit as
and the libel laws. We published them In spite
One of these purposes was the abolition of Amhad on the Fox. "Put on some he sprang away, caught up his hat
of repeated warnings that we would be cited for' erican slavery. The battle for that was fought durwater in a Pan, and get me a big, and bounded out of the door,
round Btone."
contempt of court by Mr. Raynolds, If we did not ing Miss Stone's early and middle life, and, was
which the Wolf had forgotten to
was
Another
when
almost
she
achieved
"Are you going to boll the stone lock again.
fifty.
"Eat your potatoes.
refrain. The menace to the liberties of the people only
of the purposes completely hidden in people's souls
bad
asked
with
the
the
Mr. Wolf," said the
potatoes?"
"but
e
involved in any such construction of the law,
he put the water on the you'll nibble no cars bunny,
as
at that time was the prohibition of alcoholic beverchap,
today!"
itatoeSlSot fire to boll.
us adopting the prudent course and remain- ages. No one could have regarded that proposition
a
And
loud
the
wolf
howl
your
gave
'do
V
you.
1. 1.
with anything but amusement if it had been
"No, I'm going to mash the po- and
ing silent.
around his den on
& wigguy
tatoes for you so they'll taste bet- three hopped
or cold
Now has come the contempt charge. It so great- broached in Annie Stone'B natal year of 1818. And
legs, for the other paw was
in her middle life, she must, being a
me so bruised by the stone the
"Get
the
ter,"
although,
spoke
bunny.
bunny
ly augments the dangers to a free people and so resident of Massachusetts, have heard something
the large, round stone."
naa tnrown that the bad chaD
threatens to provide an effective weapon of sup- of Lucretla Mott's and Lucy Stone's agitation for stuffed the potatoes under his tall
"And don't you be running out couldn't run after Mr. Longears.
"Don't-'telhat, and off he went lipplty-la- p on me while I'm gone!" said the
me small potatoes
pression by designing men, that we are forced to equal rights for women, Miss Stone had to wait silk over
the fields and through Wolf slyly, and to keep Uncle Wig- are no good!" laughed
until she was 102 years old before she had a chance
the rabbit,
fight it out where we stand. We have decided that to
woods.
vote.
the
in the Wolf locked the door. as ho hopped back to the barn
glly
and
we will not bo silent. We must enlighcn the peoUncle Wigglly had not gone very
But the bunny didn't mind that. got some more for Nurse Jane.
Taking It all In all, the period of Annie Stone's
ple on the meaning of this proceeding and the life Included the most wonderful, the most startling, far before, all of a sudden, ho He had another plan. Soon the "They saved my ears!"
the most transforming, the most momentous series heard a rustling under the bushes, potatoes were boiled nice and soft,
So they had. And if the peach
danger that the benighted silence of the past will of
events
the world has ever passed through. and out popped the Woozie Wolf. and they smelled very good, cook- pancake
doesn't turn over In its
be
upon them unless stern resistance Beginning that
"Just in time!" howled the Wolf, ing away.
with the inauguration o Monroe, it witsleep and tickle the nose of the
is made.
nessed the real debut of the American republio In as he caught Uncle Wignily and
to
believe I shall milk
"I'm beginning
I'll tell you next
Mr. Raynolds charges that each new utterance the affairs of the great world, and with our en- dragged the bunny off to the deep, like smashed potatoes with your about pitcher,
Uncle Wiggily and the
nibbled ears," growled the Wolf, cheese.
is an added contempt. This editorial will be pressed trance Into the great war It saw the consummation dark, dismal den.
of America's supreme influence among the nations.
"Dear me!" exclaimed the bun
the air.
upon the court as an additional reason for punishi- Her life witnessed the downfall of the principle of ny gentleman as soon as he could sniffing
"They're mashed, or Jammed
alIn
ng; us.
which
the
coronation
catch,
of
and
his
the
had
Good Health.
breath,
monarchy
democracy
potatoes, not smashed, though I
If you wish to enJov good health.
We accept the issue. The Journal has con- world. It saw the death of the old civilization of most run away from him. "This am going to do some smashing,"
fidence In the integrity of the courts and in their gentility and service, and the risenotand triumph' of Is getting tiresome! You're always spoke Uncle Wiggily, as he stuck keep your bowels regular. No one
meehanioalism.
And whether or
it has beheld bobbing up where you aren't a sharp stick In one potato after can reasonably hope to feel well,
eagerness to preserve unimpaired the liberties of the building of the foundations of a new civiliza- wanted."
another and peeled it. Dropping when constipated.
When needed.
the people.
"I might say the same of you," tne boiiea potatoes Into a dry ket- - take Chamberlain's Tablets, 7hey
tion, It has certainly seen the bottom knocked out
snarled the Wolf. "Anyhow, take tie. Uncle Wiggily took the large, are mild and gentle.
What we have said may or may not prejudice from under the old civilization.
the libel case of Mr. Raynolds against us. We have
not discussed the facts of that case nor sought to
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent Office)
) have the people
those facts. We have
discussed the public policy involved, which is so
vital to the general welfare that Mr. Raynolds can
hav no legal rights in derogation of the rights of
the people of a whole state. Silence would be disloyalty to the people. Cowardice would stamp us
as unworthy of public confidence. We will go to
"
Jail proudly in the people's interest, if such be the
unexpected result.
The courts 'of America will never In the last
With
analysis, uphold so dangerous a doctrine.
such a construction of the law, constitutional guarantees of the freedom of the press would mean
nothing.
We face the Issue with confidence.
Mr. Raynolds surely cannot understand, in his present
belligerent mood toward us, what he is doing to
the people of New Mexico, or he would desist.
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UNFIT FOR MAN OR BEAST.

' As far as the casual observer Is concerned It
would have been better had the astronomers left
the moon as he conceived It in early childhood
mate of green cheese. If not true, that view was

LIBERTY BONDS.

w

ment.

For Little Ones

18.08; July, 17.02.

THE MARKETS )
(Br The Aiuociatrd Frc.)
New York. Nov. 2. The stock
market pursued its irregular and
professional course today, paying
little heed to the lowest money
rates in many weeks and other encouraging factors.
An abundance of local and Interior funds forced call loans down
to 4
from 6
Per cent before
noon and effected moderate concessions on short time accommodations with mixed collateral. Announcement of tne reduced
rates by the federal reserve
banks became known shortly after
the close of the market.
Steadier conditions and another
moderate npurt in production were
reported from leading steel cen
ters, but failure of the railroads to
make long deferred contracts for
new construction ana equipment
again was a source of disappoint

Bedtime Storieb

tures closed steady. Dec, 18.62;
Jan., 18.43; March, 18.37; May,

T'rVra

75.000.

Closing prices:
27
American Beet Sugar
28
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 38
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 35
108
American Tel. & Tel
41
Anaconda Copper
85
Atchison
37
Baltimore & Ohio
Bethlehem Steel "B"
55
14
Butte & Superior
44
California Petroleum
113
Canadian Pacific

Central Leather

29
65
23
25

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
Chlno Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

4s,

,.,

....

Chicago. Nov. 2. Reports that
Canadian interior elevators and
in reg
railroads would
to rally
ulating shipments helped here
had
after
wheat today
prices
fallen to the lowest level since isio.
Closing quotations were unsettled
nt- Ui net riecltne to VtC advance
J1.02 to $1.02
with December
and May $1.07 to $1.07. Corn
c to
c to
c, oats lost
trained
c and provisions finished
o to
10c
off.
to
unchanged
Nntwlthstandine the break of 6
In wheat, spas
fen ts vesterdav
modlo liquidation continued today,
to talk current
or
more
less
owing
that a British grain concern hadailed. Resides, there was no evirtenen of anv exoort demand for
United States wheat, and it was
domestic hard winter
estimated
a
grades were 4 to 6 cents above
working basis as compared with
factor
bearish
Canadian. Another
was slowness of call for flour.
Weakness was only checked when
December had descended to within
cents of $1 even. At thla Juncture a reaction set in, and bulls
made capital of slowing up of receipts at Winnipeg. The assertion
was made that curtailment of the
Canadian crop movement would reduce hedging pressure here.
Indications of export business In
corn gave comparative firmness to
the corn market. Liquidating sales
forced oats to the lowest price yet
this season, but elevator interests
subsequently furnished some support.
Provisions were fairly Eteady In
line with hogs.
Closing prices:
Wheat Dec, $1.02; May, $t.07.
Corn Dec, 46 c; May, 61 c.
Oats Dec, 31 c; May, 361c.
Pork Jan., $15.00.
Lard Jan., $8.75; March. $9.00.
Ribs Jan.. $7.45; May, $7.77.
NEW YORK COTTON.
Cotton

fu- -

4s,

3s,

FOREIGN' EXCHANGE.
New York, Nov. 2. Foreign exchange irregular. Great Britain
demand, $3.92; cables, $3.92
France demand,
7.36;
cables,
7.36. Italy demand, 4.03;
cables, 4.04.
Belgian
demand,
7.12; cables, 7.13. Germany de.
mand,
cables,52. Holland de,
Normand, 34.08; cables, 34.14.
way demand, 13.68. Sweden demand, 22.85. Denmark demand,
18.65.
Switzerland demand, 18.60.
Spain demand, 13.40. Greece dc
mand, 4.50. Argentine
demand,
sz.bu. Hrazu demand, 13.00. Mont.
real,

51;

92,

NEW YORK METALS.
New
York, Nov. 2. Copper
spot an
Steady.
Electrolytic,
13c:
m
later. 13 013 c.
nearby.
Tin Easy. Spot and neart
Vk
1
rffl
J27.87: futures. S28.A0 28 f,
Iron Steady. Prices unchanf
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 4
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis
livery, spot $4.60.
Antimony Spot, $4.75.
Foreign bar silver, 70 c.
'!
Mexican dollars, 64 c.
i

CHICAGO PRODUCE,
Chlcago. Nov. 2. Butter Mar
ket higher. Creamery extras, 44c:
firsts, 3G42e; seconds, 83335c;
standards, 40 c.
ReEggs Market unchanged.
ceipts 2,069 cases.
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowls,
1423c; springs,
20c; turkeys,
30c; roosters, 15c.
Potatoes Market dull. Recei'
79 cars.
Total U. S. ship
673. Minnesota, Michigan at
consin round white, sackcu
bulk, $1.70 1.80 cwt.; Minne.
and North Dakota Red river Oh
sacked and bulk. $1.65(5)1.75. L
kota round white, sacked and bul,
$1,400)1.65 cwt.; Idaho Russets,
sacked, $2.20 2.30 cwt.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Kansas City, Nov. 2. Butter,
aiiu jjuumy uuiutwigBU.
LTVESTOCK MARKETS.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Nov. 2. Cattle Re- celpts 9,000. Good and choice beef
steers and yearlings strong to lOo
higher. Top yearlings, $12.50,
top 1,200- weight 1,014 pounds;
pound steers, $11.40; choice 1,550- bulk beef
pound steers, $9.60;
steers, she stock, bulls rnd calves
steady; stockers and feeders dull,
weak.
Market
Hogs Receipts 18,000.
fairly active, steady with yester
day's average. Practical top, $7.90;
light lights around $8.00; bulk,
pigs steady, mostly
$7.357.75;

$S.008.25.
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Sheep Receipts 33,000. Killing
classes .150 to 25c lower, feeders S
steady. Native lambs to packers j
early mostly $8,7548.85; to city I,
lambs f
butchers, $9.00; western
mostly feeders; four loads feeder?!"
lambs early steady at $7.75.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Nov. 2. Cattl- eBeef steers genReceipts 11,000.
erally steady to 15c lower. Top,
$8.50; other (ales, $4.757.75;
canners vealers and low price she
stock steady; top vealers, $10.00;
bulk canners. $2.60 2.75; most

cutters, $3.00 3.50; other calves
and better grades she stock weak

choice cows, $5.006.60; most
sales other grades, $3.504.00;
bulls steady, mostly $3.003.75;
stockers and feeders dull, weak to
lower; early sales, $5.00 6.25.
Market
6,000.
Hogs Receipts
opened steady, closed fully steady
to 10c higher than yesterday's aver
age. Bulk good and choice 190 to
to packers,
weights
$7.507.65; bulk of sales, $7.00
7.55; bulk throwout sows generally
around $6.50; stock pigs steady,'
bulk $7.758.00; best, $8.25.
6,000.
Sheep
Sheep Receipts
generally steady to 25c lower: most
fat ewes around $4.00; Iambs'
mostly steady to weak; best western offered, $8.75.
210-pou-

Denver Livestock.
Nov. 2. Cattle Re-- :
Denver,
celpts 1,600. Market steady. Beef:
steers, $5.00(5)6.15; cows and heif-- j
ers, $3.505.25; calves, $5.00j
stockers
9.50; bulla, $2.00(3)3.00;
and feeders. $4.60 5.00.
300.
150
Market
Hogs Receipts
higher. Top, $8.15; bulk, $6.60
8.00.

Sheep

Market

Receipts 10,700.

for fat lambs

25c higher; feeders
steady. Lambs, $7.00 8.00; ewes,
$2.604.00; feeder lambs, $6.76
7.65,

The veteran Jack Miller says
the St. Louis Cardinals had the I
best team in the National league j
and that they should have won thai
pennant this year with 15 or 20
games to spare.
'

Journal want ads get

results!

By Gene Byrnes

.;

;;

NEW YORK MONEY.

7

I2i
72

4s,
4s,

4s.

J

New York, Nov. 2. Call money S
Easy. High and ruling rate, 6
per cent; low and last loan, 4
per cent; closing bid, 4 to 4 per f:
i I
cent.
Time loans Steady. Sixty and
90 days and six months. 5
to 6
per cent; prime mercantile paper,
5
to 5
rS:
cent.
per

24

35
Inspiration Copper
50
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
22
Kennecott Copper
102
Mexican Petroleum
22
Miami Copper
18
Missouri Paoific
71
New York Central
4
Northern Pacific
35
Pennsyvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 13
69
Reading
no
Republic Iron & Steel
23
Sinclair Oil & Refining
78
Southern Pacifio
19
Southern Railway
74
Studebaker Corporation
43
Texas Company
u
Tobacco Products
121
Union Pacific
80
United States Steel
64
,
Utah Copper
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE,

2.

3s,

63

Erie .
Great Northern pfd

New York, Nov.

New
York, Nov. 2. Liberty
bonds closed:
J92.62; first 4s,
$93.00 bid; second 4s, $92.92; first
$93.08;
$93.40; second
third
$95.42; fourth
$93.28; Victory
$99.60; Vic
$99.60.
tory

ITT

L

:
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
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KUN DOWN TO i sDINTY 5 PLACE- - J
1!
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trK AMT

IJf THE iHGHLAXDS
Good small frame house ; all
kinds of built-i- n
features; two
screened porches! small basement! lawn and shade trees.
.This Is a beautiful little home
and is extra well built. A look
will convince you call us for

II
II

II

I

I

I

-

CREAT HEAVEN t 'MX CAR
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BOUGHT THt
CAR FOR ME HWIFE
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A STOLEN
OWN IT

THE OWNER')

cCARD-YOU'R-

E

4oiN' WITH

lo

7

a.

LEVEREtT ZAPF

D1NTV-

I

EXTRA WELL BUILT
ALMOST NEW BRICK
Hardwood floors, garage, sidewalks, lawn, etc. With or without furniture. Close in, good
terms. Fine location, Lowlands.
Immediate possession.

appointment.

in university Heights.

.

A good frame house on one of
the very best streets in univer- sity Heights. Is arranged for

;
i

two families; has four large
rooms; two canvased In sleeping porches; large scrcened-i- n
front porch; garage; chicken
be
yard and shade trees. Canwith
bought on good terms,
good monthly payments.

furnished
fur.

- Rooms,

5-

nished

(921

...?36.00
apartment,
furnished
......$26.00
Lowlnnd.
furnished
house, fur-

nished

SOME BUY
two extra
rooms, hallway,
sleeping porches to accommodate large porches, bath, garage, lawn,
a
for
12 beds. Ideally located
shade, close In. Highlands. This
rooming house. Will pay big per place is an Ideal home. It is so
cent on the investment. Priced to arranged that it' can be used for
sell qulclc, 85,250.
two flats. Only $8,000 On reasonACKKRSON & tumfTITH,
able terms. Don't overlook this,
Realtors.
it's sure a buy,
120 S. Fourth.
Phono 414.

IBB.OC

furnished

$25.00

Tell us what you want
nave it.
.
'

Ji

A

Bcven-roo-

$100.00

apartment,

i

We

may

REALTOR
Loan and Insurance.
Tlione

V. Gold.

REAL GOLD MINE
brick,
furnished,

90t--

Dandy place, close in, for chicken
business.
Yard
coops,
raising
brooders, laying house, plenty of
water, wind mill, a three room
house. A chance to beat H. C. l.
J. P. GILL.
115 S. Second
Phone 723--

v

J.

FOR SALE
frame cottage, I rdoma,
bath, glassed porch on each: aide, comrent! tut ISO a
furnished;
pletely
month; East Central,
Five-roocement block bungal6, 000
ow, modern, buit in feature!, fireplace,
furnace: Fourth Ward,
16,300 Five-roowhite stucco bungalow,
modern, large roomi, hardwood floors,
firepliice, furnace, corner, fine location!
Fourth ward.
Houaea
Borne good ranchea for lata.
and lota In all parla of the city. Bust-- a property and business opportunities.
St
A. FLEISCHER, REALTOR,
of iy ''snraiK't, Automobile Insurance,
Olnaa, Burglary, Public Ma-WD
Hy, Compensation Insurance.
9'
Surety Honda.
J South Fourth
Vhone 74.
St.
Double

M,000

t

For

Call and nee ui before you buy.
Wo are sure to plenss you.
J. L. PHILLIPS,
Real Estate.

Phone

Third.

110 S.

354--

MONEY TO LOAN
watches" dlit- monda, guna and everything valuaole
Mr. B. Marcus, 813 South First.
HONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watcnee
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable,
Beer. lOS N,
J"i'.
Gottlieb

iioknY

.

,

"

!vu

i..r

On

LOAN

TO

;

!. .,rN

...!. lbntty
.

1;7 s

ia.1iv.

..

'Qar.it,
Imiiimai.

Plume 17H-- J
Anv mnn nt work
Odd Joba oarpenterlng, paint
WANTED

ing and roor repairing, niun.
FaiNTING:
ROOF
HOUSE OR
reasonable prices
first-clawork;
fleorce T Brown 10M Boutti Broadway
or having your
BEFORE BU1LD1NO
our figures
house repaired, call S54-ire right. No 1ob too large or too small.

FOR SALE
FRSALk

Livcgtock

North Thirteenth.
FOR SALE Two fresw milk cowa 142
Blake.
Uaorge
South Broadway.

Ranchet

FOR RENT

BKRVICE.

Foa R1SNT Hoom and roroh, with good
ooaru. inn jNnrtn inttn.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and board.
.p. mi huo o. tin!., ozu Bourn mgn.
NICELY
furnished roon. with board!
Private family; no sick. 107 Forrester.
FOR RENT Canvassed sleeping porch,
with board. 1207 East Central.
FOR RENT Room
ano 0 ,ard, with
board. 410
sleeping porch; flrst-olas- a
East Central.
UN THE M8A
aURAMO.NTUg
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona
Phone S400-JFOR RENT Board and room for one or
two gentlemen, on the Sawmill car line.
820 North Twelfth.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
board.
618 West
Lady preferred
Fruit. Phone 1472-FOR RE.NT Room and board for couple
or two men or two girls. 1104 North
Second, phone 1260-J A M 12BI ivt "T': T;
'eal location lor
i
fisv
item;
ervatinna now
'"
fhnna ss.;t i
iu,. pl tK porch and room,
with board! ratea B5
Cfntrnl.
uiu-...it.,
.,oms with or
V.iLiiul buH.u: bain and tihona. aisu
South Second,
phone 820-F R RENT Room an( eleeplns porch.
vttu board for convalescentr; gentlemen only; private home. Phone 2148-FOR RENT Sunny sleeping "porcrTand
bed room, with board, for twor In nrl.
rare ramuy; also garage. 523 South High,
FOR RENT Nicely
rooms
furnished
with steam hest and flrst-clas- e
table
board. 110 South Arno, phone 1827-W- ,
FOR HEALTHSBEKISRS Modern acnurse service.
with
commodations,
Casa de Pro, 13 West Gold, phone 14-ONE OR TWO healthseekere can fl.ul
home-like
accommodations In irnlvnr- slty Heights. Phone 2H6-.FUR RENT
Nice fooins with sleeping
porches with board, for eonvaleacente.
Mrs. Reed. 613 South Broadway, phone
62B.

FOR 'RENT Hy owner, a we'll ImproveS
ranch, consisting of two sets of Im- lf
provements. W. M. Fisher, one and one-ha- FOR
HEALTHSEEKER Modern accommiles southwest of Barolas bridge.
modations In country home, with nuise
service; not far from car line. AddreM
TYPEWRITERS
postoffice box 224, city.
ll'PBWlUTEna All makea overhauled
SLEEPING PORCH and
and repaired. Ribbons for every ma- DELIGHTFUL
Exbedroom, with board, in furnace-hea- t
chine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
H03-.122 South Fourth, ed home; reasonable; also table board.
phone
change,
1420 East 8llver. Phone 1422-"FOR RENT Storeroom
WOULD GIVE board, room and laundry
to office Klrl, hltth achool girl or lady
room, good
yoRETLargatore
otherwise employed for a few hours'
ahort or long time lease. Bur- work
and evenlnga.
Call
mornings
Co.
roughs Adding Machine
1040--

MATTRESS RENOVATING
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,
niture packing. Phuue 471. Ervin

RESERVATIONS may now be had at
The Murphey Sanatorium. Rates! 120
to $25 per week. Includes private room
with Bleeping porch, connected with bath
and toilet.
General nursing, medical
care, excellent meals, tray service. All
rooms havf steam heat, hot and old
running water Phone 4S1. Dr. Murphey.

fur-

Company.

FOR RENT- - Miscellaneout
a.

710

West Lead.

PERSONAL
BARBER

LEGAL NOTICE
ct
"To

will

vrvrir

'H--

1421--

nnrl Testament

for private

homes.

ot David

Ida Weiller, Albuquerque. New

Mexico; Catnieen vveuier,
New Mexico; CongregaNew
tion Albert, Albuquerque,Pfaffen-liofeMexico; Mathildo Weil,
Pauline
well,
Alsace;
Marmoutler, Alsace, and to All toWhom It May Concern, Greetaiuu-nuerqu- e.

n,

You'are hereby notified that the
of
alleged Last Will and Testament
Pavld Weiller, deceased, late of the
of
State
and
County of Bernalillo
and
Kew Mexico, was produced
of the
Court
Probate
In
the
rcid
of
New
rnunty of Bernalillo, State
Mexico, on the 13th day of October,
ion and the day of the proving
Testa-meof said alleged Last Will and
was thereupon fixed for
cf NovemThursday, the 17th day
o'clock In
ber, A.JX 1921, at 10
said day.
the forenoon of mhand and trie
Cllven under
of
sen! of this court, this 17th day
October, A. T. 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(bcaU
County Clerk.
-""NOTICE OP EXECUTRIX.
of John
jn the Matter of the Estate
'
fjicklas. Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that
of the
qoiihle Nicklas. Executrix deceased.
t Tr,vn Nlnklna.
"fl filed In the Probate Court of
w
pprnalilio uouniy, m jmba.w
final report a such Executrix and
tort Thursday.
inn i7th day of November, 1921. as
Vv there be. to the approval of
final report and the discharge
on id Executrix.
iVitness mlr hand and the seal or
I
j probate Court this 16th day
I October, 1921.
FRED CROLtiOTT,
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
nt

Phone

a French teacher.

STUDY FRENCH with

.

Either class or private instruction. For
particulars call at C22 South Broadway,
or phone ICfil-IF YOU are going to Colorado Springs,
you can get Information to your advantage hy addressing
dazette,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
HEMSTITCHING and picoting attachment, works on any sewing machine;
easily adjusted; price $2.60, with full Instructions. Gem Novelty Co., Box 1031,
Corpus Chrlstl, Texas.

FOR SALE
a OR SALE

'

Furniture

Furniture, good as new." 80i
North seventh.
FOR SALE Three-quartbed, oil stovea
and tables. 609 West Silver.
FOR SALE Oak table and three chairs,
suitable for office or home. Apply
room 8, SISli West Central.
FOR SALE Dressers, beds, tables, sectional bookcaae, china cabinets, Morns
chair. 8zl: rug. $2x3 M auto tires; full
Una of first-claused furniture; rites,
evolvers, musical lnstrumenta. 325 jouth
First.

FOR SALE

Ranches

rOR SALE Country home, stucc house!
seven rooms, steam heated, eleetrlo
e
ranch; in alfalfa and
lights; on
orchard. Addreaa Poatofflce box 377, or
2407-Rphone
IF LOOKING for a comfortable home
. and
a pleasant and profitable established business, you can secure same at
a bargain; four acres, two miles from
postoffice, on main ditch, douoi h ivaa,
garage, chicken houses, tools, blooded
also furniture;
chickens and turkeys;
will sell on terms to responsible ..eople.
S41H-JPhone

FOR RENT

Office Rooms

FOR RENT Office space or desk room,
Box
Address
close In; reasonable.

caro Journal.
office, ateain
FOR RENT Attractive
furnished.
heat, light . and water
Wright building, opposite postoirice,
FOR RENTOfflce rooms; heat and
antral
P
' aHw U.(.im'. mlnTm.
avenue. Inquire 1. Korber'a Auto dea
am hovin (vT ieen nlnnad to box- - partment.
Three very desirable office
SO years, Keerne, N. H., has FOR RENT
ing tor
rooms, light, heat and water; will rent
iia.
the
life"
separately or aa a whole. A. B. Mllner,
81 3 H West Central, phone
2.
wifA nt one

nirn

Vnmntnti.

of trie prominent members
Tap!"1589 delegation: 10 xna

the
pan,

of the
wasn-ingto-

n

arms parley, has been eallel
most peauuiui woman in

Phone

459--

310 W.Gold.

J,

Mr. aiaet Mrs, Hmlthseeker,
Small New Hoasa
In Highlands,
tMSO.00.
Nice livlns room with plehtjr of
kltdhen with
Windows, convenient
built-i- n
feature!, nattt room com
oleic; ideal sleeping room where one
can get good fresh air and aunt
beautiful view, neighborhood ot the
the best) make a substantial payment down and move In, The house
and le etuocned
is made ot adobe
white, It Will be send and warm
us without deSee
winter.
for thla
on the
lay, as it will hot last Ion
market.
DlfcCKM ANN REALTY COMfANt
Realtors.
Real I stnte, Insurance, Txiana.
30 W. Oold At.
rhone 670

with Board

Rent-Room- s

'.

i a

iZJ"'

Kleat.

DDKN

The Rea Arrow (all over the West) re
dera sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day
Work In before I p. m, mailed noon neat
day. Address work to
TUB BHD ARROW.
E. Las Vagal
Albuquerque
(We want
representative iu TO'JH
territory.)

EARTH

WE SELL THE

Six

SHELLEY REALTY CO,

Chicken Ranch to Trade

D, T, KINGSBURY,
..

Int'L FeMUSt SesviCf, Inc?

Whoever buys any of these
homes will be a well
satisfied customer.
Let's Serve You Today?

three

furnished

- Rooms

.tr

$55.00

apartment,

6-

TWO DAXBV HOMES
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
well built, both on large
lots and close in.
Have built-i- n
features, fireplaces, heating plants,
etc.
These must be seen to be

IS

Extra

$65.00

house,

REALTORS.
OCR MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC
We give special attention to locating the stranger In a home.
Our autos are at your service.
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

PER WEAL IN' MAMIE'S
CAR NO ONE KNOWS
ME HERE
I
I

BDBM
WS

--

COME UP HERE AN
IDENTIFY me - I'M HELD

gin
sa Ml.

HELLO

George McManut

SEWING MACHINES

and
SEWING
MaVHiVkS
repaired
cleaned; parts and supplies for all
C H.
makea; all work guaranteed.
Morshead, phone tit-- ;
tit W. Copper.

$1200

CASH
modern

Five-roo-

BUYS
house, fur-

nished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. Newinside and out.
ly decorated
Balance
monthly.
Close in.
A. C. STARES

Real

Estate

S19 W. Gold Ave.

FOR RENT

Dwelling.

Two" room 'house, "furnished.
1316 South High.

FOR "RENT
Call

Insurance
Phone 188

FOR RENT Five rooms ana two glass
porches, til Worth Thlrteehth.
house, furnished.'
FOR RENT Two-rooCall In rear.
1306 South Walter.
FOR RENT Four rooma and bath,
Apply 425 West Santa Fe.
furnished house.
FOR RUNT Five-rooUiiraKe,
Inquire at 115 South First.
FOR RENT Ranch home, ait. per month.
Inquire mornlnge only. 823 North
Eleventh.
FOR RENT Completely furnished five-roo- m
apartment; modern; quiet residence district. 604 West Marble.
tour-rooFOR RENT
Sr.
house, at 328 North Fourth.
Three-roorurnished
RENT
FOR
house and bath, large sleeping porch.
1117 East Central.
modern house,
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished, 804 South Walter. Inquire
614 East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT In south' highlands, fou.'-roofurnished; water,
houae, well
lights and garace; no children, rhona

2123--

FOR RENT Modern houses and l payments; three, four, five and six ooms;
J0
some furnished.
W. H. McMl'llon,
Wist Gold.
FOR RENT By December 16, to responfurnished,
sible tenanta completely
five-rooInquire at
house; garage.
220 North
High street, city.
FOR RENT Four rooms and Bleeping
norcrr. comoletelv furnished; modern.
622 South High, call at 701 South High
or phone 1291-after 5 P. m.
FOR RENT Furnished
house, 1800
South Edith: two rooms and glassed- in sleeping porch, two screened porches,
garage, 125. Call at 805 West Mar
quette.
FOR RENT Houae; three good looms,
one glassed in for sleeping; modern,
except heat; garage, coal nausx, 128,
water paid; vacant November 8. Inquire
'
406 South High.
brick house,
FOR RENT Five-roobath, screened sleeping porch, window
shades and coal range in house, newly
decorated, garage, $60, water free. Call
at 220 North High.
FOR RENT We have eeveral houses
and apartments to rent,
bwhuks.
list your properties with us. We can
rent them and seve you trouble, uooer,
Short A Gober, 220 West doll, rhone 666.

WANTED
WANTED
Stenographic
Call 1566-work.

Position
and

clerical

WANTED Laundry work to take home,
or by the day. Phone 2101-.- L
WANTED
High school girl will care for
children afternoona or eveninge. Phone
1267--

Position aa teacher or gov- Write Box 27,
ernesa; experienced.
care of Journal.
WANTED
White woman wanta position
aa office Janitor. Addreaa I C, care
Journal.
Housework or work aa
WANTED
chambermaid; by day or permanent.
Rear 701 West Tljerae.
WANTED
Experienced cook, pastry and
meat cutter, wanta position, sis bouiu
First, Albuquerque Hotel.
man wants
WANTED Good reliable
furnace to take care of; west lowlands
preferred. 09, care Journal.
WHITE WOMAN wants work, chamber
maid, cooking, housework, nursing.
Address B. M. W., care Journal.
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
WILLIAMS A ZANQ,
keep books.
room
Mellnl building.
Phone 701-WANTED Position as cigar girl,
operator or aalealady; experienced.
Address Box 8J, care Journal.
NURSE with two yeira' experience In
hospital, wanta poaitlon nursing and
419
ksei !ng house for healthBeeksr.
Stuth Edith.
I WANT WORK; age 50; can keep books,
clerical work; drive truck, collect; willing to do anything. Have Ford, if need
ed.
Phone Foil, 820-- J.
WHITE MAN wants Janitor work, mar-riegood health, experienced church
and school; take anything. Call 6DS-Jas. J.l Votaw, ask for Kelly.
WANTED Experienced girl wants to
cook and do light housework for famInily ot adults; highlands preferred.
quire at ,417 South Arno, or phone
WANTED

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
Four - room

modern
house,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, large
basement, built-i- n laundry tubs,
rarage, full size lot, all for only
(3,800. Reasonable terms.

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will make
Somebody
good
money In this section. Why
not you. A- few choice
lots for $750 each, Cash or
easy payments.
W. C. THAXTOJC,
70S W. Mountain Road,
1 to 6 p. m.
Phone 761-I to I 1. m.

A. L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate. Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
198 W. Oold.
Phone 15S.

A

$43.00.

to Loan
M.200 to Loan

"A

$1,600

J.
21 1

Shingle Bungalow with
built-i- n
features; good coal and
chicken houses; large lot; furnished complete, only 9G0.- - Terms
McDOYATJ) & WOKSIIAM,

D. Keleher, Realtor,
W. Gold.
I'hone 410

A. FINE

Phono

FOR RENT

569.

FOR RENT Furnished
room In new
house; board across street. 114 North
Maple, phone 1888-FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping; modern; also sleeping
porch. 31 S West Silver.
FOR RENT Pleasant front bed room,
suitable for two; no aick. 315 North
Eleventh, phone 1670-J- .
front
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room, adjoining bath; private entrance;
201
no sick.
Arno.
South
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
cnuaren. 110 south Walnut. ,
FOR REJ'T- - Well ventilated front room.
furnace heat, convenient to meals; no
108 Bout' Arno.
sick.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean room;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
West Central,
Theater, 211
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
porch and two
airy rooms; board across atreet, 114
North Maple, phone 1886-FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well ventilated bed room; suitable for on or
tw" gentlemen. 416 South Third.
FOR RENT Qlasaed sleeping porch with
oressing room; board ir oesirea; no
objection to sick. 611 South High
WOOD WORTH
Newly furnished, nice
olean rooms end housekeeping apart
312
menta, - by day, week or month),
South Third.
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
Housekeeping apartments, by the day
week or month. 603H West Central.
FOR RENT To gentleman
In good
health and employed; furnished front
room.
South Edith, a ehort distance
from Central. Phone 1461-- J,
FOR RENT HIgh-claroom, north.
south and east exposures, southeast
sleeping porch; private home; best residential district; home privileges. Phone
970.

FOR RENT Large steam-heate- d
sleep
ing room, block from car line: no sIcK
114 North High.

AUTOMOBILE,
A-- l
FOR SALE Smith
conmtlon. 607 South Second.
FOR SALE Ford touring car and Ford
truck. Inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
FOR SALE 1918 Ford roadster; Rood
condition. Phone 1918-1724 East
Silver.
WANTED TO . BUT Late model Ford
roadster or truck with starter. Phone

852--

FOR SALE
first-clas-

s

5
Bulek touring
condition. Bond-Dillo- n

Phono

car;

Co..

city.
FOR SALE Some ex.ra good used cars;
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 608
West Central.
FOR SALE l2l Hudson sport model.
worth 82,300,
will sell tor f 1.850.
.
Phone 480-Studebake.-tourln- g
1021-SALE
FOR
car; good condition;
priced
BUSINESS depression makes available
right, for quick sale. Phone 1325-accountant-bookkeepir
American
capable
and atenographer, with thorough call 114 Yale avenue.
FOR SALE Ford
driven
truck,
knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship;
1,000 miles; priced to sell.
detailed quallflcationa on request. AdMoving
dress Results, Postoffice box 241, phone picture outfit; also a lighting plant,
Prrone 637-Delco, large size.
49tf.
I WILL completely overhaul your car
"SPECIAL NOTICE
for 886.00. Work absolutely guaranteed. I have no overhead expenses. Four
or
expert mechanics.
phono 861-GILDBJIISLEEWB ELECTRIC CO.
ELECTRICAL suppliea of ill kinds, due 6S7-to our low overhead expsise, we can FOR SALE Two Buick light sixes, 1918
models, 7S0 and 8860; Ford truck,
give you better prices on fixtures, lamps,
Ford truck, worm drive.
wiring, supplies, etc. We deliver. I'hone 1200; one-to- n
17S0-17S
8400; Ford speedster, 6200; Dodge tour
West Central.
ing oar, 4.o. ilt West Qolo,

FOR SALE
A bargain;- 621 North Thirteenth street, $600 cut In price.
Five rooms, two (lass porches,
one screen porch, modern, except heat.
-

FRUIT

108 S. Third.

9(I0--

about
FAMILY OF SIX
Would be entirely comfortable
in this modern bungalow of
five rooms, nleeping porch and
largo screened front porch. Has
fire place, built-i- n features nl
is located In fine section of
Fourth ward.
Very small cash payment and
balance like rent and make
appointment to see this place
after 1:00 p. m.

J.

619 West Copper.
FOR RENT Room.
FOR RENT Large front room." 1418-t- t.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 120 South
Walter.
'OR RENT Several unfurnished rooms.
124 South Edith.
FOR RUNT Three furnished
rooms;
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Furnishes room, close in";
reasonable. 207 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms. 1727
West Central, phone 174D-FOR RENT
Furnlsrrec rooms. 218
South Walter, phone 1667-- J.
FOR RENT Furnished room for lady,
405 South Edith.
110 per month.
FOR RENT Two or tlrree rooma for
light housekeeping. 423 West Iron.
FOR ItBNTLlght housekeeping rooms;
also one bed room. 210 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Nicely furnlmed bed room,
420 West Coal.
close In. Phone 1686-FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
414 West Silver.
aick; no children,
FOR KENT Nicely furnished 00m, outside entrance; also garage; no sick.
1116 North Second.
FOR RENT Two rooma for light houseor
keeping, furnished. Phone J021-call at 509 West Marquette.
FOR RENT Nice, large fiont room, with
private entrance; desirable for ladles
Phone S359-FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch
114 North
Edith,
adjoining bath.
phono 227li-FOR RENT Nice room with private
family; with or without board. 807
North Fourth.
FOR RENT Two rooma with sleeping
porch for housekeeping. Phone serv
211 South High.
ice.
FOR RENT Two nice, ilean rooms, for
housekeeping; light and water paid;
close in, 409
est Iron.
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleeping porch; gentleman only. 224 South
Walter St. Phone 2272-FOR RENT Nicely furnished
room,
modern home, Mrs. Fred Ham, 623
North Second.
FOR RENT Rooma, by the week; lur-naheat. 118 Va West Sliver, vh'.ne

WE INSURE ANYTHING
INSURABLE.
If you knew tho
wo
can give you onprotection
your auto
for
$3.00
policy
extra per
only
year, you would not be without It. If our salesmen do not
happen to see you ask' us

lteal Estate, Insurance.

HOME

glassed In porch

Rooms

BARGAIN"

Two-roo-

The best one. four blocks from
roomi furnished,
On Luna Boulevard, five rooms
large front porch, fireplace, lawn, postoffice; eight rooms, glassed-i- n
and sleeping porch, furnace, fire etc.
Good location
and priced
porch, stenm heat, hardwood
jjlace, hardwood floors, built-i- n
with terms.
floors, two garages one home.
features, Garnge, lawn, trees, for right
It Is a bargain. 1'art Terms.
H. F. GILMORB
$6,300. Good, terms.
114 W. Gold
l?hone 442-W. n. McMIIXION,
It. McOTI'GHATf, REALTOR,
200 West Gold.
442-.
204 V. Gold.
S

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS LOTS
A HE SELLING DAILY,
No better place for a Savings
Account and Investment. Get
your lot today. Only $10 cash,
and 10 per month. Let us
show you the official map of
this addition at our oftice.
You'll be surprised to see how
Very rapidly they are selling.
Our autos are at your service.

Two beautiful
lots on East
Silver. Frice reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
I'hone J523-R- .

new home of five
rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, large living
room with fire place, splendid
location and built to endure.
Can you believe the price Is
only I4.B00?
Six room modern house to rent,

A HOME

REAL HOME

FINE HOME SITE

BRAND NEW

.

A beautiful

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAFROM ALBUMENTALS
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Oct Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
,T. T. YOUNG & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

ROLLIX E. GUTHIUDGE,
Phone 1023.
814 W. Gold.

it.

Second and Gold,
Phone 640
Lrfs Servo You Today.

PROFESSIONAL
A

t I

CARDS

till Ml I n.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Ha ms IS, 17 and 19, Cromwell
Building.
Phone 1153-HI HOMlili:
tHVBl( lAR AM

bit. s. i. uifitroN.

Diseases of tne Bfnmaeh.

Bulla,
Darr.ett Building.
lift. H. C. (1 4111.
Eye, Ear, Nos and Throat.

f

Harriett

FOR
FOR RENT

Apartments

SALE

FOR BALK

Miscellaneous

Pigeons, red and yellow

Car-

HELP WANTED
-

noux. 1YUS iasi Biiver.
FOR RENT Apartment.
Call at 610 FOR "baTTE Willow baby buggy.
1116
South Edith St. No children.
somrr Arno,
FOR REN r Desirable rurnistied apartSouth
SALE Large else heater,
ment, close in; no sick. n& N. Fifth FOR
High.
FOR RENT Large, sunny housekeeping FOR
BALE Ford truck box- - 317 South
apartment., no sick taken. 503 North
First.
Fourth.
TRV BOD0V6 MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
FOR REN T Fur n Tin sdone-roomodPhone 241S-Kern apartment; hot water heat
314
Albu
TRT our Bulgarian buttermilk,
went

ill

uoai.
querque Dairy Association.
Two-rooand four-rooHeating stove. Gottlieb and
if desired.
1104 FOR SALE
apartments; ru-agBeer. 105 Norm first
North Second.
175.
machine,
FOU RENT Modern
FOR SALE Threshing
furnished apartPnntnfftfn ho 412. cltv.
ment at CIS South Edith.
I'hone
1428-R- .
inquire at
FOR SALE Water motoi.
For" RENT Modern two-rooMorning Journal urrice.
outside
Averlll Apartments, 208 V4 FOR SALE Bicycle. Apply Herman G.
apartment.
North Seoond,
Chaves, 1425 South Second.
FOR RENT One large and one small FOR SALE Ivory reed baby buggy and
modern
furnished
216
apartment,
incuoaior. inis pouio uuim.
Noith Seventh.
like new.
FOR-SALarge
FOR RENT Apartment furnished com811 west Marquette, pnone inm-j- ,
plete; lltfht and water paid. 1418 FOR SaTTe Adobe to build house. St- South Edith.
tnon Garcia, laua isortn arno.
FOR RENT Two furnlshsd rooms for BARGAINS in high-grad- e
Navajo rugs.
-- Imn. 17.411. .T.
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
724 South Second.
t your door,
delivered
POST
DENVER
FOR
RENT
Furnished apartments,
66o per month. Phone 1949-three rooms with bath. Albuquerque FOHTsALE .80 calibre rifle; price right
Hotel,
tiavt North fecund.
for oulck sale. Phone 142S-FOR RENT Two
rooma wltn glassed
FOR HALE Good Underwood typewrit
for
sleeping porch,
light housekeeping.
er, Sfo. uenar rrea i.jnui i,
321 South Wnltor. phone 11170-SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and uo
FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely FOR
spots try the Mansano Company Bluing.
furnished tor housekeeping; gas and
coal range, desirable location. 618 West FOR SALE One" large sie Base Burner
heater in good condition, cheap. Phone
Coal.

For. RENT

,i,.,lh.o

343

FOR RENT Two large sunny light
phonograph with
housekeeping rooms, furnished; private FOR SALE Cabinet
records; cheap; fine tone. 820 North
417
entrance.
South Walter. Phone
1903-Twelfth.
FOR SALE Banner Hot Blast heator.s
FOR RENT Furnished modern apart828 North Eleventn.
inquire morn-Ingrooms
three
steam
and
ment,
bath,
only.
heat. Averill Apartments, 208 ft North
Second.
evening
SACRIFICE Man's complete
1309
slie.
medium
new;
drees
outfit,
bat"
and
Two
rooms,
FORRENT
large
North Seventh.
glassed sleeping porch, for housekeeprugs,
choice
A
1004
two
few
Navajo
FOR SALE
ing;
private entrances.
reasonable.
right from reservation;
208 South Arno.
FOR RENT
Small steam heated apartment, completely furnished, including FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, 76o per
do-e103 South Walter,
at Ely's Poultry Tarda, 623 South
linens, highlands.
n,
phone 1018.
Eighth, phone 1168.
6
and
FOR RENT One small light housekeepFOR SALE Used tractora.
Hardware Departwith gang plowa.
ing apartment, or well furnished bed
For-resroo i with board; also garage, 1010
ment J. Korbet ft Co.
,
phone 1B0O-sausage and
FOR SALE Home-mad- e
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
fresh country pork, delivered to your
for housekeeping; bath-larg- e door. Phone 1916-apartment,
screened-l- n
porch; two blocks from
before the eeaeon
TOUR GUN
business district; rent reasonable; no BUT
opens; fifty ehotguns and rifles to
sick. Phone 16S6-select from. 116 West Oold.
RENT Three-rooFOR
furnished CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There
apartment, with bath and two sleepIs only one place to obtain It. Albu
ing porches, newly decorated inside and querque
Dairy Association. Phone 351.
out; water and lights pa'd. 822 East
Coal.
buU SALE Fresh buttermilk and ouPhone 158-tage cheese; also fresh milk in gallon
WANTED Miscellaneous Iota. Swayne'e Dairy. Phone 1816--48x110;
Tent, 14x28, lot
Wanted Carpenter work. Job or days. FOR SALE
price 6300; 170 cash, balance $10 per.
Phone 10S2-See me north end Seventh street this
WANTED Fresh milk cow; also spring week. Kelly
wagon. Phjne 820-FOR SALE Ivory wicker baby stroller
and white enamel baby cariole, wun
POLISHED and set up. Ervin
mattress; both good aa new; half price.
Bedding Co., phone 471.
1420
East Silver.
IF YOU WANT anything nauled, call
FOR SALE A few aelected Navajo rugs
Mitchell Transfer, Dhone 2058-topa direct
pillow
and Germantown
JANITOR for housecleanlng work, floor
from reservation; good designs; bargains.
waxing. J. w. Lowe, pnone iy--1419-1006 Hast Central, phone
FOR PAINTINQ. paper hanging, tint
SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
ing and furniture refinishing can aee. SOFT
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all fool
WANTED Tour garbage. Phone 2409-R81. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
troubles,
or write C W. Hunter, general delivery. Co.. 408 West Central. Phone 1057-WANTED Furniture,
heating a'.ovo. FOR SALE Good black coat, medium
email cook etove or range, pnone
else and hat, aui table for elderly wom820-an; alao large afze nurse's blue serge
WANTED To rent piano with prospects uniform coat. 111 North Elm. Phone
of buying; no small children. Addr.ss 2193-M. I B., cara Journal.
FOR SALE Old English naval offlcer'a
sworn, or ieis;
historical double-edge- d
WANTED Washing by the do.en, tu
take home, or to rough dry, lan splendid condition; hard carved guard,
in
1204-etched blade, sharkr"
grip. Call room
after 6:30 p. m,
WELD1NO
AND CUTT1NO of metals. 8, 218 4 West Gold.
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
also welders' supplies and carbide for
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 81 per galsale. N. H. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-Manaano
lon.
Co., 110 South
The
MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 816 South
Try a built up
phone 1834-J- .
First, will nay the highest prices (or Walnut,
aa
aa
will
the bulinne;.
last
roof,
long
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
furniture.
Phone 868.
RtlO CLEANERS
SALE Five hundred aharea ot City
MATTRESSES renovated. 68.68 and BP. FOR
below far. Dr. R.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin U Eleetrlo N.Railway,
T. Armljo building.
Huit,
Bedding Co., phone 471
FINISHING It is
BETTER KODAK
iu wu uim.,
ll.l
u.IW.i n.t.IU
West USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
orders. Tire Barnum Studio, tl
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks.
.central. Aiooquerque, rt.
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing. Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobllss.
Twice dally eervlce. Remember, satis- Homestead
Satisfaction
Floor Paint.
Send your finishing assured
faction guaranteed.
Thos. F, Keleher Leather Co.,
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna 408 West Centra), phone 10E.7-eV
Hanna. Master Photographert.
ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
DRESSMAKING
floora
and
CO, Windows oleaned
pleating. Williams' Mil
scrubbed; etoree, offices and houaes HEMSTlfllriiNQr
cleaned ; reasonable rates and honest work.
linery, 200 South Broadway, ph. 107S-862.
A.
Postoffice box 101, phone
Qranone.
PLA1S sewing, mending or darning, by
day or take work home. Phone 1351-WANTtt) Hou.es
WANTED
Dressmaking, by day or at
nrifm'W
J r inr r
rr"i
special
WANTED We want proper. y to sell; it - my home; children s sewing a 1130-j,
oi)
North
second, pnone
worth the money, we can move it. ty.
See our adve tlsement under Real Estate DRESSMAKING Ladies' tailoring; even-In- g
oolumn; If jour property were thue ad
dresses, beading and embroidering.
vertised. It , would move, woman t lit Phone 1826-J. L. Phlllt.ie, Real Estate. 110 South PLEATING, acoordlon, side ana box.
Third, phone 364-816
N. Crane,
North
mall orders
Seventh: Crane Apartments, phone S14
WALL PAPER CLEANING ORIGINAL INDIAN
em
for
designs
EXPERT CLEANERS of wall paper ana
broidery stencilling; blouses, smocks
381-or
House painting
children's clothes. PUone
interior decorations.
10J
a specialty. Call Jones, 2035-East Silver,

...

TSaicT
WANTED

Experienced kitchen boy. Apply 09 West Gold.
WANTED
Western ijnlon day and night
boys, over 18 years.
WANTED
Man to mix concrete.
Apply corner Pine and Grand.
WANTED
man to wait table,
Young
and carry tray. Apply 609 West Oold.
WANTED
Competent dining room girl.
Call J400-JWANTED Girl for general housework.
Jin west central.
WAN TED Experienced collar
girl. Ex- ceisior iaunury.
WANTED
Experienced
saleswoman.
"I'i'iy m j no economist.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
"oiy ji, florin rirtn.
WANTED Experienced
cook.
Apply
mm. weinman. yes west copper.
WANTED Girl for general housework;
must stay on pram sob. 1031 Wtot
Roma.
WANTED
Four salesladies; must spesk
Spanish. Apply American Furniture
Co, 2 2.1 Sou th Second,
WANTED
Saleslady; one that can speak
Spanish preferred.
Apply in person.
OottlcKi Jewelry Co
106 North First.
EARN BOARD Room and IN) month
while attending achool: catalogue free
ilackay Business College, 9061, South
winm, r.os Angeles,
WANTED
Competent

woman for light
housework and cooking; must be qualified to act aa companion for health-seeke- r.
Apply 806 East Central, after

7

p. m.

EXPERIENCED ladles in
camasilng; I have a proposition that
will easily make you five to fifteen dollars a day. Act quick. Rea, 605 North

Second.

WANTED Two laiilns to travel In educa
tional work; position permanent, with
unlimited opportunity for advancement;
experience not necessary, but must be
well educated; give phone. Address E.
v. c, care journal.

Male and Female.
WANTED Solicitors.
Call In person.
Hanna's, 405 West Central.
UELP WANTED We want one or two
men or women to write fire and auto
Insurance; stsndard, old line companies;
none but producers can be used. Gober,
Short A Ooher. S!0 West Gold.
WANTED Ten solicitors on first-clas- s
proposition. Liberal commission. Phone
1D78-J- .

BUSINESS CHANCES
Full

SALE
Oarage, best location in
town.
Phone s7.
FOR SALE Grocery store; good local'tn,
cheap rent; doing good business. Answer H. C. H.. :are Journal,
FOR SALE
One "of the beat buslne"
properties In A Ibuqueraue. 215 South
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel of

Building
Phone 131.
Office Itotira
" 18 a m ' a"d 1 'o S P- - m.
1)K. MAHdAKI 1' I xTi'iii 'UKiliT
Office Grant Uldg., Koom in. Phone tTS
ntiioence nzs .cast central.
Phone j71.

W, M.

ShMtaMOT

Prone inn

I

A

GEMTO. UHINMtV

im.m.s

DISEASES,
OF THE SKIN

CHIROPRACTORS"
RM EN " '"wuvuim.

K?lC"tA

Chiropractor,

10 and 20 Armljo ISulldlng.

FOR SALE

--

Houies

e'OR

SALE
brick house, on
"orin Bonn. Phone 8401-RFOR BALE OR TRADE Good income
property. Bee owner, 619 West Copper.
FOR SALE Five-roomodern stucco
house, aursnnftd.ln l..nn
h
and from porohes, bath, lights and gas.
3
jj;- owner,
Boutn Arno.
FOR SALE Near car line and eohool,
four-roohouse, bath? and aleeplng
Porch garage. Phone 1308-FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coal:
Frume stucco, 4 rooms and bath, two
largo porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Terms If desired. Phone 1803-FOR SALE New four-roomodern furnished oottage, on South Walter, 500
down and monthly payments.
J. A.
Hammond, 24 East Sliver, phone 1622-FOR SALE BY
OWNER Five-rooiucco, narowooa noors
throughout;
large living room, extra large garage;
excellent condition.
906 West Tljeras
road.
FOR SALE Furnished or unfurnished,
well built frame house, five rooms,
bath, two scroened porches, east front,
nicely aranged for two families, Illgh- landa. Phone owner, latin-w- .
FOR SALE By owner: four roomed
modern brick house with two large
porches, garage, full lot, nice ahatle;
furnished or unfurnished; good location;
sue Suuth Edith.
easyr.-n?-;
FOR SALE House, No. 209" West Atian-tl- o
avenue; well constructed, five-roobrick house, modern except neat. Ihls
property Is worth 4.60. Will sell rcw
for 3,7S0, J1.000 ca,h, bali:ico at 8 per
cent. City Realty Co., 307 West Gold,
phone 867,
FOR SALE By owner: new small stuc-o- o
bungalow, with basement; modern
In
every respect;
furnace, sleeping
Owner on premises each
porch, etc
day from 10 a. m. until noon. Priced
right for quick sale. Easy terms. Corner Eighth and Fruit.
BY OWNER,
modern house In
Fourth ward, hard wood floora, fireplace, large screened
porches, three
light airy bed rooms with extra large
cloeets, fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
If
desired.
Phone
condition; terms
1977--

J.

FOR SALE A real bungalow, price and
place worth investigating; hard wood
floors, tire place, buffet, window eeat,
linen closet; every built-i- n feature of an
Ideal kitchen;
front and rear
large
flee
porches; stationary tubs, extra number
of
three
windows;
DAIRYMAN'S
large lot;
CHANCE
large outTWENTY-SIfine cows and bull; good buildings; suitable for business or gar19C8-- J
can
terms.
age;
Phone
arrange
route; bottles; all In good working order
now; bargain of lifetime. All for 12.800
1727-cash; talk fast. Phone
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
brick rooming PARTY seen taking wheel from yard,
house and residence combined, on large
123 North
return at once and
lot near business section; room for a avoid trouble. Fifth;
business building; a bargain at ID. 800; LOST
necklace, between
part terms. J. A. Hammond, C24 East
Eighth, Thirteenth and Central;
Sliver.
Return to 119 South First.
WANTED Lady or gentlemen partner, 125 REWARD for
pistols taken from St.
with small capital for cracker-jac- k
Joseph's, on October 28; no questions
No
Can work asked
business.
canvassing.
If returned by Thursday noon.
El rnso all winter
Excellent profits. LOST
Friday, youog airedule 'answer- or address
Cell
Worth Investigating.
injr to nnme of Pat; when lost had a
Harry J. Rea, 605 North Second, city.
collar on. Reward si 9 West Silver.
strap
tabllshed LOST Gold
BUSINESS
FOR SALE Old
fllllgree lavalilereT set with
mercnntll; business, located on railroad.
one turquoise! lost on south side CenWill sell for value of lmprov.nenta nlons. tral avenue,
between Tenth and Twelfth!
Good reason for selling. If Interested In
21
North Ninth;
good-size- d
aostofflce streets; return to
proposition. addr-s- a
box CSS, Albuquerque.

FOR SALE

Poultry-Eg- g
Leghorn

hens
Phone 1S10-FOR SALE
Nice fat pullets, 80o to
$1.85 each. S0J South Broadway.
FOR SALE
Bucks, does and frying rabbits: hens and frying chickens. 710
West Lead
a
FOR SALE Sheppard atraln Ancona
and year-ol- d
hena; also incubator.
1818 South Edith.
WANTED
Fifteen or twenty Plymouth
Rock pulleta, six months old. D, L.
Williams, Glorleta, N. M.
FOR SALE Barred Rock fryers, pullets
and bens, ISO per pound; ducks, 4Cc
916 North- Phone H15-J- .
pound.
FOR SALE
and pullets.

Thirty-fiv- e

FOR SALE Thirty-fiv- e
White Leghorn
hens, twelve Ancona and seven Black
Minorcan; also some mixed. 1500 South
High, phone 2301-A SPLENDID flock of bronse turkeys.
breeding birds; also ,oung turkeys for
your Sunday or Thanksgiving dlnuer.
H. B. Watklna, phone 2416-JMY
stock of S. C. It. I. Reds;
hens, pullets, cocks and cockerels;
breedln pens or singles; pure bred C. P.
Haye stock, backed by generation of
prise winners In the beet shows in the
country, H, B. Walking, phone 14H-J- I.

TIME CARDS

WESTBOUND Dally.
Arrive,
The Scout.... 1:30 pm
J Calif. Llmlted.lu:30 am
7
Fargo Fast. 10:60 am
The Navajo. .12:36 am

Train.
No.
No.
No,
No.

J

Depart.

S:30
11:00
11:10
1:00

pro

am
am
am

SOUTHBOUND.

No. 29
No, 27

No.'
No. 4
No.
No, 10

El Paso Exp
El Paso Exp

EASTBOUND.
The Navajo.. 1:10 pra
Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm
8. F. Eight.. 7;26 pm
7:20 am
The Scout
FROM SOUTH.
From El Paso 6:36 pm
from El Paso J :00 am

10:10 pm
11:30 am
1:40
6:40
:10
7:60

pm
pm
pm
am

No, It
No. 30
No. to connects at Telen with No. IS
for Clovls. Pecea Valley.
City and
G

Oast.

No. 29 connect,

Hui

at

Beljn with No. 21
from Hovls and points eaet and south
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You will never lose a
dollar that you spend with

Many Heinz' Fall Goods Have Arrived

WANTED

The Army & Havy

ROBERT JONES

Phone

Phone

We
Sell

Skinners

LET'S GO

life

.........

Coal and South Walter

SIB Marble Avenue

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

On retiring rnb spots of dandruff snd
itching with Cuticura Ointment. Next
morning shampoo with Cuticura Soap
and hot water. This cleanses the scalp
of dandruff and promotes hair health.
SanpUBMbTrMbrSliJJ. AMmK'OBtlnrmtAb-rturi.Il. Uttim
Man." Sold

other Macaroni Product

PJJSTiUjl

j

TODAY

f

f- -

-

i.

I

i. i.k

CURIOS
5

It's but a thine made out of
dreams and it's dreams of real life that

EMM

D. W. Griffith

Also SOMETHING

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems, Laces.
Trading; Post,
VV IV1UI 1 1
Building
Opposite Postofflce.

SNAPSHOTS"

ADMISSION:
Adults .
Children

See your

Matinee.
. . .25c

.

OF

158

FREIGHT RULES

Favorite Stars at the Studio.

100

25C

15c

158

Taxi & Baggage

ONLY

and !".
an
formerly
Victor Greenleaf,
attorney of this city, now residing
in
the
is
city
at San Diego, Calif.,
on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Clay of
Hotel Clay, Jemez Springs, left for
the springs yesterday afternoon.
Four dollars, fuh wagon loac.
amoui.'
liTnited
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Leo Crane, superintendent of
the Indian service, H. F. Robinson,
Indian irrisuperintendent of the
of
gation service and V. J. Lewy, an
the latter service, are making
of
to
the
official trip
pueblo
today.
Pay Poll Tax at High School.
Thero will be a regular meeting
of the Missionary society of the
Broadway Christian church at the
Menaul,
homo of Mrs. William
north of the city this afternoon
nt 2:30 o'clock.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Dzlegiel, of 1110 West Iron avenue,
a daughter, yesterday.
physiDr. Murray, osteopathic
cian. Woolworth Bldg. Phone 644W
The International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers enjoyed n
banquet last night at Labor Temple, honoring a number of members of eastern locals. Forty members enjoyed the entertainment.
Mrs. Siegfried Kahn and son.
Warren, will return today on the
limited from Chicago.
of
communication
Regular
Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F. and
A. M. at 7:30 o'clock tonight.
There is important business to be
transacted,

Phone

Coal Supply Co.

$85

HOW

4

Co-ch-

'

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
did
mischiefs
The Hallowe'en
not molest the residents of the
Heights althoujh several annua!
parties were held where fhe young
folk participated in various forms
of ghost dancing.
Two new houses
started this
week where water extension has
been completed.
The new curbing on Brown avenue is completed. The Btreet grading will commence at once. MorThe new home of E. Clyde
gan will be the most attractive
Spanish type residence In the state.
Every feature is strictly of Spanish
design inside and out.

Eusy Payments If You Wish.
Xo Interest Charged.

ROTHMAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
First St.

117 S.

Phone

a bad
skin your

B17-- J

McConnell

TAX!

Phone

Try the Resinol
treatment. It

makes red oily,

blotchy skins

fresher and

more attractive

RESINOL

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to express our sincere
appreciation to those who so kindly
remembered us with their sympathy and flowers during the illness and death of our husband and

.Sooth inq a,nd He&linq

father.

BAPTIST PAPER WILL
HAVE SPECIAL ISSUE
ON STATE CONVENTION

coast!Sci7tter
speeds to the

rr.l

SLOAN'S RELIEVES

years Sloan's Liniment
FOR forty
been the quickest relief for
neuralgia, sciatica and rheumatism, tired muscles, lame backs, sprains
and strains, aches and pains.
Keep Sloan'ahandy and apply freely,
vithoul rubbing, at the first twinge.
T mcmi and brines comfort surely
and readily. You'll find it dean and
n
staining.
Sloan's Liniment is pain's enemy,
Ask your neighbor.
At all druggists 35c, 70c, 1140.
--

FORMER BANK CASHIER
SENTENCED TO PRISON

MRS. N. M. CUDABAC

PIG

N WHISTLE

and SONS.
CANDIES-BE-

in advance in order to be promptly
served. Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North
Tenth St. Tel. 802. Mail orders
given careful attention.

PIO 'N WHISTLE

CANDIES-BE-

OIUU

TVoiiWmi

DrHdbsonls
a
C3cxemaQintaientB

five-roo-

ilx-roo-

Touring Car
1

IMPERIAL

HOUSE ROOMS
Phone 221-S19H South First.

$15.00

32x3 V2 Amazon
Non Skid Tire
$15.00
1 set Disk Wheels. $50.00

1

Leaves Albuquerque. , 7:48
Arrives In Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:80
Leave Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30

Julian Dreyfuss Co.
113

North First

S,"d

......25c

(Per Dozen)
Have your razor honed and set by
..
experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOBZ.V BROTHERS,
At Ruppe's Drug Store,
6HOR SHOP
SST-213 Booth Second.
Free Call and Delivery.

CITT ELECTRIC-

rbons

4 or 5

CALL

For Service and Quality in

Fuel

TOP SHOP
414 West Copper
Phone 91 1W

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
Trucks Urine Comfort to Tour Home.

Let Our

TO

ILYRIc

Theater

ARTHUR S. KANE
am
am
pm
pm

J 2J2

L

LAUNDRY

PRESENTS

Charles Ray
A Midnight Be li
IN

Singer Hgar
West Central

From the Famous Charles lloyt Play

A Midnight Mystery with Mirthful Moments.
A Real Ray Thrill with Spooky Chills.
The Thrill That Comes Once in a Lifetime. Watch It! Gagged and tied to
H cilali, lies gut w ling lyiiab ucii tu vvaxu tuc iu w it ui a, maun, uuxgiaij. it oji
au nere in one 01 tnose
Action; A Dreatn catcnerf
tingling suspense
gaspy moments that never can oe long enough.

"CHICKEN HEARTED"

COAL

.

MATINEE Adults
NIGHT (6 to 11)

HAHN COAL COMPANY
PHONE

91.

e.

Hubbard Squfinh,

;

Children
Children
Included)

25c;
35c;

(Tax

$2.50
i...20c
..;.30c
i.;.20c
23c

..;

w.
i..

Lemon
Citron
OHing e
Candied
Candied

er lb

..23c

Peel
Peel
Cherries

Pineapple

.2Vc

For Sale
NEW FOUR ROOM HOUSE
Modern Conveniences Lot 30x142 Feet Close In

$2,650.00
Your Own Payment Cash

Broadway Central Grocery
te
No

Corner

PRICES:

Potatoes

A Carload of Those Famous Colorado
Just in Town
Price Per 100 Pounds

English Walnuts
Brazils
Almonds
Pecans
Black Walmif.1

Adults

IN

Service
Always.

First.

Fancy Prunes, per lb..
Fancy Apricots, per lb
Fancy Peaches, per lb.. .
Fancy Figs, per lb
Dromedary Dates, pkg

A Vanity Comedy

NOTEADVANCE

STORES CO., Incorporated
Mall Orders Taken.
rhone 138
mi! Central.

ALr.rtiI I.lt
Saleslady.
Experienced
Apply In perspeak Spanish.
son.

..

Gallnp, Dawson, Canon City, Coke, Wood all kinds

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Store,

CERRILLOS

Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. tn.
Corner Fourth and Central.

WANTED Must

Edge
Single Edge

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

$15.00

LUMP AND EGG
Burns Longer Produces More Heat
Uses Less Coal Hence Less Bill

FOGG, The Jeweler

CAFETERIA

"

DonMo

COPPER AVE.

Phone 600

Quality

BRACY'S

RAZOR BLADES.
Send or bring your dull blades fer,

Added Attraction:

Nice Roasted Pinons
15c per pound
ROBERT MACPHERSON
1114 West Central

EAT AT

Phone 35 '
Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.

.

Chalmers
Radiator

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

PHONES 148 AND 449.

To replace that broken window I
glass. Albnquerqne Lumber Co.. I
423 North First I
Phone 421.

A

NEW STATE COAL CO.

1

Let Us Send a Manl

Cents

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.

Sturges Hotel. Reward.

$225.00

Brilliant

Swastika

Sugarite

LAST TIME TODAY

BITTNER

We Are on the Job

GUARANTEED COAL

LOST

Simms SU4D

j

-

White face, bat ear Boston
to
terrier, female, answers
name of "Mickey." Return to

Chalmers

STAGE

ST

J.

The population of the British
of
Empire exceeds
the world's population,

FOR SALE UY OWNER
modern
lust finished
press brick snd new
modern except heat. Both in
.
modAlso
ern house on West Gold, just
omnletlng. Call at
Phone 1IM9-821 W. Sllfr.

We have extended the time
during which we will
clean 9x12 rugs for
for TWUMUKkWfcfcJVS

IN WORLD. COLLEGE INN

Post-offic-

Timely Suggestion.
This is the season of tho year
when the prudent and careful
housewife replenishes her supply
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
ItAa almost certain to be needed
before the winter is over and results are much more prompt and
when it Is . kept at
as soon as the first
hand and
Thetamr odMaitet indication given
of a cold appears and
will quickly be relierad bi
oeiore mnng before it has become Bettled in the
applying
Vr.Uobeon'eEcienwOint
system. There Is no danger in givimnt Oneof Dr.UoLsos'l ing it to children as it contains no
Bemeaies.
Family
opium or other harmful drug.

1919

EVENTS"

AT

SALE

FOR

;

W. BRASFIELD, the Wntch Maker.
American, Swiss and jJngllih Makes.
All Work Guaranteed.
117 South Fint.
rhone 9 17-- J.

Patrons are requested 40 place
orders for shelled pinon nuts well

'

MEDICATED AND SCLPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
in attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
2a for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEWIER, Prop.
5(18
honc 0H5-'j W. Central

210

219 West Central.

IN WORLD. COLLEGE INN
J.

3c to 5r

The Barnum Studio

ST

Expert Watch, Clock: and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed.
Opposite
(By The Aaanrlnted Prfea.)
908-122 8. 4th St.
Denver, Nov. 2. A. V. Cole of Phone
Denver, former cashier of the
First National bank at Castle
Rock, Colo., was sentenced to five
years in the federal penitentiary
TonSr Trunk Hauled for
at Leavenworth, Kansas, today
when he pleaded guilty to a
25
charge of embezzlement when
arraigned before Federal Judge Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Robert E. Lewis. Ho was alleged
Phone 542.
to have embezzled $5,700 of the
bank's funds.

liniment
s
tching

In our store can be bought
on easy payments.
Wiseman's Walch Shop
215 South Second

10c
15c

Rolls Developed
Packs Developed
Printing, each

Tru-jlll-

ACHES

ANY ARTICLE

REDUCED PRICE
LIST
Better Kodak
Finishing

ri

REGULAR PRICES

All tickets exchanged for
reservations at Matson's.
Records may be heard at
Albuquerque Music Store

Magneto

High'-iric's-

WHISTLE"

"CURRENT

Gallup

BARGAIN

Given by National Councils of
Catholic Men and Women Friday, November 4th. St. Mary's
Hall. Music by Step Lively
Admission $1.10.

DRAUGHT

?

2

Season Tickets, $4.00
Single Tickets, $2.00

DANCE

NEAR BEER

The Baptist New Mexican, organ
of the state Baptist convention,
will appear In 32 pages when next
issued. The enlarged issue will
cover the plans for the convention
to be held next week.
Mrs. W. C. James of BirmingAla., president of the Southaid ham,
ern Women's Missionary society,
:
OF DISABLED SHIP arrived in Albuquerque last eve
ning, but immediately started for
Deming where she will begin a
(By The Asmirliilfd
speaking tour around the
Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 2. The short
coast guard cutter Yamacraw lefta southern part of the state before
to
attending the convention here.
port late todav in response
wireless report from her sister
had
ship, the Tallapoosa, that shewhiU DRY OFFICERS MAKE
broken her propeller shaft
ARREST AT ROSWELL
off
the
towing a derelict schooner
Florida coast.
FOR LIQUOR MAKING
Marine men said the Tallapoosa
was in no danger while the weathenforcement
State prohibition
er remained as good as today and
received word yesteras forecasts for tomorrow predict- headquarters
from one of its agents that a
ed, although the vessel probably day
man had been taken into custody
was drifting.
for the illegal manufacture of li
and that a r0 gallon still
The famous clock of Beauvals quor
L'aO gallons or masn and ten galcathedral is said to be composed lons
of corn whisky had been cap
thousand separate
of ninety-tw- o
tured.
pieces.
Word was also received of the
arrest at Springer of Sllvano
who is to be charged with
the sale of intoxicants.

NEURALGIC

DIME DANCE
Prize Waltz and Fox Trot
Free Candy for tho Ladles

njoy your

Is

handicap

Rossiter

1921-192-

ssbs?. Th

Highest Grade Macaroni

Balance Same as Rent

See
F. H. STRONG

..

orL. C.

Phone 75.

.'

SI

"HOLMES' TRAVELOGUE"

High School Auditorium
Tuesday, Nov. 8, 1921,
i
8:30 P. M.
Second concert of the series
offered by the Fortnightly
Music Club for the season of

,

"Sandstorm Jazz"
At "Old Town"
Society Hall

J.

LOCAL ITEMS

oon-8ki-

with the

The Watch Maker.
Jewels,
cleaning
Mainsprings,
proposed changes In rates, rules
staffs, $1.60 each.
and regulations, approved by wesor
Swiss
American
English
tern lines, but subject to concurMakes.
were
rence of eastern railroads,
117 South First.
Phone 917-announced tonight by the transbureau.
The
continental
freight
changes will not be effective until
lawfully published, and the probable effective date was not announced.
extenAND BUILDERS
DESIGNERS
an
include
The changes
sive revision of import and export
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
rates via Pacific porls.
It is also proposed to cancol
Phone 915. 211 West Gold.
inrates on Intoxicating liquors,
and
wines''
"spirits,
cluding "high
pure" and certain others.
SWEETS
DANCING.
One proposed change would al- ATEATS COLLEGE
INN.
THE
low for actual weight, but not to
exceed BOO pounds, of hay, straw
or
or excelsior used in packing
buffing carload shipments of eggs
The following rates on iron and
FOUR-- 0
steel rails westbound for export In
carload
minimum
80,000 pound
lots, were ordered published:
NEW CARS
From Chicago nnd west: $13.44
p:r gross ton; with the same rato
disfrom
"Birmingham
prevailing
trict;" and from Minnequa, Colo.,
from "rate basis points," $15.46
per gross ton.
Rates on iron and steel articles,
for excarload lots, westbound
port, were amended as follows:
From Chicago and west, and
from Birmingham district 60 cents
per 100 pounds; from Pittsburgh
69 cents per 100 pounds, and from
with a good glass of
Minnequa, Colo., 46 cents per 100
pounds.
Shipment of fresh vegetables In
mixed carload lots with melons at
the rate and minimum weight
ON
named in previous schedules would
')o permitted.
at the
Hates on both import and export applicable to New Orleans as
regards traffic consigned direct
from points of origin to destination, (or received from points of
109 South First
origin) in Mexico, Cuba, Porto
Ulco, West Indies, Panama. Central America, and South America,
would be made applicable to Mobile, Ala., except that they would
not apply in connection with the
Southern Pacific
nor
company,
where otherwise provided.

RICHARD BONELLI
Brunswick Artist
Baritone

DAflCE TOfllGHT

J. W. BRASFIELD

(By The Awuitliiled Freaa.)
Nov. 2. Numerous
Chicago,

Night.

Reward

WRIlTIHT'

of

STREET"

"SCREEN

NEW

RUGS

"THE

'i

t

:

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

About 8 miles south of
town, o n west side of
river, yesterday morning.
Has name Baldridge on
collar.
Phone 402, or call at
423 South First St.

.

is not what it scorns

"DREAM

'if1

I

Brown Water
Spaniel

323 South First St.

s

IN

LOST

STORE

NAVAJO

Portrays in His Masterly Production

109 North First St.

For Your Hair

'I

VTT'Tr

WILLIAM S. HART

Grocery Department

Cuticnra Is Wonderful

678

.. .. tvm--

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

KAHN'S STORE

.

,

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Apply in person

Our customers are entitled to Satisfaction or
their money back and
they get it.

ORESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

Some person with truck
or auto to deliver grocery
orders twice daily.

We Satisfy Every
Customer Every Time

,.i.,.,iI

TRE
OTHEA
jm

I

i

Vinegars. Malt, Cider, White Table, pints and quarts; Tomato
Catsup, largo and small; Preserved Sweet Midget Pickles; and
Sweet Gherkins in glass; Cream of Tomato Soup, two sizes; a
real cream soup. Their famous Spaghetti, three sizes; cooked
Sauerkraut; Oven Baked Beans, with real tomato sauce, and
plain, without the sauce; Chili Sauce, two sizes; Mustard
Pickles in rlass, Etc.
50c
Estancia Ruttcr. 11)
50c
Supreme Uuttor, lb

-

flftft-

'

s

,

BENNET

10c
15c

jf
jo

